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CHAPTER I 
CAMPAIGN PRELIMINARIES 
Since its inception in 1854 the Republican party had shown a remarkable 
growth. From. a soaewha t humbl e beginning, it was, in the sixth year of its 
life sufficiently strong to elect a president of the United States. 
Opportunities and events coincided for the organization and developllleat of 
a new party. The old Whig party had lost much of its potency; the North 
Amerioan party neTer was a Tital factor in the national picture; the 
Democraoy was badly divided by the divergent views of its northern and 
southern branohe's, which in turn were both divided on certain issues. The 
feeble impotency of President Buchanan, coupled with graft and soandal in 
the administration had thoroughly disgusted many of the old guard and drove 
countless staunoh Daraocrats to the bosom of the new political Messiah. 
While candidates were eleoted to office under the guise of Republicani8.B 
their viotory was actually the result of a series of fusion tickets that 
swept the country for several years prior to 1860. The Abolitionists hailed 
the Republicans as the anti-slavery standard bearer beoause of the pronounce-
ments of certain of its leading office seekers on the extell8ion and aboli tioD. 
of slavery. And finally morally minded citizens, who were religiously 
opposed to human servitude, rallied to the cause of the new organization. 
Numerous political leaders of the period shrouded themselves "Wi thil!!. its cloak 
not beoause they partioularly endorsed the principles of the party but for 
1 
2 
politioal expediency. It offered to them a new corradiation point fraa whiCh 
they could again glare forth and attain poli tic~ office under the guise of 
humani tarie.nism.. Justifiably one may suspeot that their lI.OtiTes were as 
selfish as their lust for money and power ldlich publio offioe would briB.g 
their greedy hea !'ba. 
As for leadership the Republioan party 'W8.S top heavy. As we scan the 
rolls of the Sell8.te and the House of Representatives we feel the impaet of 
such personalities as Charles Fral1cis Adams, )/forill, Burl1ng8llle, Collklillg, 
Wilson, Wade, COrwin, Sherman, Seward and Sumner. Not found in the halls of 
Congress, but, nevertheless, recognized leaders, were Linooln and Chase, 
the generals of the West. 
The principles of Republioanism were somewhat indistinot and difficult 
of oomprehension. There was, however, universal agreement on one point, 
the extension of slavery. In opposing the spread of hUJl18Jl. bondage the 
Republioans had a difficult ttae in so much as nearly all of the Northern 
Dem.ocrats had taken the S8me stand some time before the organization of the 
Republican I*rty. The new party's militant leaders probably made the 
nation more conscious of their efforts. Seward, the reputed leader of the 
party, stalked about the le.nd preaching a "higher law" e.nd a pessimistic 
"irrepressible oonflict" over the slave question, and in the Senate he 
demonstrated a most Tindictive position OD. the subject of free labor. The 
western leader of the new party, Abraham Lincoln, did not talk of conflict 
but in his debates with Douglas he advocated the ewl of slave extension. 
Probably his thought is best demonstrated in his aooeptanoe speeoh when 
offered the Republioan nomination of the United States Senate. The high 
point of his talk that evening was the deolarations 
A house 4iTided against itself oannot 
sta.D4. I belieTe this goverDII.ent oannot 
endure half alave and half free. I do not 
expeot the house to fall bu~do expeot it 
to oease to be divided.. It must be all one 
thing or !:!!. the other~ 
3 
That was a Tery radioal statement so the true politi.ian in Linooln oame to 
the fore when he tEllllporised. and attEllllpted to qualify his im tial stat.eat. 
Either the opponents ot slavery 
(he oontinued) will arrest the further 
spread ot it. and plaoe it where the 
publio mind Shall rest in the belief that 
it is in the oourse of ultimate extinction 
or its advocates will push it forward. 
ttill it shall be alike lawful in all 
states. old as well as new. _ .North as well 
as South.l 
The Congress of 1859-60 was a peouliar oonglomeration of political 
parties and ourrent thought. When the new House conTeneci OD Deoember 6, 
1859. there were one hundred nine Republioans. eighty-eight Buchanan 
D8IIIOorats, thirteen Anti-Lecompton Demoorats. twenty-six .Americans and one 
Whig. Nearly all of the Amerioans were froa the South and among their 
2 
numbers were halt of the delegates tram the Border States. 
Feeling was intellBe among the members. The Republicans were a hard 
driving, mili tent group under the leadership of Charles Francis Adams and 
Sherman. The Democrats. espeoially thoa e froD. the South. were bitter at 
the attitude taken by their opponents over the John Brown epiSOde. It was 
1. Illinois State Journal (Springfield) June 16. 1858 
Underlining bY LInoolii when he proofread galley in newspaper offioe 
after speeoh. 
2. Congressional Globe. 36 Cong_, 1 Sess •• 101 
quite evident that little time would pass before the question of slavery 
would arise for a general airing. As was expeoted the Republicans started 
the proceedings ~ oirculating a petition among the aanbers of Congress in 
which it was proposed to issue at a very reasonable price a compenciium of 
4 
the Impending Crisis. a book by Hinton Helper, of North Carolina, appealing 
to the impoverished whites of the South to emancipate themselves. The book 
was deeply abusive to the slaveholder and revolutionary in its advice. The 
southern members of the House were highly incensed, and. justifiably so, at 
the attellllpts of the Republicans to sOW' the seed of revolution in the southern 
3 
!8rt of the country. The Democrats made the same mistake with Helper's 
brainohilcl as they did with nearly all other inoendiary documents. Instead 
of killing interest in the book by ignoring it they gave it wide publicity 
by their fiery utterances, and their cry was in turn taken up by every anti-
Republican press both North and South. Soon the Impending Crisis was a 
veritable best seller throughout the nation. It did haTe a profound effeot 
upon the wavering voters of the North ana. assisted in developing the victory 
of 1860. 
Men. were in a fighting temper. Personal encounters on the floor of 
CODgress were ilmninent, arms were carried. and. vitriolic expressions of 
opinion were given wide publieity by the press of the land. The sentiment 
seamed to indicate that the South was to seoede if a Republican should be 
the presiaential choice of 1860. Martin Jl Crawford, mamber from Georgia, 
3. Frenoh E. Chadwiok, Causes of the Civil War (Harper and. Bros., New York, 
N.Y., 1906), 91. - - -
speaking against the eleotion of Shermaa for the Speakership of the House 
of Representatives saidt 
I have this to say, and I speak the 
sentiment of every D_ocrat from. the State 
of Georgia: we will n.,..er su1:mit to the inaugu-
ration of a blaok Republican presi4eBt.4 
5 
We find the eounterpe.rt to this feeling of mind in BickJun's expression when 
he sai. on the floor of the Houses "The Norta will neYer tolerate a division 
6 
of territory." A priTate letter of Senator Hamraond, of South Carolina, 
desoribes a situation impossible of continuance: 
I assure you and you may philosophize 
upon it, that unless the slavery question oan 
be eDtirely eliminated f~ politics, this 
govermaent is not worth two years, perhaps 
two months purchase. So far as I know, ana as 
I beli.,..e, .,..ery maa in both Houses is &rILed 
with a reYOlver ••• some with two ••• and a bowie 
knife •••• Seeing the oldest and most oonservative 
senators on our side ••• get revolvers, I most 
reluotantly got one myself •••• I oan't carry 
it •••• but I keep a pistol in my drawer ••• as a 
Jll8.tter of duty to my section •••• While regarding 
the Union as oramping the South, I will 
nevertheless sustain it as long as I can. 
Yet I will stand by my side--as you 'WOuld--to 
the end. I firmly believe the slave holdiDg 
South is now the oontrolling power of the 
world-.. tha t no other power could force us into 
hostili ty. This will be demonstrated if we 
oame to the ulttmate; ••• eotton, rice, tobaoco, 
naval stores command the 'WOrliJ and we have 
sense enough to know it ••• The North without us 
'WOuld be a motherless oalf, bleating about, 
and die of mange and starTation.6 
4. CoIi:esSiOnal Globe, 36 Cong., 1 Sess., 163-64. 
5. ~, p.120 . 
6. tetter to Franois Leiber, April 19, 1860, Thomas S. Perry, The Life anA 
Letters 2! Francis Leiber (1882), 310, oited by Chadw1ek, !!E..oit., 94 
6 
Every public expression had its day in the press of the nation, with 
the publications in the South making the .,st of it. As peculiar as it may 
se_, but still not so Te:dng when one giTes it mature thought, the 
Aboli tionists were taken Tery seriously in the South, while the threats of 
seoessionwere treated lightly in the North. The people north of the 
Chesapeake and the Ohio could not 'Y1sualize their southen brothers, although 
slightly estranged, breaking up the Union. In this they thought eorrectly 
from the knowledge they possessed since the Republican leaders and news-
papers simply would not take too seriously the predictiou on disunion made 
by the Southerners. Seward .aid: 
I rEE&1n now in the opinion I have 
uniformly expressed here and elsewhere 
that these hasty threats of di sunion are so 
unnatural that they will find no hand. to 
exeoute them. 7 
Senator Wilson in a moment of :mirthful mental tranquility said in 
January, 1860, of the "disunion predictions, arguments, and threats with 
which eTery breese from the South 1s burdened" that they should be 
8 
entitled" that they should be entitled "'This Broad Farce. ,It In a way it 
typified the :mi81eadiDg attitude of the Republican radicals. They knew only 
too 'Well that if the people of the North eYer learned of the true expression 
that existed in the South, the clays of Republieani_ were 11\1abered. They 
were willing to saorifice tor selfish and greedy purposes a united nation 
controlled by a combinatlon of politioal faotions for a divided Umion, a 
part of which would be under the thumb of the new leaders of Republiealrl.SI1. 
Subsequent eTents proTe that they nearly did it. Their soh_e was quite 
7. Congressional Globe, 36Cong., 1 Sess., 914. 
8. bid., 57!. 
'T 
evideJIt; J a party bull t on the altar of h\IIDB.D. saorifice, bloodshed, and 
misery, but above all things a political organization of permanency. Their 
Eeal in this respeot was ab10st fanatical. Stephen A. Douglas, the able 
Senator froJl. Illinois, in one of his legislative pronouno_euts admirably 
summed up the attitude of the Republicans well he said 
(He had)no hesitation (in expressing) 
his fira and ieliberate conviction that the 
Harper's Ferry orime was the natural. logical, 
inevitable result of the teaching of the 
Republican party ••• The great prinoiple that 
underlies the organization ••• ia violent, 
irreconoilable, eternal warfare upon the 
institution of American slavery, with a view 
to its ultimate extinction throughout the 
land. It. vitality consists in appeal to 
northern passion, northern prejudice, 
northern ambition against southern states, 9 
southera institutions. and southern people. 
'Wi th political sentiment of the mambers of the Congress at such hostile 
tenor 11 ttle could be aooo:raplishe4 in the fol"l1 of construotive legislatioa 
to alleviate the feeling of bitterness that the Republic~ overbeariDg 
atti tuie had engenciered in the South. 
The session of Congress produoed oneresult and that of a selfish 
nature. That was the effort ot brittle and overbearing Wil11aa Seward to 
entrenoh himself more fil'llly as the titular leader of the new party, and 
also as the organization's leading candidate for president. In all of his 
speeOhes he assumed the lordly position ot the great philosopher expounding 
on the subject ot slavery as one or minor importanoe that could easily be 
adjusted if he were let apply his own. political and judicial panaceas. On 
just what the plan revolved it would be eiitficult to state tor his utterances 
differed with audiences anei locality. In the North, particularly in his 
91 E!.!!., 553. 
8 
own state, New York, and the neighboring oommonwealth, Massachusetts, he 
_s particularly violent in his denunciations of slaTery; i. the Senate he 
was reasoJl8.ble and temperate in his Tiews on tree serTile labor. That is, 
1fhile he admitted slavery was an enl, some oonsel'T8.tive and moderate plan 
could be 'Worked out to remedy the evil to the complete satisfaction of both 
the North and the South. 
While the members of Congress 'Were at swords' points, two Republicans 
of unequal strength and prominence ma'e at about the same time speeches 
that attracted the attention of the th:lnking .en of the nation. One was 
the expostulatory Seward, the other was the rural Illinois attorney, Abraham 
Lincoln. Seward expected, with an almost childlike simplicity, the Repub-
lican nomination for the presidency. Lincoln, but the year previous de-
feated by the capable Douglas :tor the United States Senate, had almost giTen 
up hope of ever; - hold.iJlg a high political office. The possibility of being 
presitlent 'bI1t slowly cle.wned upon Lincoln. The publicity he had gained in 
his great debates with Douglas was extremely helpfUl. Linooln's friends in 
Illinois and the other 'Wester.n states had his debate speeches wiaely circu-
lated. Naturally Douglas' talks 'Were not included in most of these pamphlets 
for the great Douglas had shown his adversary in a pocr light in most of 
the arguments. Ncne the less the debates made Lincoln a marked JIl8l!l in the 
East and the most popular in the Northwest. During the perlee following the 
debates he was called upon tor speeches in many of the western cities 80 
it is not strange that he was i1lVited to appear, probably at the insistenoe 
of Greeley who was at odds with Seward aud his adviser, Weed, at a great 
Republican rally in New York. Lincoln's speeches at the Cooper Institute, 
9 
February 27. 1860, was one o,t the best ot his oareer. In it he traoed the 
idea the framers of the Constitution had in mind for the Federal gover.ament 
to control slavery in the territories. The talk made a great impression in 
the East and won tor Linooln an enviable posii5ion in the hearts of the 
Republioans ot that seotion. Horaoe Greele,y was in eostasies over the pro-
nounoem.ents of the oallow Westerner. He said: 
It was the very best poli tioal address 
to whioh I have ever listened ••• and I have 
heard some ot Webster's grandest.10 
Of course Greeley saw in Linooln the opposition to his up-state adversary. 
Seward. Linoolnts last sentenoe gave the pro-slavery advooates a severe 
shook when he exolaimed: "Let us have faith that right makes might, and in 
11 
that tal th let us to the end dare to do our duty as we understand it.· 
Seward spoke in the Senate several days later, February 29. This was 
one ot Seward.' 8 best po li t1. oal speeches fo r it brings out the sagaoiouBlless 
ot the master politioian. He unfolded his thoughts without passion or 
vi 1;uperation. 
What is just to one olass ot men (he said) 
oan never be injurious to any other; and what 
is unjust to any conti tions ot persons in a 
state is neoessarily injurious in some degree 
to the whole oomnnm1 ty. The slave state effeots 
to extinguish the personality ot the laborer. 
DOt only as a mEmber ot the political body, but 
also as a parent, husband, ohild. neighbor. or 
friend. He thus becomes in a poli tioal view, 
merely property without moral oapaoity, wdthout 
domestio, moral and social relations. duties. 
rights and remedies ••• The state proteots not 
the slave as a man, but the capital ot another 
man he represents. On the other hand the state 
whioh rejeots slavery enoourages and animates 
and invigorates the laborer by maintaining and 
10.Ceutu!Z Magazine, XX., (July 1891), 373 
11.John G:Nlcoly & John Hay,ed., Linooln's Complete Works (2 vola.,Ths 
developing his personality in all the rights 
and faculties of manhood, generally with the 
pri v11eges of oitizenship. In the one han" 
capital invested in slaves becomes a great 
political foree, while ill the other hand labor 
thus elevated labor and enfranchised becomes 
the dominant political power.12 
ThiS speeoh was not exactly to the liking of the man of the South but it 
did please the reasonable voters of the North and Border States to whom 
10 
Saward was appealing tor the purpose of strengthening his poli tioal hand for 
the ooming Republican oonvention in Chioago. 
The convention of the new party convened in Chicago on May 16,1860. 
Delegates were present from all of the tree states, the border states, the 
Distriot ot Columbia, as well as the territories of Kansas and Nebraska. 
A speoial convention hall, the Wigwam, had been oonstruoted to house the 
delegates for the deliberative sessions. The oitywas orowded with delegates 
and visiinrs, politioal followers of the various candidates, prospeotive 
post-masters, and general all-around oonvention gypsies. Suooess was in. the 
air for the break-up of the Demooratio Convention at Charleston had waited 
the aroma ot viotory to the shores of Lake Miohigan. The array ot satellites 
in attendanoe was imposing; probably no convention prior to that tillLe had 
been bedeoked with so ~ politioal jewels, false or genuine. The leading 
contenders for the nomination were William. H. Seward of New York, by now 
well convinoed that the new party was a winner and that it was well worth 
while to beoome its leader; the tlat and humorless Salmon P. Chase of Ohio, 
who d1Tlded his home-state delegation with Ben Wade; Simon Cameron, one of 
the nation's most notorious and unsorupulous political bosses headed the 
Century Compaay, New York, N.Y., 1898) I, 599-612. 
12.Congressional Globe, 36 Cong., 1 Sess., 910 
11 
delegation frolll Pennsylvania; E<brard Bates of St. Louis who was well known 
for his conservative expressions; and Abraham Lincoln, the favorite son ot 
the Prairie State. 
Seward, the new party's JIOst conspicuous statesman expeoted to be aa 
easy vietor. His dootrines ot "Irrepressible Confliot" and "higher law" 
_de him. tina with tha radioals; his pronunoiations in the Senate on February 
29 gave h3Ja consider- able prestige among the border delegates. It was almost 
a perfeot example ot fenoe straddling. Then too, his candidacy was being 
managed by the able Thurbw Weed, Albany editor, and others in his retinue 
were William M. Evarts, Carl Sohurz, and Austin Blair. Seward's baokers 
had lD8.111' fancy arguments in the New Yorker's favor and the stock one seeaecl 
13 
to be "Who else oa.n get the money to tinance a oampaign?" Leading ___ 
opposition to Seward was the New York publisher of the Tribune, disillusioned 
14 
and bitter Horace Greeley, was 1I8.S working tor the oonservative Bates. 
It appeared that in Bates there was a oandidate who would be in favor of 
compromise rather than dissolution. Seward and Weed wrongly blamed Greeley 
for their defeat in the Chioago Couvention. 
Those opposed to Seward realized that there was little challoe ill 
stopping him. Chase could not even muster a solid delegation from his own 
state; Pennsylvania's delegation was whipped into line for their own tavorite 
son, S. Cameron, but that is as far as his strength went; Bates had little 
strength other than the WTangling Greeley and a tew conservative politioians. 
13. George Fort Milton, The Eve of Confliot (Houghton,Mifflin and ():)m.pany, 
Boswn 1934) 455. - - -
14. Thurlow Weed Barnes, Life of Thurlow Weed (2 vols., Houghton,Mifflin 
and Company, Boston l~.""Chip., 'XXV et passim. 
12 
If Seward was to be defeated all of the outsiders must Ul1.1te OD. one oandidat 
David Davis, Lincoln's oonvention manager, sensed the oourse of the del egates 
and set about to bring all ot those opposed to Seward under the spell of 
Lincoln. 
While Seward had contributed muoh to the Republiun party sucoess, 
espeoially in his appeal to the more radically minded with his Rochester 
manifesto, the thoughts and ideas that Lincoln had presented were much 
shrewder. James Jdlton' 8 analysis of the situation in his epochal work, 
1'he Eve ot Contlict, is a genuine contribution. In his disoourse Milton 
---
goes on to show that in 1857, when Linooln laid his plans tor his debates 
with Douglas, it was quite evU.ent to politically minded Republicans, as 
well as conservative souther.n Demoorats, that the question ot slaver,y was 
about to become a dead issue. Nearly allot the issues that were debated 
in ithat historio forensic duel had now ceased to be alive; Kansas was 
detini tely headed tor the Free-State Side; Nebraska had ceased to be a 
stamping groWlti for pro-slavery agi taters; New Mexico had passed laws 
protecting the rights ot slave owners. Stnoe these issues were dead there 
was no reason tor the continued exiatenee ot the Republican party. But the 
Republioan politicians, as is the collllllOn lot ot all politioians, saw that 
, 
it their ends ..... ere to be satisfied, e.g., power, ottice, income, the party 
Dl18t llOt be allowed to go out ot existence; it must be supplied with new 
tormulae that would keep it ELlive and preserve it, and, perhaps, improve it. 
'?,he Territorial slavery issue ended the question so tar as the right to 
interfere with slavery in the states existed, but JIaD3" of the norther.n 
people were still tor the idea of attaoking slavery within the states, and 
l~ 
-.ould support ~ party that would ooae out with that i.ea. Although suoh 
a plan could not be exeoubed openly, a hidden threat to do so would be 
15 
sufficient bait to carry along the voters. 
Lincoln's 'House Divided' doctrine seemed to be the proper remedy for 
ailing Republioania. Reading it as a whole. placing no emphasis on either 
of the two propositions. it was most harmonious, but when speoial emphasis 
was given to one of the alternatives an entirely different thought was 
derived. It was probably one ot the shrewdest politioal to raul a ever de-
vised. Milton estimates the doctrine quite aocurately in his expert analysis 
Abolitionists accented the statsnsat, 
would be either 'put in the oourse of ul tilaate 
extinotion' or its advooates would make it lawful 
in all states-. This broad hint that the Southern 
Ultras would soon undertake to force slavery OD 
the Northern States aoted as a trumpet oa11 to 
the North to prevent such aggression, a.nd was 
an elixir tor the Republican Party. The other 
aspeot of the stat_ent was an anodyne.t>r the 
Oonservati Tes. Such words as 'permanently' and 
'ul timatet oould be used to indicate Republiean 
belief that the ohange would CODle slowly and 
in the day ot another and. perhaps distaJIl; 
generation. Those anxious to show Lincoln's 
and his party's concilia"tnry purposes here 
placed the emphasis. Although Linooln did not 
get the Se:ns.te on his 'House Dinded Doctrine', 
he did through it increase the zeal of the 
Abolitionists and at the same tae quiet Oon-
servative tears. Suoh a doctrine was an ideal 
tormula tor praotioal politioians and helped 16 
give the Republioan party a new lease on lite. 
Thus stood oandidates, dootrines and manifestoes when the convention was 
organized on Wednesday morning, May 16. David Wilmot, ot Pennsylvania, 
15. Milton, ~.cit., 456-457; :vary Sohrugman, The Peaoeable A.erioans of 
1860-61 (Kaoud llan Oompany, New York, 1921TT4-22. -
16. Milton; .2.£ • .!!!., 455 et passia. 
14 
author of the Wilmot Proviso, the cornerstone of Republioanism was the 
temporary ohail"ll8l1; the presiding offioer of the affair was George Ashua, 
Massaohusetts delegate. When the platforawas brought before the convention 
for approval, Joshua Giddings, who represented the abolition spirit of the 
delegates, offered as an amaniment to the first resolution the oft-quoted 
assertion of the Declaration of Independenoe. In fear that he would go too 
far and oreate the impression that RepublioaniSJII. was Aboli tioBisa the 
mana.gers of the convention had the amendment TOted down. Giddings was 
furious and like most fanatios was unreasonable to the extent that he bolted 
the convention. Naturally it would not be good politics to have the new 
party tied too closely with the ideas of Garrison and Phillips. However, 
tha t is eventually what happened. A short tae later, after an impassioned 
plea by George Williams, who realized that if Republioani_ was to be a 
winner it oould not afford to drive the radicals fro. the fold, the COltV'8D.-
tion agreed to the admission of Gidding' s amendment. Giddings was reoonoilH 
17 
and through hill the radioal el_ent of the party. 
The Republican platfor.a was a remarkable piece of all embraoing ter.as. 
Among its headlights were the assertions that the rights of states were 
ilrV'iolateJ the John Brown raid as "among the gravest of crimes; If it oensured 
the Buohanan administration for att.-pting to torce the Lecompton Constitu-
tion on Kansas; it denounced the new dootrine that the Constitution of its 
own force carries slayery into the territories; 1t declared that the Daao-
cratic dogma of popular sovereignty was a deception and a fraud; it deaie4 
17. llarat Halsted, Caucus of 1860 (Follett, Foster and Company, Columbus, 
Ohio, 1860) 137 - -
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the authority ot the Congress, territorial legislature, or any individual to 
give legal existenoe to any territory; denounced the reopening ot the Afrioa.n 
slave trade; demanded the adm.ission ot Kansas under the Wyandotte Consti tu-
tiOD; advooated the homestead bill; and tavored the adjustment ot duties on 
imports so as "to encourage development ot industrial interests ot the whole 
country." Even the Pennsylva.u1a d.elegates, browbeaten as they were by the 
ruthless Cameron, were somewhat pleased at the last plank of the platform. 
All controversial issues were consigned, so far as the platform. was ooncerne 
to the depths ot Lake Michigan, and so consequently no mention was _de ot 
the FugitiTe Slave law, personal liberty laws, abolition of slavery in the 
Distriot ot Coluabia and the lIlUoh maligned Dred. Scott deoisions. With suGh 
all embraoing baoking ot popular issues the plattora was reoeived with open 
arms and thanld'ul hearts by Seward, Lincoln and Bates. They were ot the 
opinion, e'rldently, that the plattora oould not otfend the South any more 
than the Republioan leaders had done in the past by their incendiary state-
m.ents. There was, too, the possibili1::y that the north and border states 
might take to sueb. a bit ot honey thereby greatly strengtheniBg thEa and 
18 
enhanoing the chanoe ot viotory. 
The convention reoessed at six 0' 010 ok the seoond day without so much 
as takiDg a ballot on the oandidates. The evening was spent by the 
oandidates' Jl8.Dagers in "tenoe building." Champagne flowed treely at 
Seward's headquarters in the Riohmond House. Weed, the Seward general, 
assisted by his tloor leaders, Evarts and Sohurz, gave oouncil, advisea 
18. James Ford Rhodes, History ot the United States trom the Compromilse ot 
1850 (., vols., The LCiDiIlia'ilcompany, New York,N. Y., l89S-l906) II, -
1'6'4 et .!5. 
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delegates, and promised muoh it victory smiled upon them. So tormidable 
did the New York Senator's baokers appear that Greeley, although bitterly 
opposed to Seward, had published in his New York Daily Tribune: "My conolu-
sian trom all that I can gather tonight, is that the opposition to Governor 
19 
seward oannot ooncentrate on any candidate and that he will be nominated. H' 
20 
The Cinoinnati Commercial carried a similar news story. In the meantiae, 
Lincoln's manager, Judge Davis, had not given up hope. The promise ot 
several cabinet positions won the votes ot Ohio and Pennsylvania, while 4i8-
satistaction in the r~s ot the delegates trom several ot the smaller 
states greatly enhanoed the position ot the "rail splitter." Still Weed was 
so sure ot Seward's ultimate suocess that bands hired by him spent halt the 
night serenading the various delegations that were expected to assist hta 
21 
on the work ot the morrow. 
The balloting commenced em the third day. The tirst TOte was given 
over to tavorite sons; the vote being split among a half' dozen candidates. 
The Sewardites were jubliant and expeoted no opposition on the next ballot. 
The seoond ballot showed Lincoln trailing Seward by only three and a half 
votes. Bargains were beginning to tell. Seward's hopes were blasted. The 
tinal ballot showed Lincoln a deoisive winner over Seward. Evarts in a 
gloomy gesture eventually moved that the nomination be made uD8J1imous. 
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Seward's men were thoroughly angered over the whole a.tfair. Som.e went 
so far as to say that they must nominate a man who oould "hardly read or 
write." Thurlow Weed was in the depths of despair. Men thought that Seward 
had been saorifioed upon the politioal altar in favor of an available 
oandidate whose only olaim to feme was that he could split logs. They did 
not look upon Linooln as the embodiment of Republioan prinoiples but as the 
lesS offensive canAidate that might win. Greeley took to Lincoln like a 
long lost brother for his liew York Daily Tribune carried remarkable news 
items and editorials ooncer.ning the Illinois favorite son. That hour must 
have been Greeley's sweetest for his aroh-enemy Seward was thoroughly 
humiliated and made to appear as a small town poli tioian in the eyes of most 
of the offioe holders and seekers throughout the nation. Greeley disclatBed 
23 
in his paper any weighty influenoe he might have exerted to defeat Seward. 
Undoubtedly Seward had over estimated his own strength for he did not oommand 
the votes of the oonservative delegates. Senator Wilson expressed the 
feeling of many of the political leaders when he was talking with Seward 
several days prior to the oonvention. 
If I could eleot a Presi'ent I would 
nominate you or Mr. Chase ••• But ••• like Mr. Chase 
you have by your ability and long devo tion to 
the anti-slavery oause, excited prejudioes and 
awakened oonservative fears in the great states 
of Pennsylvania, Indiana, Illinois, New Jersey, 
and Conneoticut whioh are to be the battle 
grounds of the contest, and whose vote must be 
secured to give suooess •••• I do not think your 
name will oommand the neoessary strength. 2~ 
22 (oontinued) William MoMasters, Histo~ of the peo~le of the United States 
(8 vols., D.Appleton and Company ,New OrK,T.Y.18 5},V:r'I'r, 454 !i~. 
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24.Henry Wilson,History 0 e Rise end Fall of Slave Power in Amerioa (3vols 
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Aooording to Chadwick, Linooln's victory was a simple question of 
25 
availability. No doubt he had never been thought of seriously as a 
18 
presidential candidate until the Illinois Republican state Convention, MaY' 
10, 1860, where, by chance the appearance of a oouple of rails supposed to 
have been split by "Old Abe" stampeded the delegates to a frenzy of enthusi-
26 
amn tor a rail splitting candidate tor the presidenoy. However, despite 
the popular appeal of a second Andrew Jaokson in the field, Seward was the 
popular choice. "Certainly two thirds ot the delegates ••• preferred him for 
27 
president. " 
The elections of governors in Pennsylvania and Indiana were to be helEl 
in October. The Republioan party of Pennsylvania had not yet adopted the 
name Republican, but was a party ot fusionists with the .American party 
contributing a very strong element and this group was bitterly opposed to 
28 






Without its (.Amerioan party) aid the 
success of Curtin (Republican nominee for 
governor ot Pemsy1vania) was simply impossible. 
a like condition of things existed in Indiana 
•••• While the anti-slavery sentiment asserted 
itself by the election of a majority of 
Republicans in Congress in 1858, the entire 
Democratic state ticket (Pea.nsylvan1a) was 
suocessful by majorities from 1534 to 2896 
• _. The one thing the Curtin, Lane (Republican 
nominee tor governor of Indiana) and their 
respective lieutenants agreed upon, was that 
the nomination of Seward meant hopeless 
defeat in their respective states.29 
Chadwick, 2.£-~., 124 
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The nation's crisis erldent17 was not considered in nominating the Republi 
presidential candidates, for it appears that it was the greedy politici~s 
\Vi th their own axes to grincl who took precedence. Apparently Seward was 
defeated before the convention convened in Chicago. The contest was not 
b~een Seward and Lincoln but the real struggle was between conservative 
Bates and the straddlillg Lillooln. 
The Republican newspapers tor the great part seemed to be tolerant of 
Lincoln's nomination. The two main presses behind Lincoln, the Chicago 
Tribune and the New York Daily Tribune were confident ot his eleotion.30 
Greeley's Daily Tribune was oontinually harping on the need ot cooperation 
31 
and undivided zeal. He was out to humiliate Seward tor his political 
trickery ot 1854 and high handed snobbery ot 1860 when Greeley had to qua1it 
as an Oregon delegate to sit in the convention. The influential presses 
ot the East made much over Lincoln's honesty. The Hartford Press stated 
that he was so well thought ot by his own people that they had honored. him 
32 
with the title of "Honest Abe Lincoln." NOthing but whiteness could be 
33 
tound on his public or private character stated the Syracuse Standard. 
With the Cavode investigation in mind the New Haven Palladium backed. the 
Repub1iaan standard bearer with the cryptic ooJllDlent that an honest man was 
34 
needed for a sorely swindled nation. Some of the press such as the Utica 
Morning Herald, a leadingup-state New York paper, bombasted the subscribers 
30. Editorials, May 22, 1860. 
31. Eaitorials, May 22,1860. 
32. Ed.1torials, May 22, 1860. 
33. Editorials, May 22, 1860. 
34. Editorial, May 25, 1860. 
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1'lith the "old man ot the people" climax by pounding away on the idea that 
Linooln sprang from the loins ot the people, early poverty was his school, 
36 
and the. t only his native perseverance and energy had plaoed him at the top. 
The people of the West had a warm spot in their heart tor the 
Republioan presidentia.l choice. ExtrEmely proud of Lincoln's frontier up-
bringing, the Republicans of Illinois, Indiana, Ohio and Iowa were delighted 
at his victory over the easterner, Seward. The sedate East, at first 
somewhat stunned at the defeat at their glorified politician, deoided that a 
friendly attitude toward Linooln would work to the advantage of the new 
plrty. However, the choioe of the Illinoisian did not make a favorable 
impression on the leaders of the East. Lowell in the October Atlantic 
Monthl: wrot e: 
We should bave been pleased with 
Mr. Seward's nomination fer the very 
reasons we bave seen for passing him by 
••• that he represented the most advanced 
doctrines at his party.36 
'Subsequent events, however, prove almost conclusively that the great poet 
was a better versifier than politioian. Ff1r1 leaders ot the East share" 
Douglas's idea when comm.enting on Lincoln's nomination to a group ot Repub-
licans in Washington: "Gentlemen, you have nominated a very able and a very 
37 honest man." 
The masses ot the East led by the Albany' Journal, Philadelphia Press, 
and the New York Daily Tribune were gradually brought around to believe that 
the choice of Lil'lcoln was a very wise one. The Boston Courier, however, 
35. Editorial, May 23, 1860. 
361 James Russell Lowell, Political Essays (Houghton , Miffl in and Co.,Boston, 
37. =·~!fi~l;. 3~;'1m SCenP!sCHou,hton,llittlin and Co •. Boston.Masse.). 557 
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could DOt be jubilant when it stated that the nomination ot Linooln brought 
38 
sobriety and sadness to that city. No doubt the BOrroW was all on the 
part of the Republicans. Bu'f; as usual, sent1m.ent is ditficw:t te guage even 
by the most competent observers. A.A. Lawrence, an almost impartial witness, 
in correspondence with John Crittenden on May 25 stated: 
The whole public sentiment which appears on 
the outside is in favor ot 'Old Abe' and his split 
rails. The ratification meeting here last night 
was completely successful. Faneuil Hall was 
tilled and the streets around it.39 
Joseph Medill, Chicago Tribune publiSher, detended Lincoln trom the critioima 
of Boston's taBAtioal Abolitionist, Phillips. The Liberator quoting tram a 
speech by Phillips said, 
For every blow that Abrahwn Lincoln ever 
struck against the system of slavery, the 
martyr of MarShfield-tbseward) may claim. that 
he struck a hundred. 
And just to help along the cause of Kr. Lincoln and to increase the pains 
of Mr. lledill and Mr. Greeley the 1.mcompromising Mr. Phillips termed the 
Republioan candidate "the slaTe hound ot Illinois, If using Lincoln' 8 
ODngressional oareer as the basis of his assertion. 4:l 
The fire-eating, dyed in the 11001 disunionists, Yancy, Johnson, aM 
Davis must have been beside themselves with wondermEllt. Here was a presi-
dentia1 candidate, supposedly a blood. cousin to the Negroes in the South in 
38. News aocount, May 18, 1860. 
39. Mrs. Chapman Coleman, Life ot John J. Crittenden (2 vols., J.E.Lippmcott 
and ComPalV, PhiladelpbI'a,Pinn., 18'11) II, 206. 
40. News account, June 8, 1860. 
41. Editorial in the Liberator, (Boston) June 22, 1860 
the minds of the Southerners, that was being attaoked. by the slaves best 
friend, Phillips. But a:i'ter all there was little to worry about for the 
controlled Southern press for the most part was radioal and they gave out 
few startling attaoks suoh as that of Phillips for consumption. If the 
22 
literate tid hear it they could readily oharge it to CI.1sappoin:tm.ent on the 
part of Phillips over Seward's presidentia.l oalamity. Lincoln, the people 
of the South were led to believe, was a black Republican ready to liberate 
the slaves, turn them. on their masters, and set up a high tariff to complete 
42 
the ruin. 
After the Democratic press had passed on Lincoln it is little wnder 
that the populace could have been anything but bitter towards Republican1sn. 
The press ot the Democracy had been prepared to give Seward a blast but 
wi th the change of events their galley proots were ot little use. But true 
to the militant spirit of the political press no tiJae was wasted in making 
a tn ohanges and the poisonous gases came torth as neTer before. So little 
was kn01m ot Lincoln's politioal career which could be smeared, the only 
recourse their bitterness could give vent to was his inabilities. The 
Chioago Post, the Chicago Inter-ocean, Hn York Journal 2!. CODIIIISrce, Roches-
ter Advertiser, Boston Courier, Hew York Herald, Buffalo Daily Courier, 
Detroit!!:!!. Press, and the lIa tional Intelligencer began to tear Lincoln into 
shreds. 
That Lincoln's only cla±. to fame consisted in being beaten for the 
43 
Senate by Douglas was the cry ot the Detroit.!!!! _Pr_e_ss_. The Buftalo 
DEIIlocratic paper praised the nerve, perserverance and independence ot the man 
42.Various issues of Oharleston Mercury, June to December, 1860 
h 43.Editorial., Ma..v 21 1;0 Jure 5,1860, 
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but found tault with his lack of oulture, whioh, of' course, a president must 
44 
possess, his inexperience in publio of'tioe and lack of statesmanship. 
Seward's home town press did nobly by Mr. Lincoln, when he was classified 
1'/ith the ral'lk and tile of semi-humorous orators that attach themselves to 
45 
8llY and all parties. It deoried his failure to show any prinoiples or 
sentiment on publio questions. Under his leadership the Republicans GOuld 
do nothing but 10 se. The New York _J_ournal ___ 2!. Commeroe gave Lincoln oredit 
for being a respectable oitizen of' Illinois bat not a presidential candidate. 
His only olaim to ilIImortality was his ability to split rails. The term 
46 
"Honest Abe" seemed irksome to the editor. Several. of the up-state New 
York papers vented their love for Linooln by stating that he was a self made 
man, tall, J"ather cadaverous-looking, a good stump orator and possessed of' 
411 
many qualities that made him popular with "the boys." James Bennett, 
popular publisher of the New York Herald, olassified Linooln as a fourth rate 
48 
leoturer who did not know the rudiments of' good grammar. 
And so the Republicans nominated a president in 1860. 
In the final analysis of' the causes and foroes which nominated Mr. 
Linooln, great weight must be given to the influence which came trom the 
setting of the convention and the power and pressure of the surroundiJIg 
crow-Ct.. nlinois Republicans were presm by the thousands all of' whom 
favored the "native son." The power of the mob in controlling public opinion 
is always a potent factor. Had the plaoe of the convention been in Albany 
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the open method of balloting in vogue at that tiD.e. There can be little 
doubt that Lincoln 1n)uld not have won the nomination. Regardless of the 
24 
leadership the electrifying effect of a great throng shouting and advocating 
a cause will have a tendency to sway the mind of even the luke warm. rhat 
is a psychological factor ot mob movement. The Seward faction felt bitterl,.. 
disappointed but from later results it is apparent that no hatreds were 
permanent nor harmonies disrupted in the long run b,.. the nomination of 
Lincoln. In a way the attitwle taken by Seward apparently seemed sincere 
for the devotions to a cause aDd the political ambitions of a lifetime were 
evidently subordinated in his bowing to the will of the convention. The 
sting of defeat was taken in a :m.a.xm.er by Seward that bespeaks ot him as a 
true politician. who. regardless of personal ambi tiona could leave the 
impression that the will of the people must never be questioned or that his 
49 
undying devotion to an ideal could ever be shaken. 
By 1860 the Democratic party had reached a peouliar position of stagna-
tion. If the thoughts ot the leaders reflected the opinions of its adherents 
then it was hopelessly divided and bad been for seYeral years prior to 1860. 
The meTi table results of deep seated opinions and radical thought were 
brought to a head when they were exposed for a public airing at the Democrati 
Convention which gathered at Charleston, South Carolina, April 23.1860. 
Douglas was the outstanding candidate for the presidency. The delegates 
from the northern states and JIIUI.Y' of the leaders from the western states bad 
pledged him their support. The radical southern general-staff hated Douglas 
48 (continued from p.23) Editorials, May 22,1860. 
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for they thought "Douglas as bad as Seward and popular sovereignty as bad 
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25 
as sewardism.." !buglas could not be their cantidate if he was to make his 
OlVll platform although he would have been acceptable it Davis and Yancy could 
dictate his policy. And therein lay the cause for the break-up of the 
Convention at Charleston. The platfor.m oommittee of the convention reported 
in a majority and a minority report. The former represented the views of 
the radical southern statesmen and may have been the hand work of Davis. 
It reaffirmed the platform made at Cincinnati in 1856 of "non-interference by 
Congress with slavery" which was perfeotly in line with Demooratic principles 
but following additions were generally unacoeptable to North~rn delegates 
for it went on to state, that during the existence of a territorial govern-
JIlent, all persons have the right to settle in that territory with their 
property, personal or otherwise, without their rights to either person cr 
property being destroyed by Congressional or territorial legislationJ and it 
was the duty of the Federal government to protect, when necessary, such 
51 
rights. That was the viewpoint of the vic lent South. Naturally their 
plan was apparent to all J they had plotted well their umvoidable conflict. 
The minority report, whiob was tavored by all of the delegates fran the. 
northern states while basically not difterent from the majority report was 
so worded that it would be acceptable to ;the Union loving Northern votes. 
It reattir.med the Cincinnati plattor.m of 1856, but instead of defining the 
duties of. the Congress and the territorial legislatures in regard to real and 
personal property, added a resolution "That the Demooratic Party will abide 
50. Rhodes, !E..~., 443. 
51. Chadwick, !E..!!!.., 110. 
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by the deoisions ot the Supreme Court ••• on the questions of oonstitutional 
52 
law • 
.A.tter bitter wrangling in which it wa.s apparent. that the southern group 
was asking for division ot the party ot the Democraoy. the report of the 
minority was adopted. That divided the Democratio cause clearly tor the 
delegates ot the "deep South" walked out of the COnTention. The remaining 
delegates then voted tor a oandidate for president under the two thirds rule. 
Atter 57 ballots it was apparent that Douglas Gould not lIUSter enough. votes 
to get the nomination so the collVention adjourned. Jlay 3. to meet in 
Baltimore" June 18. 
The seceding delegates had met in the meantime and adopted the southem 
platform. and. adjourned to meet in Ricblllond" June 10. 
The reoonvened regular Demooratio Convention whioh met at Baltimore 
was not a harmonious group despite the desertion of the Southam radioals. 
The delegates ot Kentuoky" Virginia" North Carolina and Tennessee 'Withdrew 
53 
in a tight over the admission of some of the delegates. From then on 
events progressed rapidly culminating in the nomination of Douglas tor 
54 
president and HersChel V. Johnson of Georgia for vioe-presideDt. 
The southern radioals met in Riohmond. June 11. but adjourned to meet 
in Baltimore where they reconvened during the last week ot June. They 
endorsed the majority platfo~ of the Charleston Convention with no dissent-
ing votes. John C. Breokinridge" ot Kentuoky. and bosom. friend ot President 
Buohanan, was ohosen as the nominee tor president. Joseph Lane ot Oregon 
52. stanwood" ~.oit •• 282 et.!!9.. 
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_8 nominated his running mate. 
It was apparent that harmon7 among the Democrats was impossible so the 
different faotions had no qualJu of poli tioal oonsoience in running an 
oocasional oandidate or two against the Republioan ohoioe. Sinoe the 80-
oalled radioals of the North were to have a. candidate and the slavers of the 
South were to be in the running with an avowed advocate ot the southern 
systElDl the men who were supposed to represent the conservative element ot 
the party met in comrention at Baltimore on May 9. )fost, but not all, of 
the delegates were from the Border States and had been affiliated with the 
disintegrated Whig and American parties. This convention of the -solid men" 
of the Union nominated Bell of Tennessee for president, and silver tongued 
Everett of Massachusetts tor vioe-president. Their platto~ was actuall7 
remarkable since it was merely the statement of a taot that no man could 
deny-t "The Constitution of the United States, The Union of States, and 
55 
enforoement ot the law." The Constitutional Union Party, as it was termed, 
had no chanoe of winning but did hope to throw the eleotion of a. president 
into the House ot Representatives. 
Division seemed to be the Demooraoy' s prominent issue. All Demoorats 
were aware ot it but none seamed to have the oapabili ties neoessary to 
ettect an eftioient oompromise. From the antios of the southern blook, the 
Douglas boosters, and the N'8W' England liberty lovers it is almost apparent 
that they did not want oompromise on any ot the issues nor to develop a 
compromise oandidate. The old part7 of the DEIllocraoy was on a stormy sea 
54. (from p.26) Halsted, ~.~., 164. 
55. McKee, .2E,.~., 117 ~~. 
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-with too many captains willing to sink with the ship. Jefferson Davis knew. 
as did his co-radicals, that the southern candidate could not win. Douglas 
1V9.S aware of the fact that he could not win without the support of the South 
which had already denied him. Breck1nridge wanted to make sure that no one 
'WOuld win by popular vote or electoral vote, and, as such, should take his 
place along side the southern radicals for sharing -tah.eir selfish view. 
Possibly the task ot developing harmony within the DEmooracy would have been 
a job that no living man at that time could have performed. The radical 
disunionist men in the South were desperate and were fighting as men who 
were forced into an uncompromising position. This time they must win and 
carry their point of territorial slave integrity or they, not the South. 
were doomed to political extinction. Their selfishness was aptly expressed 
by their leader, Jefferson Davis, tour years later when he answered an 
inquiry by two Federal Commissioners as to why the South revolted. ~e did 
66 
it,· he responded, "to esoape the rule of the majority." 
There was no hope for the electorate in the Demo9racy in 1860; no real 
leaders of the type that had the confidence of the voters; a platform, or 
rather a series ot platforms, that were constructed of worn planks and of 
insutfl cient strength to warrant their use again; and not enough thought 
tor the good ot the nation but mostly of self. 
The eleotion ot 1860 produoed •• m8 remarkable results along with what 
already had been pre-oonceived. 
56. Mil ton, 2,R. • .::!:!., 479 
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CHAPTER II 
THE ELECTION OF LINCOLN 
Linooln won the election ot November, 1860. He did his work well, 
Douglas tid his work well, the Southern dis-unionists did their work well, 
the self styled Conservative New England border states both did their work 
well. Everything worked so perfectly that Lincoln won by a surprising major-
ity of electoral Totes. Every faotion of the Democraoy helped Linooln and 
he gave nothing to them in return but defeat. However, some faots eannot be 
exoluded as oharaoter loving historians are prone to do, and leave the 
impression that Lincoln's victory was an overwhelming tribute to a man loved 
by everyone but Douglas and a group ot slave beaters. Douglas, on the 
oontrary, probably had more respect tor Linooln than most ot the people who 
voted for him for he knew his capabilities and he knew him. Facts are 
indisputable and the election of 1860 produoed man,. new and startling ones. 
Milton in his analytical lite ot Douglas, ~!!! 2! Contlic~, has 
deduced some sound conclusions trom the results ot the presidential voting. 
While Linooln (wri tea Mil ton) had recei Ted a 
majority of the eleotoral votes and thus had won 
the Presidenoy, he had about a million fewer popular 
votes than his opponents combined. l 
1. Milton, ~.oit., 501. The popular votes were as to 1 1011'S: Linooln, 1,857, 
610; Dougfas:-l,365,967; Breokenridge, 847,963; Bell, 590,631; The 
eleotoral vote was: Linooln, 180; Breokinridge, 72; Bell, 39; Douglas,12. 
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tn analysis of the returns however, indioates 
a general wish tor Union and peaoe. Bell carried 
Tennessee, Kentuoky' and Virgih1a, while Douglas won 
Missouri and New Jersey. The two Conservatives 
(Breckinridge and Everett) received a majority of 
the votes in Georgia, Louisiana and Maryland, and 
in no Southern State, save Texas, was it less than 
forty percent. Douglas came wi thin 12,000 votes 
of defeating Lincoln in Illinois, within 557 votes 
ot topping hia in California, and over the entire 
Northwestern group of Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, 
Ohio, Michigan, Wisconsin and Minnesota, he received 
forty three percent of the votes ca8t •••• 2 
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All of which would indicate that the public tamper was in Constitutional and 
compromising mood. The "to be or not to be· attitude of Lincoln was by no 
means the opinion of most men as we are led to believe. The vacillating 
position of Linooln on the extension or permanency of slavery was carried in 
what was presumably supposed to be ·solid districts" only by the queer tricks 
of an outworn electoral system. The issues of state sovereignty and the 
decisions of the Supreme Court had been undeniably attached to Douglas from 
four to ten years. When men thought of Douglas they immediately thought of 
the issues which he advocated. The voters had a long time to know him and 
love him and hate him. Lincoln, on the other hand, was only the name of an 
I11inoisian whose 'lana:!, by skillful managing, had taken hold of a minority 
of voters. He was not seriously connected with issues but still his 
duplicious remarks were capable of many interpretations. "The House Divided 
Dootrine" could mean one thing to a Boston Abolitionist and yet another to 
a New England textile manufacturer; the farmer of the Northwest could arpe, 
on its duplicity, a very fine case with the slaTes owners of Kentueky'; the 
Wall Street politician might differ entirely with the Washington politician 
as to its ultimate effect. Such was not the case with any of the issues as 
_2. Milton, op.cit., 501. 
presented by Douglas and Bell. 
To oontinue Milton's ana1ysisl 
The South, too, did not vote tor seoession. 
Fifty-tour peroent ot the Border State Toters 
preterred a National to a seotiona1 oandidate as 
did torty-six peroent ot those ot the Cotton States, 
indicating that the people ot the South were by no 
means unanimously willing to breaoh the Union tor 
an abstraction. The outcome could, indeed, mean 
that about halt ot the Southern Toters preterred 
the Uhion with eventual emancipation ot slaTery, 
rather than slavery without the Union.3 
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Probably the ~tion that was set down in the New York Herald gives us 
the best thought that existed in that day on the ~y" ot the election. 
Anyway it is a post-mortem that is worth taking into consideration: 
Allor nearly allot the preexisting landmarks 
ot our presidential parties have been broken down 
in the last oampaign, and it is not surprising that 
allot the tigures ot our preoeeding Presidential 
oampaigns were rendered oomparativelyworthless in 
the matter ot anticipating probable results ot this 
election. The disruption ot the great Danocratio 
party, and the division ot its torces into a Northern 
and Southern taction, as hostile against eaoh other 
as against the common enemy, substantially in June 
last, settled the qustion ot the tinal issue. The 
dullest comprehension could understand that it the 
united democraoy ot 1856 with the powerful Amerioan 
party to help them, narrowly escaped a crushing 
deteat there could be no hope in 1860 with a divided 
democracy, with the bulk ot the North American party 
ot 1856 amalgamated with the republican organization. 
The disruption of' the democratic party has elected 
the republioan Presidential ticket. With the revolutionary 
dissolution at the democracy at Baltimore this result 
was a tore-gone conclusion, looking at the Northern 
election trom 1856 to 1860. Hence the tremendous 
northern majorities tor Linooln. Outside New York and 
New Jersey all the appearances ot a oolltion ot foroes 
opposed to him are lost. In the New England States the 
conservatives were so disheartened that they did not 
bring up their reserves to the polls but allowed the 
election to go by detault. In Pennsylvania the disgrace-
ful demoralization ot the danocratic e1anent, and the 
weakness of the Bell-Everett party, produced a 
popular rush to the republican camp whioh was 
really astounding. 
In faot, from Maine to Missouri the hopeless 
division and dissension among the anti-republican 
faotions, and the moral oertainty of Lincoln's 
election, operated in 6Very way to strengthen his 
party and weaken his adversaries. The floating 
material of all our old defunct parties, casting 
about for the spoils and plunder, were quick to 
discover the winner. Again while in one State, 
Douglas men preferred Lincoln to Breckinrldge, aided 
the republioan party,in another the Breckenridge 
faotion, to weaken the cause of Douglas strengthened 
the hand of Lincoln. To a very great extent, North 
and South, the fight between the two demooratic 
factions was for the ascendancy in the general party 
camp in 1864, and for nothing else. In this way 
Lincoln secured four electoral votes even in New 
Jersey, ·'while Virginia, Kentuoky and Tennessee have 
bean turned over to Bell. But the fallaoy of this 
fioti tious warfare to the Douglas wing and the 
Breckinridge wing of the democracy must now be 
apparent in reference to the reunion and oontrol of 
the demooracy for the campaign of 1864. That which 
has been estiD.ted to be only a tEmporary division of 
the camp. like that of 1848, has proved to be a vast 
and far reaohing revolution, in the presence of which 
all of the presidential parties opposed to Lincoln are 
already submerged, and before whiCh the republican 
party itself, in the hour of its first great triumph, 
must assume a new shape or be swept away by the waves 
of an angry sea. Contemplating the results of this 
late Presidential struggle in a more comprehensive 
viaw than that of the mere party vote to the several 
tiokets conoerned, we find that, notwithstanding the 
overwhelming party majorities of Lincoln, he stands 
in the vote of the whole Union, in a popular minority 
of nearly one million votes. Taking Mr. Breckinridge 
as a Southern disunion candidate, the popular vote of 
the Southern States against him would be highly 
encouraging, but tor the great ohange that has taken 
place throughout the South since the election of 
Lincoln. And thus the Union is in danger. South 
3. Milton, 2.£.~., 501-02. 
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Carolina threatens to seoede. The general beliet 
is that she will seoede trom the Union on the third 
ot next Maroh. The universal exol teJIu~nt of her 
people has spread like a quiok oontagion to Alabama, 
Georgia, Florida and Mississippi. The.y may go on 
the same day. Meanwhile we find the statistics of 
our election table highly favorable to the preserva-
tion of the Union. Let us weather the crisis of 
disunion, and we have the materials of the Conserva-
tive vote of the country, including the conservative 
element of the republican party camp to re-establish 
the union and concord between the North and. the 
South on a firm and enduring basis.4 
Many of the leading men of the day laid the party defeat to Buohanan and 
his administration. John Sherman writes: 
The chief virtue of Republican sucoess was 
its condemnation of the narrow sectionalism of 
Buchanan's administration and the corruption by Which 
he attempted to maintain its policy ••• lt was his 
infernal policy in Kansas ••• that drove off Douglas 
and led to the division of the Democratic party and 
the consequent eleotion of Linooln.5 
August Belmont shared the same opinion: "We owe the election of Lincoln only 
to the misrule of the present administration ... 6 
The election results did not greatly Change the attitude of the press 
in its likes or dislikes of the elected candidates. Few great newspapers 
heralded the election of Linooln and the viotory of Republioaniam sinoe most 
of the potent editors of the day had diffioulty in viewing the viotor or his 
party as a potent threat for some time to oome. Those people for Lincoln 
were rabid in their views; those against him were equally intolerant. Few 
were softened to any great extent. 
4. Editorial, Nov. 18, 1860. 
5. Letter by John Sher.man to General Sherman, Nov.26, 1860. Century Magazine, 
Nov •• 1892. 
6. Letter by August Belmont to John Forsythe of Alabama, Dec.19, 1860, cited 
by James Ford Rhodes, HisW1L of the United states from the Compromise of 
1850(7 yols., The Magm111an t:!mp'lQT, New York Ci~, 1912J;:tTT, t.m. S,I!'g. 
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Joseph Medill's Chicago Tribune was vitriolio and misleading as usual; 
The oonservati ve journals of the South began 
to speak out very plainly against the trai tors who 
talk and plot disunion. It i8 evident that the 
reaotion has begun, even betore the results of the 
eleotion are positively known and sooner or later 
it will whelm in political destruction the whole 
tire-eating tribe. There will be no destruction -
not even a single state. SO:l1th Carolina will stop 
before it reaches a point fro~which retreat is 
impossible. A few impotent howls after the results 
of the eleotion shall have been known and the 
disunion foroes will be permanently withdrawn trom 
the Southern bond. 7 
Subsequent events proved how misguiding were the opinions of Mr. Medill. 
The New York Advertiser risked the loss of a few subscribers when it stated 
on November 7: 
His eleotion settles all the issues that have 
entered into the contest, slavery extension, secession, 
and 'What just now is stlll more vi tal, the equal 
rights of the Free with the Slave States to share the 
Administration. 8 
A fair weather Lincoln baoker, the New York Times, kept on selling the 
victorious oandidate to the people when it stated: 
We mow of no public man of the day who evinoes 
greater qualities of fairmindedness, of mental as 
well as moral integrity, and of a sincere and profound 
conviotion ot the justice of his opinions, in a higher 
degree than Mr. Lincoln.9 
The victorious candidate received advioe from all sources, the nature of 
which would lead one w surmise that the issues upon whioh Mr. Lincoln sought 
7. Editorial,. Nov. 7, 1860. 
8. Editorial, Nov. 7, 1860. 
9. Editorial, Nov. 8, 1860. 
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eleotion were not yet quite olear in the general mind and that some of the 
leading formulators ot publio opinion in the nation were attraoted by the 
oandidate and the party but not the platform, if there was a detinite one on 
the vital issues. The Cinoinnati Daily Journal, in an editorial, warned the 
Republioan party that it 
••• has now to encounter the greatest peril that 
betalls a party and that is the peril of suooess. , 
the integrity ot the sentiment upon whioh it is 
built, and the truth and justioe of the purpose of 
its leaders, will be put to the cruoial test in 
the next eighteen months.10 
The next day the same press iDtormed its subsoribers that their enthusiastio 
baoking of the Republican oandidates may have been somewhat misunderstood 
for 
••• negroes of this city yesterday were greatly 
exhilirated by the election of Mr. Lincoln •••• 
They seem to understand that it was emphatically 
their triumph and all believe it is the harbinger 
of abolition in the South and negro equality in 
the North.ll 
Thus were many of the oitizenry misled as to the true issues of the 
eleotion. However, Cinoinnati was not the only oi ty in which the people were 
oarried into exuberanoe by the viotory ot Lincoln and Hamlin. The Republicall 
with their toroh bearers, the Wide-Awakes, oelebrated with gay gusto and not 
a small amount ot drunkenness in many ot the smaller oities throughout the 
Northwest. The center ot aotivities ot that nature were in Iowa, Illinois 
12 
and IndiSJJa. 
It would appear that the soundest leadership oame from the New York 
Herald, a Bennett press that was poison to "blaok Republioanism," when it 
10. Editorial, Nov. 8 1860. 
11. Editorial in the Cinoinnati Dailt; Journal .. Nov.9, 1860. 12· News 80QQunts, Chi08rO Tribune,Qv. B, lb60. 
stated in an editorial: 
Now that the maoke and dust of e1eotion 
are cleared away. it behooves all good citizens 
to settle down to their ocoupation ari to discharge 
the duty they onto their families. 
The Boston Evening TransoriE! was unusually calB but still a bit vitriolio 
in its post-election stataaent: 
The result (election) will be hailed with 
joy by the Republioans and will !lOt we think be 
the oause of much regret among the moderate Bell 
and Everett followers.14 
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In the west. the leading middle sized oity paper and Linooln's mouthpiece. 
the Springfield State Register. was for once a bit solemn and instead of the 
crow of victory we hear the plea of unity: 
We think it is the duty of every Democrat to 
giTe to his (Lincoln'S) Administration (not his party) 
f!1V'ery aid and support that government can 
constitutionally expect of Citizens. and it in the 
exercise of the high duties of his oftioe. the a~ of 
treason be raised it will be the duty of every 
Demoorat when oalled upon. to aid the government in 
all Constitutional measures. to put down treason. 15 
punish the traitors, and proteot the Amerioan Union. 
Suoh thought as that expressed by the Springfield State Register was 
farthest from the minds of most of the Northern DEIDloorats for even in the 
border states the voters, who were undeniably Opposed to Lincoln, were tor 
the Union. The best thought on the subjeot was expressed by the Louisville 
Journal: 
We are glad to be able to inter from the rather 
elaborate article in the Courier (Louisville) of 
yesterday that the editor of that paper is not at 
present in favor of dissolution of the Union on 
13. Editorial. Nov.7, 1860. 
14. Ed! torial, Nov.8, 1860. 
h 15. Editorial. Nov.a. 1860. 
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account ot Mr. Lincoln's eleotion. We hope that 
he end allot the Breoldnridge editors will firmly 
and heartily be with us in endeavoring to maintain 
the integrity ot the Republic •••• 1S 
The eleotion ot Linooln did little to Change the attitude ot those msn 
'Who bad opposed his election. In Boston the tee ling against Republicanism 
ran high end several days tcllowing the election a mob broke into the 
Republioan Wigwam ot that city, destroyed the furniture, broke the windows 
17 
and stole the uniforms ot the -Wide-Awakes· stored there. The press ot the 
nation did very little to alleTiate the frensied condition that still held 
the people. About all that can be said is that the editors specialized in 
a series ot inflammatory statements heaped high with brutal insults. 
Bennett's New York Herald, the New York Express, the New York Journal ot 
Commeroe, the Boston~, the Washington Union, the Intelligenoer (Washing-
ton), the Bew York Times and the Philadelphia Ledger did not 108e a moment 
in their etfort to hold the people away from the president-elect. Bo words 
of congratulations, at least tor public consumption emanated trom their 
editorial rooms; only phrases ot regret and pale advice. Bennett was more 
cantankerous than ever when his New York Herald proclaimed ed! torially: 
An an independent organ ot public opinion ••• 
this journal is tree to say that it the President-
eleot shall measure his steps by the land marks ot 
the Constitution, and for the harmony of the country, 
we expect to stand by him ••• should he be led astray 
by the talse lights ot 'irrepressible conflict,' we 
shall stick to him as we stuCk to poor Pierce ••• 18 
16. Editorial in Louisville Journal, Nov.8, 1860; louisville Courier, Nov. 7 , 
1860. 
17. News aocount, Boston Tl'anscrif!i, Nov.8, 1860. 
18. Editorial, Nov.8, 1860. 
The day following the eleotion the New York Express deplored: 
••• this departure from the character of Washington 
and from the spin t of the Federal Constitution ••• 
is deplorable, and yet as good citizens it is our 
duty to make the best of it, as under the forms, if 19 
not under the spiri t and intent of the Constitution. 
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The optimism of pre-eleotion talk was replaced by a hang dog pessimism when 
the New York Journal ~ Commerce proclaimedl 
We have nothing to do but to su1:mit with 
the best graces we oan ••• One oonsolation remains to 
us as conservative men, viz. t that we have both 
Houses of Congress. That will check any way-ward 
fancies that may seize the Executive, under the 
pressure of his abolition advisers or otherwise. 
Let us hope for the best.20 
Bostonians received some good advice and a misinterpreted attitude from the 
Post of that oity When it stated: 
The pa triotio men of the country have but to 
stand by the Constitution and the Union; and to 
respect the will of the majority ••• and their triumph 
in the National field is but a matter of date. It 
will be sure to come 'When the sectional party that 
has now triumphed must disband and cease to menace 
the harmony and existence ot the Union. 21 
Presid8l1t Buohanan's editorial mouthpiece, the Washington Union, struck the 
same discordant key as the Boston Journal, the~, for it flayed away at 
the Republicansl 
The crisis is oome, a sectional minority of the 
NO'rth have pronounoed judgment •••• To ignore the danger 
is to resist the ~dence of our senses. To mis-state 
or rather underestimate the issue is to mislead public 
opinion. 22 
19. Editorial, Nov.7, 1860. 
20. Editorial in the Boston Post, Nov.7, 1860. 
21. Editorial in the Boston 1>oSt, Nov. 7, 1860. 
22. Editorial, Nov.14, 1860.-
-
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post-election let downs in business gave the New York Herald an opportunity 
to regale the Lincoln supporters and inflame the laboring men when it went 
into an ed! torial disoussion of the pamphlet, AD Appeal ~ Business Men, 
published by a DUmber of Wall Street Republicans urging the election of 
23 
Lincoln "so the peace of the nation would not be endangered." Quoting 
from the Appeala 
The only way, then, to forestall a winter of 
disaster, and secure political tranquility, is to 
give a little aid that is now needed to secure his 
(Lincoln's) suooess. 24 
The Herald was in a orowing moo da 
Now we ask ••• what they think of the 'peace 
not panic' which the election of their candidate 
has brought upon the country. What do they think 
of the poli tioal affairs in the South and financial 
affairs in the North. Are they not convinoed that 
a fUsion ticket would have been the milder of the 
two ev1ls?25 
PosBi bly the fact that transaotions in Wall Street were not large and that 
the market had been ina steady deoline since October 10 had a tendency to 
26 give the Herald's CODDIlents more power. 
Several days later the same editor proclaimed in his press: 
••• a state of domestio servitude is the wisest 
condition in which a large negro population can 
live in a community with the white race. 27 
The attitude of the leaders of the oountry who were .at the opposite pole 
from the Republioans was one of apprehension over Linooln's suocess. Ex-Mayo 
Swan of Baltimore best epitomized.this spirit when he reoommended "a caQition 
23. Editorial, Nov.14,1860 
24. ~ Appeal...!o Business ~ (New York City, Ootober,1860). 
25. Editorial in Hevl York Herald, Nov.14, 1860 
26. Financial News, New York Herald, Nov.14,1860. 
L27. Editorials, Ibid., Noy.15,1860. 
r 
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of conservative men ot our oountry for the preserTation of the Union" in an 
28 
address at the Young Men's club of New York. The New York Times offered 
the viotors and the nation a bit ot fanoy advioe when it commented that the 
cure for black republicanism is "simply to provide by law the paying to the 
29 
SlAveholders the value of their fugitive slaves instead of restoring them." 
Probably the most potent and fiery OOIllll1e:nt from. the opponents of Lincoln oame 
in an editorial. in the New York Herald three days after the election. The 
style is umnistakeably that of its editor. Bennett: 
The politioal revolution and the commercial 
revulsion that was so oompletely foreshadowed before 
the election of Lincoln are now on us and it is time 
for the people of the North to awake to the oonviotion 
that the South is in earnest in resisting. as they have 
been in supporting the blaok republioan party and its 
infamous proolamation of 'irrepressible oonf1iot' ••• 
Today the nine Southern States ••• are oompel1ed to look 
upon the incoming federal administration as a hostile 
government and to take measures for self defense. 
Six other States -- Tennessee. Kentucky'. Maryland. 
Virginia. Delaware. and Missouri -- every one ot which 
has exhibited in the reoent popular suffrage an almost 
unnntmous feeling -- nearly so unanimous. in fact. that 
we are warranted in calling it so. against the idea dnd 
polioy that animates the blaok republioan party whioh 
has elected Mr. Linoo1n ••• a:nd a good polioy seams to 
oonsul that they should remain for awhile wi thin the 
Northern Confederacy; in order to serve as a shield for 
their brethren. He (Lincoln) should reoognise these 
faots; That he has been elected by the votes of not 
more than one third of the people; that in the seoeding 
states he has not a single supporter; that in the 
state bordering on those threatening to secede are 
\lnan'mous against the party polioy by which he had been 
elected. and that these oiroumstanoes make it impossible 
that an effort to ooeroe the South can be suooessful and 
will only involve both seotions in a ruinous civil war. 
Recognizing these truths. he should ~ ~ give to the 
world ~ program ~ ~ pO'fi0.l he !!!! pursue ~ 
28. News aooount, New York Times. Nov.lS. 1860. 
29. Editorial. Nov.l3,1860. 
President. and that policy; should be one ot 
oonoiliatioii&'nd"'P8aoe. .!!! ShoUldfllii~li aside ~ 
revolutio~ and destruotive ideas wili the tanatio 
portion O~ISTartisans haveJroOlaimed and give 
lubstantIal8v1dence tlUI:t""he'i '1 be a natrOnal and 
not a partiihPresident-:--It1ihlib'edone. we may'besaved 
trom-impe ng disaster; it it is not done. we must 
prepare tor a year of cammeroial panio and industrial 
ruin for the thousands upon thousands ot disoharged 
laborers in our midst, and tor a period ot publio 
agitation suCh as has never betore been witnessed in 
the world. save when "Franoe got drunk with blood to 
'VOmi t orime. "30 
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After the Press and the publio minded oitizens tinally realized that 
Linooln was eleotedand that anything they had to Bay oonoerning the reBul ts 
ot the election would have little or no etfect upon the country as a whole 
it was deoided, or so it would appear trom the results. that the next thing 
to be aocomplished was.to see it the President-eleot oould be smoked out of 
his quiesoenoe and be made to announoe Bome ot his polioies. The opportunity 
was present. With the State ot South Carolina on the verge ot seoession 
great numbers thought that ~Old Abe" should make some pronounoement as to 
his a tti tude on the question ot slavery. tor it mus t be raraenibered that the 
people. even thosfJ who voted tor him. were still vague on his slave poliey. 
The faot that he had repeatedly said that he would stand by the pla ttorm of 
the new pe.rty evidently plaoed him. or so he thought, in a rather seourfJ 
position. But the oatoh in it all seems to be that very tf!I'N aotually oould 
interpret the 2Ileani.ng whioh that plank ot the plattorm meant. So the press 
was pro and con on Linooln olari.tying the situation. Probably the taot that 
Lincoln was OOliltortably living in Springtield and keeping very' quiet rankled 
~e breast of the keepers Q£ publio thought. It "WOuld appear that tor a man 
30. Ed! torial. Nov.9, 1860 
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to be news that he must be very aoti va in som.e respeot, but 011 the other 
}land, inaotivity will otten eff'eot on publio opinion as aotivity. 
While the people were still in a quandary as to anything def'inite on the 
sta te ot the Union some ot the 1 ea.ding oi tisens or New Orleans, shortly after 
the eleotion, asked Douglas to spealc in that city evidenbll with the intent 
of' getting his views on the eleotion and tor the purpose ot seeking his 
advioe on the perplexing and blazing question ot seoession. It the latter 
_8 their intent than they were to be satistied. His answer to the people 
ot that city, in the tora of a public letter, shews very clearly the patrioti 
attitude ot the spirited men ot the democracy. After Douglas declared that 
he deeply deplored the election ot Linooln to the Presidency he went on to 
say: 
I am. bound as a good citizen and a law abiding 
man to deolare m.y oonsoientious conviotion that the 
mere eleotion ot azw man to the Presidency by the 
Amerioan people, in aooordanoe with the Constitution 
and the laws, does not ot itselt furnish any just 31 
cause or reasonable grounds tor dissolving the Union. 
For whioh Douglas was denounoed by triends ot Lincoln as "a graoeless 
32 
exhibi tion of morbid jealousy." As usual the Ohioago Triblme took a 
peouliar and deoisive stand and one that was not in all probability favored 
by the majority of the Republican politioians but that would, it was hoped, 
solidity aotion in the minds ot the people following that journal. The 
TribUlU stateds 
But this muoh we do know that it 1Ir. Linooln 
is oommitted to anything it i8 to the 'poliol of 
treatini181avea ~ being wrong' with due regard's 
to the tliou y ot~ing rid of it in a peaoeful 
way. 
31. News Aocount, New York Herald, Nov.20,1860. 
h 32. News Aogount. Ibid., Noy.a?, 1860. 
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Then followed a terrifio tirade against the "renegade Douglas" for breaking 
up the Demooracy and now attempting to destroy all oonf'ldenoe in the newly 
33 
elected Chief executive. 
The same day the Chioago Triblme ed! tor c8l'lle through with a brilliant 
plan in which the Republioans would be able to get oft to a good start when 
"Abe" was ina.ugurated. The idea was to let the sOlltherD. states seoede so 
a.s 
••• to keep disunion Senators and Representatives 
away trom Washington long enough to permit the 
Republica.ns, who would be in the majority, to 
inaugurate their distinctive measures and thus 
seoure to the country the advantages ot a Republican 
Administration fr~ the beginning of Linooln's te~. 
34 
In conolusion it stated that "'e know of no greater good than this. It And 
the Daill Tribu~ was not alone in hammering down the perSistent clamor tor 
some declaration ot detinite policy on the part of Lincoln. The Cincinnati 
Gazette, a strong Republioan press, did nobly in one of its defensive 
ed! torials: 
To ask 1Ir. Lincoln to deolare now in advance 
of his ina.ugural, and in the presenoe of continued 
threats ot Seoession, some milk and water opinions 
whioh may act as an answer to the Southern Cerebus, 
is aUke to ask what would be alike unmanly and 
dishonest. It is to ask him to either modifY or 
deny opihions that he has put on reoord in f1V'ery 
possible fo~ and which no deoently into~ed man can 
be ignorant. It is more. It i8 to ask: the Republictan 
Party, through lIr. Lincoln, to apoligbe tor what it 
may have done! It i8 to undo the great work of 
November 6. That was, no doubt, a revolution in the 
politioal tendencies ot government, but a revolution 
constitutionally acoomplished, and will be constitu-
tionally oa.rried out. This revolution might be 
33. Editorials, Nov.12,1860. 
34. Editorial, Nov.2, 1860 • 
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transient--it might give way to some new dogmas 
ot pa.rties--Jlr. Linooln might be the mere instrument 
in the handa ot a dom:inant taction, it it were not 
tor a m01Ol. and obvious taot--that it is a rewlution 
oooasioned by the permanent oonviotion ot the !meri can 
people. Such revolutions never go baokwards. No 
pro-slavery party can ever again be suocessful in the 
United States. It has had its day. For it there is 
no revival. It i8 opposed to allot the lJIOral and 
intelleotual tendenoies ot the age. Shall the Repub-
lioan party apologize tor doi:og this noble work? Shall 
Mr. Lincoln represent them. in undoing what they have 
just done? We rather think not. l4'r. Linooln is not 
the man, nor are the Republioans the men to take baok 
steps in tlia matter.35 
44 
A Jaoksonian polioy was advocated by the Sandusky Register when writing that 
it was Lincoln' 8 duty to "announoe that he stands by the Jacksonian cloctrine 
ot uncompromising hostility to seoession •••• ,,36 Henry Ward Beeoher, divine 
par exoellenoe, crossed over troll. Brooklyn to admonish a vast assemblage at 
Cooper Union in New York, that he had tal th in Mr. tinooln to "guide the 
ship ot State safely through the perils whioh enoompass her." He reoeived a 
37 
great ovation at the conolusion of his discourse. The Illinois State 
Journal got behind the wiDner when it advised the people of central Illinois 
as tollows: 
We would be talse to our duty it we did not urge 
Republioans to stand unflinchingly behind the prinoiples 
on whioh they elected Mr. Lincoln to Presidency. 
Evidently it was their impression that there was little hope in oonverting 
38 
the Douglasites to assist Lincoln. 
35. Editorial, Nov.10, 1860. 
36. Editorial, Nov.16, 1860. 
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The oalm. which prevailed in the West had evidently not yet worked its 
way Eastward tor a dispatoh trGom ialtimore to the New York Herald states 
tha t "publio feeling is still teverish ••• business of all kind is interrupted, 
39 . 
but the Union sentiment is strengthening. It The nation, as a whole, wanted 
some word trom Lincoln as to the course that would tollow upon his inaugura-
tion. But they waited in vain. Cantahkerous Bennett was at the apex 01' 
saroastio journalism. on the morning 01' November 16 when he raked Mr. Lincoln 
and his party mates tor their apathetio attitude and olosed mouth polioy. 
All aooounts trom Springtield (stated Bennett' 8 
mouthpiece) ooncur in representing "honest Abe Lincoln" 
as an oracle which giTes no sign nor sound touohing on 
the policy ot the incoming administration. In reply 
to all suggestions that have been thrown. out by the 
oonservative journals ot the North in behalt 01' some 
public deolaration at this orisis, from. the power that 
is to be, ot what this power will be, we are told that 
Mr. Lincoln's Illinois speeohes are betore the oounty, 
and that they embody the views ot Mr. Lincoln ••• Now we 
would like to have the views ot 'Honest Abe' that 
'a house divided against 1tselt oannot stand'. (Then 
the Herald deoided to air Mr. Bennett's news on 
Linooln's speeohes.) We take up then,(stated the 
edi torial) the volumes ot Mr. Linooln' s speeohes 
delivered in the Illinois campaign 01' 1858, as the 
competitor 01' Mr. Douglas tor his seat in the Senate. 
but what do we tind? In one speech we find Mr.L1nooln 
in advanoe ot the Rochester manitesto proolaiming the 
identioal 'irrepressible oonflict' 01' Mr. Seward, 
that 'a house divided against itselt o8lmOt stand;' 
that the 'government cannot endure halt slave and halt 
tree,' but that ' it w.ill beoome all one thing or the 
other. I In another speech we tind Mr. Lincoln declaring 
tranlq.y his submission to the tugi tive Slave LawJ 
that it the people ot a tree territory should adopt a 
pro-slaver.y constitution he could see no alternative 
but to I admit them into the Union;' and that he thought 
that the abolition ot slaTery in the District ot 
Columbia oould only be brought about by gradual steps, 
under the vote ot the people concerned, and with the 
full compensation to the slave owners. In the same 
speeoh he expressed the same reserve and. oaution 
_39. News Account, Nov.16, 1860. 
against Congress tampering w.i th. the slave trade 
between the states. Here then we have the record 
ot Mr. Lincoln, the 'irrepressible conflict' ot 
Seward, and the oonservative anti-slavery view ot 
Henry ClaY' -- OpinioDs in unison with abolitiolt 
radioals and next, in bold reliet, the sentiment ot 
the conservative wing ot the Republioan party. We 
can saY' that the radioals and the conservatives 
supported Mr. Lincoln in this late canvass with the 
same confidence and enthusiasm: but the question 
remains unanswered as to whioh wing ot, the cazap his 
administration will attaoh itselt to. 
A suooession of events so great in aspeot that the natioD was in a mad 
whirl trom Deoember to ~rch had the etfeot ot taldng Lincoln somewhat out 
of the publio eye tor a short time. HOwever, the citizenry, aroused and 
46 
ourious, awaited w.ith apprehension the announoement trom the President-elect 
of the men ehoseD to be in the Cabinet. With the news that Seward, Chase, 
Welles, and Smith would assist the President the press was hard on the heels 
of Mr. Lincoln. RSuch ot Lincoln's Cabinet,R stated the New York Herald, 
"one prominent statesman, one clever man, hung up like Mohamet t s coftin, 
between heaven and earth, and two old fogies, whom nobody objeots to, because 
nobody laJmrs anything about tham., provided with pcrttolios •••• It he appoints 
41 people with no enemies, he must take old togies or incapables. ft Another 
editorial appearing in the same press the sa.m.e day 1I'8.S almost as pessimistio: 
The bitter end so long torseen appears. The 
period has arrived to the oountry to pay tor the 
treat of elevating anti-slavery republicanism to 
power in the oountry. 42 
The Chicago Times was bitter: "His mooking manner is intensely humiliating 
43 
to eight million ot our people." 
40. Editorial,Nov.16, 1860. 
41. Editorial, Jan.15, 1861. 
42. Editorial in New York Herald, Jan.15,186l. 
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On February 13 the counting of the el ectoral Totes took place in 
Washington. Buchanan.. ever ready to listen to rumors and almost always 
ready to overlook the vital.. evidently took to heart the threats that an 
uprising would take place in the capital and prevent the official count. 
47 
Somehow or other .. General Scott .round the troops which he claimed were not 
available to defend Fort Sumter and had them transferred to Washington 80 
44. 
that Buchanan would not be embarrassed if any unpleasantness arose. So 
we find that seven or eight companies of soldiers guarded Washington when 
45 
no military was necessary. Evidently it was Buchanan. t s and Seward's plan. 
for he was al so a great alarmi st; and had put the idea of uprising into the 
President' 8 head to make it appear that the nation was in a great state of 
46 
tul"llOil. 
Lincoln wasted no time in starting for Washington atter he was legally 
deolared President for he began his journey two days later. Since he had 
reoeived numerous inYltations to' visit various cities the trip was stretohed 
over a week. Then too .. his presence was counted upon to win him ~ 
friends and allay some of the rumors that preceeded him Eastward. From the 
former standpoint the journey was unsuccessful for Lincoln was never at his 
worst .. as for the latter .. it is always difficult to ohange an opinion 
engendered by political hatred. Excluding the farewell speech to the citize 
of Springfield and the talk at Philadelphia his other oratorical attempts 
bordered upon the pathetic. His life was of the common place and at times 
he did not possess the knack of saying the graceful things. His sense of 
44. Rhodes .. ~.~., 245. 
45. Ibid., 302. 
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humor, as keen as it was, seamed to grate the senses of the more serious 
minded men 'Who had the affairs of the nation at heart. His actions were not 
discreet for one bound upon such a serious duty and at a time when men were 
torn with apprehension. A simple little incident, that of kissing a small 
girl, was so oompletely misunderstood that the New York Daily Tribune, a 
strong Linooln press, headlined the account of it the following day with 
47 
"Old Abe Ki ssed by a Pretty GirU" 
Medill's Chioago Tribune made a veri table Caesar, minus diotatorial 
ideas, of him in its editorials: 
The people hail him as a deliverer fram 
the anarohy and endless confusion from which the 
the country is threatened.48 
The New York Times was more loquacious in its praise than ever when one of 
its oorrespondents wrote from the Albany: 
There is more backbone today than I have seen 
in weeks. The speeoh made by Mr. Lincoln at 
Indianapolis has electrit1ed the people. Today 
they see plain enough just what should be done .. -
that we must • enforce the laws, f and make the Cotton 
States behave thaaselves.49 
The Ger.mans of Cincinnati were in a benevolent and patriotic mood. 
Eighteen German industrial associations, numbering several thousand men, 
marched. to Lincoln's hotel in the evening, flags flying, bands playing, and 
torches burning. They packed the street from curb to curb in front of the 
hotel as close as men could stand. The spokesman delivered an address in 
46.(continued)Miller, New York City, 1891), II, 497. 
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.nich he ~omised the President-elect their support it he should ever need 
50 
it to preserve the Union. 
It may be that Linooln sought to allay the tears of the people in hill 
speeoh at Pittsburg several days atter the Cincinnati ovation or he wasnot 
alV8.l"e ot the gravity ot the situation that presented itself to the Union or 
that when he was practioing some of his keen wit on the masses when he 
addressed the oitizenry of that city in a most peculiar manner. 
MY intention (said Lincoln) is to give the 
subjeot proper consideration before speaking upon 
it. When I speak I hope to say nothing to 
disappoint the people generally. Not withstanding 
the trouble in the South. there is no crisis, exoept 
an artiticial one. 51 
Tremendous orowds greeted Lincoln along the route: 8,000 at RoChester; 
10.000 at Syracuse; 15.000 at Albany. the home territory of the master 
50 
poli tioians. Seward and Weed. The New York, Newark and Philadelphia throngs 
that turned out to see the "savior trom the West" were of staggering propor-
52 
tions. The New York Herald and the Chioago Daily Tribune were at odds ends 
in regard to the New York reoeption for Lincoln. The Tribune correspondent 
seemed to indioate that all people regardless of party affiliations were 
along the line of maroh. The reception was stiff and formal with Mayor Woods 
giving Linooln some practical advice in his speeoh ot welcome that made a 
great hit with the multitude. Evidently he was not too elated that he had 
to aot in an official oapaoity for the opening ~rt of his address ot welcome 
was so pointed with crudities that Lincoln was toroed to almost admonish him 
50. Cincinnati Dispatch~ Chicago Tribune~ Feb.17. 1861 
51. Pittsburg Dispatoh, Chioago Tribune7Feb.17. 1861. 
52. Press Dispatoh, Chioago Tribune. Feb.17 to 20, 1861. 
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ill his reply. Wood began, "As Mayor of New York it beoomes my duty to 
extend to you an official welcome on behalf of the corporation •••• " Lincoln's 
rejoinder was not lost for he was ,given a great oheer when he conoluded his 
reply with the stinging rebuke: 
The ship is no better than the passenger and 
the oargo -- the Union is no better than the great 
and undying principles upon whioh it was founded --
but we intend 1xI save both the Union and the 
princi pl es. 53 
The New York Herald had been preparing for over a week for the New York 
entry of the President-elect 80 its subscribers had been primed with some 
choice editorial re.m.arks. Its conments upon the speeches ~de by Lincoln 
at Indianapolis and Pittsburg are worth noting. 
We have never read such speeches as those made 
by 'Old Abe' on his journey from Springfield to the 
White House sinoe General Scott ran for President. 
and then, indeed, we were regaled with some choioe 
oralxlrioal morsels •••• We expeot to be very much 
amused when the angular features of the select of 
his people make their appearance in New York. What 
we want is a good Western aneodote, and we hope the 
natural modesty of Mr. Buohanan's suooessor will 
not prevent his giving us the deserved treat. 54 
It all depended upon one's politioal attitude as to what they thought of 
Linooln's New York reoeption. The New York Herald was entirely out of line 
with the Chicago Tribune as to the enthusiasm of the greeting extended to 
the celebrated traveler. The Herald informs us that the masses did not tum 
out for the oocasion. There was faint oheering as Mr. Lincoln entered his 
oarriage at the railway depot, but that there was none of the spontaneous 
outbursts for whioh New Yorkers are famous. The pieoe de reSistance of the 
53. New York Dispatch, Chicago Tribune. Feb.22, 1861. 
54. Editorial. Feb.16, 1861. 
graphic report, however, was that the crowd along Broa.dway was not much 
66 
greater than on ordinary ocoasions. 
It is evident that whatever the thinking people bad in mind before 
52 
Lincoln arrived in New York that after seeing him and hearing his utterances 
they were somewhat more sympathetic towards him. Even the bitter New York 
!!,erald was somewbatastounded by the charm of the Westerner for its comments 
on his speech were quite a change from its editorial of the preceding week. 
On behalf of the Union (said the Bennett Press) 
after noting the improved tone of the little conven-
tional speeches of this distinguished stranger from 
Buffalo to New York -- we do not despair of better 
things to oome. It is apparent to us that Mr. Lincoln 
is beginning to feel and to appreciate the pressure 
of the conservative peace and Union sentiment in 
the North ••• and that, by the time he reaches 
Washington he will comprehend pretty largely the 
fearful disorder of the Country, the responsibilities 
of his position, and the dangers which are threatened 
from a rigid violent t enforcement of the laws t against 
our revolutionary Southern brethren.: 56 
As Lincoln approached the city of Washington the tension became greater 
in all parts of the country as far back as the later part of November the 
Democratic papers, both North and South, had boasted "that the President-
57 
elect could not travel safely through half of the nation." Since that. time 
the failure of all efforts to oompromise with the Southern states, the 
establishment of the Southern Confederacy, and the firing on the Union flag 
by the people of the state of South Carolina had raised the temper of the 
people to a disagreeable tenor. Also the boast that the inauguration would 
never be forthcoming had a somewhat peculiar reaotion from nearly all of the 
people regardless of party. We find the Washington Intelligencer warning the 
55. News aocount, Feb. 22,1861. 
56. Editorial, Feb.23, 1861. 
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people that the oitizenry of Washington had a duty to perform. in seeing that 
58 
nothing was plotted to interfere with the inauguration. When the talk of 
such a plot began to filter into the West alarm was general and a warning 
was heard throughout the na tion from both press and speaker. 
It en attempt is made (quoted the Chioago 
Tribune) on the lives of lIr. Lincoln or Mr.Hamlin 
-- if indeed there is a probability to apprehend 
suoh en attempt -- it is assuredly their duty to 
provide a suffioient foroe to thwart the purpose 
of suCh assassins.59 
That the people of the l'Jl tion thought suoh a oourse as to prevent the 
inauguration of a President repugn.ant is best typified in the hostile New 
York Herald: 
••• the mere rumor that the inauguration of Mr. 
Lincoln at Washington should be prevented had 
aroused both Democrats and Repub1ioans alike to 
indignation •••• SO 
Evidently many thought that there was something to the rumor that Lincoln 
would be assassinated while he was passing through the city of Baltimore for 
just before he departed from Philadelphia he reoeived a warning trom General 
Scott to make the trip at night and incognito. Consequently, Lincoln, in 
the company of his bod¥-guard, Ward H. Lemon, stole through the peaoe loving 
metropolis of the Chesapeake hiding his identity by a felt hat pulled well 
61 
do'W!l over his eyes and a large shawl. The Chioago Tribune answered the 
ridicule heaped on Lincoln by the Demooratio press for not stopping at 
62 
Baltimore by olaiming that he aoted wisely and precisely as he ought. 
58. News aooount, Jan 2,1861. 
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Years later it was proved conclusively that the idea of a plot to take the 
life of Lincoln was the brainsto~ of a group of railroad deteotives headed 
by Allan Pinkerton and that as far as anyone knew no attempt was planned on 
53 
the life ot the President-eleot at that time. Bennett of the New York 
Herald evidently oould not be misled by such a foolish yarn tor he told his 
-
subscribers when the inoident had blown over: 
Some people laugh at this affair and think 
it all a joke. Indeed thenl are even those who 
t~ it was a practical joke ot Old Abe himselt. 
who has been allot his life engaged in joking; 
but there is no question about the tact that it 
was no joke at all, but a very serious reality; 
tor have we not the authority of the republican 
journals tor its veracity? And they must k::Dow 
their own business.54 
The day of the inaugural. March 4, was bleak and cold. Thousands had 
thronged into Washington from all sections of the nation. State delegations 
by the score, both Democrats and Republioans, swelled the restless throng. 
CoDlllissioners of the seoeded States were there to view the reaction of the 
inaugural address upon the populaoe. The situation was tense for the 
assemblage was UDUsual. General Scott had provided a heavy guard of troops, 
assisted by the militia trom several of the neighboring States. to make 
65 
certain nothing 'WOuld mar the proceedings. Naturally the high point of the 
ceremony was the inaugural address for it was hoped by all thinking men that 
Linooln would make some pronouncement of policy on slavery and seoession. 
As to his ultimate suooess in this respect the people of the nation were badl 
divided after they had heard or read the President·s message. 
64. Editorial, Feb.26, 1861. 
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The Democratic press, orators of the North and border states could find 
little of merit in Lincoln's speech for the Richmond Whig, Boston Herald, 
Boston Courier, New York Herald, New York Journal of Commerce, Chioagc TimeS, 
Louisville Courier and numerous other leading presses expressed their dis-
appointment and utter disgust at the President's effort to olarify the 
situation. Words of high praise and merit came from the Republican standard 
bearers. The Boston Transcript, New York Daily Tribune, New York World, 
New York Times, and the Chioago Tribune went into eostasies at Lincoln's 
supposedly firm stand. Garrison and Phillips were terribly disappointed for 
they had expeoted a. radical sta.t_ent tha.t sla.very would 'be a.bolished without 
66 
any hesitancy. With secession a.lreaciy a. reality Medill in the Chioago 
Tribune was overjoyed but rather calms 
We a.re sure that no document can. be found 
among .American state pa.pers embodying sounder 
wisdom and higher patriotism -- breathing kindlier 
feeling to all seotions of the oountry, or 
stamped with firmer purpose to mainta.in the Union 
and the Constitution inviolat3 -- than the lnaugura.l 
Address of President Lincoln. 7 
Horace Greeley's New York Daily Tribune was a.s usual pregnant with Lincolnian . 
praise, fOr the publiSher, despite the seriousness of the national situation 
was still afflicted with rose colcred spectacles. 
The a.!most universal satisfaotion,(states 
Greeley,) with whioh the Inaugural Address of 
President Lincoln is received is the strongest 
evidence of the a.md.ety with which it was waited 
for, as well as the high character of the document 
itself.68 
The people of Boston were informed by the Boston Transoript: of the worthiness 
66. Editorial, Liberator (Boston.), Maroh 8,1861. 
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of Lirl.coln's effort, 
The address appeals alike to the judgment 
and the sympathies of the people •••• The tone of 
hope, faith and insistenoe upon the truth, in 
the address is noteworthy. These qualities nth 
the evident indivichtality of the document, will 
serve to oonoentrate publio opinion strongly in 
favor of its anthor in the Free States.69 
The attitude of a dozen other presses on the Inaugural Address oan best be 
summed up in the exoellent editorial that appeared in the New York World: 
The President does not shirk from the full 
declaration ot purpose to maintain the supremacy 
of the Constitution, but he indulges in no harsh 
or imperious tones; his language throughout is 
that of kindness, oonoiliation and peace ••• No 
important man oan for a moment imagine that its 
author means harm to any seotion of the oountry •••• 
The inaugural seems to bave been well raoei ved in" 
Washington by all of the madera te people •••• With 
time passion will subside, misapprehension dis-
appear. and with t1ae, too, the stupendous practioal 
diffioulties ••• of keeping up the gover,naent of the 
so styled 'Confederate States' will develop them-
selves, and will oause a revulsion of popular 
feeling that 'Will give traitors a lesson for all 
times to come. In spite of the treaohery of the 
old pilot, the ship has weathered the worst of 
the storm and doubled the cape. Under the new 70 
guidance, we hope soon we will be in smooth waters. 
56 
Douglas thought quite highly of Lincoln's first off! oiel pronouncement. 
Several days prior to the deliverance of the speeoh Linooln had read portions 
of it to Douglas 'Who expressed general satisfaction with the President-
elect's attitude. Those seated olose to Douglas on the speakers' platform 
at the Inaugural heard his quiet but enthusiastic utterances as Lincoln 
71 
would bring out soma point in his oration. As soon a8 he had finished. 
69. Editorial, March 9, 1861. 
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Douglas rushed forward to congratulate Lincoln. Probably Douglas' keenness 
in analyzing the Southern political mind and the steadfast dEJbermination 
of the Ultras to foroe secession made him more aware of the impact of the 
President's message than those who were not so competent as the Illinois 
senator to judge its real merit. In his speeohes he was just as enthusiastic 
over the Inaugural Address for several days while addressing the Senate he 
73 
deolaredl "It is a peaoe offering rather than a war message." 
The Eastern Democratio press and spokesmen were indigD8J.'lt at the tenor 
of Lincoln's Inaugural pronounoement. Whether the resentment was sinoere or 
the result of a press policy is dubious, but none the less, Li11ool. or his 
speeoh were not spared the fieroe attacks of the barbed pen or vicious 
tongue. POSSibly the resentment was greatest in the East and in the border 
states. The Boston Herald, an avowed Douglas sheet, could not follow the 
dictates of the new political god, for in reference to the Maroh 4 speeOh it 
was sarcastic. 
On the whole, (stated the Herald). the 
Inaugural is all that could be expeoted from 
Jlr. Lincoln and the party he represents •••• 74 
A little later on, however, it gives some oredit to the people of the nation 
for their love of liberty when it stated, "But he (Linoo1n) will be sustained 
by the great masses of the people whose sentiments he has so truely re-
flected.-75 The neighboring Boston Courier, in a triokilyworded editorial, 
72. Milton, ~.cit., 547. 
73. Congressionar-Globe, 37 Congress,Speoial Session, 1436. 
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hOwever, proolaimed in no mild verbage: "We are boWld 10 say that the Address 
76 does not meet tairly and squarely the just expeotations ot the people. It 
Bennett of the New York Herald, not deviating trom his true Demooratic polioy 
1f9.S ruthless. 
It would have been almost as instruotive, 
(said the Herald), it President Lincoln had 
contented hIlDOself with telliDg his audienoe, 
yesterday. a f\mny"story. His Inaugural is but 
a paraphrase of the vague generalities oontained 
in his pilgrimage speeohes, and show olearly, 
either that he had not made up his mind refleoting 
his fu~e course, or else that he denies tor the 
present to keep his intentions to himself ••• In a 
word the inaugural is not a crude perfomanoe -
it abounds in traits of ora!'t and cunning. It 
bears marks ot indecision and yet of strong 
coeroive pro clivi ties, with serious doubt whether 
the govel'llDlenti will be able to gratify them. 77 
The Border state press was vitriolic aDd w)'oompromising. The Riohmond Whig 
was sure that the polioy of Yr. Lincoln "will meet .with the stern and un-
78 
hielding resistanoe ot a united South." A neighboring paper, potent in 
its editorial strength, the Riohmond Enquirer was sure of the border states' 
path when it said: "Civil War must come ••• war with Lincoln or Davis is the 
79 
choioe left us." The most powerful press in that section of the nation, 
the Baltimore Daily Exohanie, after reviewing Linooln's speeoh took a sally 
into the future when it proPhesied: "The measures of Mr. Linooln mean war. "80 
76. Editorial, March 5, 1861. 
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PRESIDENT JAMES BUCHAlWi 
Probably the greatest single factor in the 8UOcess of the southern stat 
seceding from the Union was the inactivity of President James Buchanan. Even 
nth the advice given to him. by Andrew Jackson yea.rs earlier, "I met nullifi-
oation at the threshold," seemed to have had little effect in arousing this 
man from his lethargy. That he had the ability and the power tc prevent a 
dismemberment of the Union cannot be doubted. Tha t the maS8 of the people 
would not have supported him is onlY' a weak argument. All was in Buchanan's 
favor, yet he did nothing to alleviate the dangerous situation. The dead 
hand of the past rested hea.vily on the Presidentts shoulder. Too much 
Southern Demooratic advioe, ooupled with encouragement from northern men who 
had acquired their mental pattern decades earlier and could regard the pres-
ent scene onlY' in the light of the past, maY' acoount for the ineffective 
steps taken by Linoolnts immediate predeoessor. 
Suoh reports as the one reoei ved by AttorneY' General Blaok from. Supreme 
Court Justice Woodward of PennsY'lvsnia illustrates the point. In a letter to 
Black the justice stated that he believed "slavery a special blessing to the 
people of the United States," and that he "could not, in justice, condemn 
1 
the South for withdrawing from the Union." When the Attorney General read 
1. A letter by Judge George W. Woodward to J.S. mack, Pittsburgh Pa., Nov. 
18, 1860, in Balck MBS. cited by Milton, ~.~., 505. 
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this letter to the oabinet it met with approbation and admiration, and the 
2 
60 
president wanted to publish it to the world. Publio men assumed a strange 
attitude. f.R. Seynor in a letter to Ex-President Pieroe stated: 
The Union is gone already ••• We have 
deterred outting throats long enough ••• I 
should like to begin w.t th the Abolitionists 
at onoe.S 
fhen we must consider that Buohanan was viotimized to som.e extent by 
the men he had as his olosest political advisors -- The Cabinet. Only three 
• 
ot its members had well detined Unionist ideas; Cass, the Seoretary ot state; 
+ 
Blaok, the Attorney General; and Holt, the Postmaster General. fhe rest, 
Touohey, Cobb, Thompson and Flloyd were to a great extent thorough going 
4 Southern ~pathizers, opposed to the use ot toroe. In addition there was 
the period in Whioh Buchanan lived. A slovenly laisser aller state ot mind 
in whioh tew leaders exoept the tire eating seoessionists, seemed to have 
any definite views ot ~. sort. Corruption was rampant in the government; 
the al"llW was weak and small; the navy, both ships and personnel was old and 
5 
worn out; there was no settled beliet or opinion. 
Buohanan vaoillated between his duty and his f'riends which he thought 
he oould not afford to otfend. Although General Soott was getting on in 
years and to a point where flowery verbosity played a great part inhis oral 
and written disoourses, he was, at least, a good strategist and oommander in 
some respeots. His sentiment probably was that ot most army men ot the 
north. Just prior to the eleotion he laid before Buohanaa an elaborate 
2. Ibid., 506. 
3. I'"T8tter by T.R. Seymer to Franklin Pieroe,Harttord, COlm., Deoember 5, 
1860, Pieroe MSS. oited by Milton, ~.oit., 506. 
_4. ChadwiOk, ~.!!!., 168; Milton ~.~.;-5'07 
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report on the situation of militar,y reserves 1a the South and reoommended 
that Buchanan take immediate steps to strengthen partioularly the ooastal 
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6 
forts so that their seizure would be impossible in event of secession. For 
reasons political and not wishing to offeDd his Southern friends Buohanan 
disregarded Soott's advioe. 7 
Friendships spelt disaster for Buchanan. In suoh a time reason would 
diotate that his advisors should have been strong Union men and tolerant 
southerners. In this he was only half correot. Seoretary Cass indicated 
that foroe should be used to hold the Union together. Attorney General Black 
was not quite so radical as his oolleague, Cass, but he did advise the use of 
reintoroement;s to hold United States property from being confisoated. 
Seoretaries Touohey and Holt sided wi th them. Secretary Cobb was oontinually 
advooating seoession and viewed it as most desirable. Seoretary Thompson 
oarried the proverbial chip on his snoulder, "knook it off and Mississippi 
is out of the Uhion." Seoretary Flloyd was oorrupt and traitorous having 
8 
developed plans to sell 10,000 rifles to South Carolina. That Jefferson 
Davis played a great part in Buohanan's life oannot be denied. He ill advis 
9 Buchanan oonstantly on southern secession trends. 
Buohanan was worried; he refleoted his wavering position in the stupid 
attitude he assum.ed on ma:rq vital questions. The word ooeroion had a most 
5. Chadwick, ~.oit., 164. 
6, James Buoban&n-;-Mlster Buchanan's Administration on the Ege of Rebellion, 
(D. Appleton & Co., New York, N.Y., 1866), Ohap.V:-;"it." passIm; News 
expose, National Intelligenoer (Washington), Ootober 1, 1862. 
7. Kilton, op.oit., 501. 
8. Ibid., 607. 
9. Je??erson Davis, Rise and Fall of the Confederate Government (2 vols., 
D. Appleton & Co., NewYorkCI'ty; I8"61) I, 57, ~.~. 
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terrifying etfect upon his vaoillating spirit. Ever present in his writings 
and publio eomments was the sinister word - ooeroion. In the OpilUoJllS 2!. 
~ Atto~..z General we tind Attorney General Bl.aok advi sing the President on 
hi. legal rights to prevent seoession. Blaok, in a foroeful opinion. stated 
that the Constitution neither sanotioned state seoession nor a means by 
whioh a state oould be ooeroed. But he did intonD. the President that it was 
10 
his duty to enforoe the laws. Even with the assuranoe of the Attorney 
General's opinion Buohanan sank deeper into a morass of groundless threats 
diffused by southern Congressmen. 
Seoession was the dominant problem. that confronted the President and 
the nation. The attitude of the north in respeot to Buohanan and his 
position on the subjeot has been well condensed in an editorial of the New 
York Times: 
The idea that a state can secede from the 
Union whenever a majority of its oi tizens see 
fit for any cause, or for no oause, and with the 
passive aoquiescence of the Federal Goverument, 
is the strangest folly of the day ••• Mr. Buchanan, 
therefore, has no alternative but to entoroe the 
laws, however, much he may regret the necessity 
of bringing the Federal Govermuent in oollision 
with those of any of the states. Mr. Lincoln will 
be preoisely in the same predi~ent.1l 
For the first several months following the eleotion of Lincoln, Buchanan 
was a man guided by irresoluteness of purpose. Hoping to avert disaster he 
would take a stand and then temporize it with some spineless oomment or act. 
His message to Congress on Deoember 4 best illustrates his feeblenes8 of 
purpose. In it he denies the right of secession. asserts that united States 
property must be defended and protected in a seoeding state. and concludes 
10.Opinions .2!!!:!! Attorney General,Wash1ngton,v.d.; IX.SlT Milton,2,P..2.!!.,sOO 
+ ll.Editorial, Nov.6, 1860. 
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in a lengthy constitutional argument that the United states has not the 
authority to ooeroe a state. For his views he was both praised and condemne 
loved and hated. The New York Commercial Adverti ser in a despatch from 
washington has no fault to find: 
The impression made by the President's 
message is generally favorable here. The 
extreme aati-slavery men, however, do not 
approve of the proposed explanatory amendments 
to the Constitution beo_se they say they would 
reoognize slavery. &It on the part of the 
Republican members generally the effort of the 
President to Bave the government from destruotion 
is favorably regarded. The feeling among the 
southern men generally i8 ODS of contidanoe in 
the oontinuanoe of the Union muoh 10nger.12 
The Advertiser oorrespondent must have missed 80mething tor the 8peeoh 
pleased few me} even Seward and Jefferson Davis agreed that it was a poor 
attempt to patoh a bad lealt. Seward was heard to replyatter reading the 
Buohanan opus, when asked what he thought of it: 
I think that the President bas conolusively 
proved two things; 1) that no state has the right 
to seoede unless it wishes to; and 2) that it is 
the President;' s duty to EI1force the laws unless 
some'5ody' opposes him.13 
Jefferson Davis was di8satisfied for :he stated the message was altered atter 
Buchanan had showed him. a oopy of it. "So much so," he said, "that when it 
14 
was read in the Senate I was reluotantly oonstrained to oriticize it.· 
Some of the press was .vitriolio and bitter at Buchanan's wavering spirit. 
The Chioago Tribune, the New York Times, the Sandusky Register, the New York 
Weekly Tribune (Horaoe Greeley' 8) and numerous other agenda of opinion 
painted a fiery pioture of Buohanants incompetenoe and purpose. Even the 
12. Washington Dispatch, NOv.a, 1860. 
13. Washington Dispatoh, New York Evening Post, Deo.19, 1860. 
j.4. Davit. op.cit •• 1,59. -
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staunch supporter of' Republioanism, Medill in the Chioago Daily Tribune, 
aooused Buohanan of' attempting "to engraft the Breckinridge platf'or.. upon 
15 
the Federal Constitution.· The next day it goes f'arther by stating that 
"the three explanatory amendments" proposed by Buchanan "are not likely to 
16 
be aocepted by the Re};Ublioan or the Douglas men of' the North." Northern 
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Ohioians were overcome with the wavering attitude of' the President f'or the 
sandusky Register made note of' it. "Some parts of' it (the message) manif'est 
vigor, f'irmness, and oertainty of' purpose and are oreditable, but they are 
overwhelmed by the weak:ness, petty littleness and unoertainty and entire 
17 
1aok of' vigor in other portions. II The extraordinary contempt in whioh 
BuchaDan was held by some of' the people is best understood by a sarcastio 
editorial in Greeley's Weekly Tribune when it stated: 
The late message of' President (Buohanan) is as 
full of allusion. to Divine Providenoe as the 
last dying speeoh and confession of a Newgate 
martyr ••• Deathbed repentances are not espeoial1y 
reoommended ••• but we submit.with modesty that the 
President has been an extraordinary of'f'ender and 
should be allowed to exhibit his rEllDOr.se in an 
extraordinary way.1S 
Following Buohanan's message James R. Lowell wrote of' him in the Atlantic 
Monthlls 
Buchanan knows no art :IXit oonjure the spirit 
of' anarchy he has evoked but the shifts and 
evasions of' a second rate attorney who has 
com;inued to evolve his country in the oonf'usio~ 
of principle and the vaoil1ation of judgment 19 
which have left him without ~ party and a friend •. 
15. Editorial, Dec.5, 1860. 
16. Editorial in Chicago Tribune, December 6, 1860. 
17. Editorial, Dec. 7, 1860. 
18. Editorial, December 15, 1860. 
19. January, 1860, 118. 
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The New York Times maintained a bitter and personal trend over Bu.haDan's 
puniness and inoonsistenoy and openly aooused him at attempting to inoite 
rebellion. 
The Message (stated the Times), in our 
judgment, is an inoendiary document, and will 
tend still further to exasperate the seotioDal 
ditterenoes at the day. It baoks up the most 
extravagant ot the demands which have been made 
by the south, indorses their menaoe ot disunion 
it their demands are not conoeded and promises 
the seoeding States that the power ot the Federal 
Government Shall not be used tor their ooeroion. 
The erntire North will be made doubly indignant 
by the tlagrant dereliotion ot duty on the part 
at the Executive at the Nation, while the 
Disunionists at the South will be stimulated to 
tresh exertions in the work at ruin on whioh they 
have embarked. The country has to struggle thr!)ugh 
three months more at this disgraoeful iabeolli ty 
and disloyalty to the Constitution.20 . 
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Buohanan' 8 tailure to st8lll the tide ot seoession brought down the wrath 
at the Dation upon his untortlmate head. He was openly aooused ot senility 
and imbeoili ty and numerous other aftliotions ot the aged and the weak. The 
Boston Transoript showered him with insult and ridioule. "Mr. Buohanan, 
aocording to all reports," said the Boston JourDal, "is so depressed in mind 
as to be praotioally incompetent to pertorm the duties ot his otti.e. His 
will is paralyzed •••• Imbeoility·ot aotion in a great emergency like the 
21 
present, ranks with the worst ot orimes." It Buohanan ever was popular his 
position at iDaotiv1ty now tumed the people ot the north tram him. "Mean-
while the President," states the New York Weekly Tribune, "goes on his shamb-
ling course, while expressions at repro:liation ot his donduot till .all oheles!' 
22 
A short time later we hear that "he is deep in the vall~ at humiliation." 
20. Editorial, Deo.7, 1860. 
21. Editorial, Deo.28 , 1860. 
22. Washington Despatch, Deo.22,1860. 
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To have South CaroliDa leave the Union was painful to Mr. Buoha:nen but 
the uncoTering of huge frauds in the Department of the Interior was so 
personal to the President that he was beside himself with grief. No press 
or spokesman in the nation spared him for it was something that he oould have 
avoided. "Secession ••• has ••• disturbed the country; but the gigantic fraud 
23 
••• has astonished and electrified it." That the President should have 
demanded Secretary Flloydts resignation several years earlier oould not be 
denied for at that time he was warned by Buchanan about irregularities in 
supply contracts but he never desisted from his fraudulent policy. Then. 
too, the attitude that Flloyd had taken in the matter of seoession had made 
him distasteful tG Union sympathizers. The Chioago Tribune commenting upon 
his resignation seems to express pretty mucll of the northern consensus. 
The country will feel a sense of relief 
in the reSignation of John B. Floyd, Seoretary 
of flar. His administration from first to last 
has been notoriously oorrupt and profligate. 
It commenoed with a swindle of the most bare-
faoed description, and ended with a downright 
robbery. 24 
Since South Carolina was not a "nation" the statesmen of the "new 
republio" felt that the state should take oontrol of the United States 
property within her boundaries. Consequently along toward the last of 
Deoember three commissioners from that State arrived in Washington to nego-
tiate with weary Buohanan for the transfer of Federal property to the seoeded 
state. Northerners were indi~t at suoh affront of the United States 
government and openly accused Buchanan of treason for allowing suoh prooedur 
23. New York Weeklz Tribune, Editorial, Deo.29, 1860. 
24. Editorial, Ja.n:3, 1861. 
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"What shall we say," stated ultra-patriotic Medill, "ot the hoary headed old 
25 
traitor in the White House •••• • Douglas, however, k:llOwing the Southern 
JIlind, worried that Buohanan lIOu1d tail to receive the commissioners and 
thereby commit an overt act which would make the problem ot compromise almost 
26 
impossible. 
Events broke rapidly between December 25 and January 3. Major Anderson, 
United States commander of the forts in the Charleston harbor, realizing 
that his position in Fort Moultris and Castle Pickney, two of the. forts, was 
of no strategic value, moved his troops (December 26), to Fort Sumter, .. 
powerful isl8.Ild fortress located in the center ot the harbor. It appears 
that the South Carolina commissioners protested the removal to Buohanan for 
they olaimed that he had promised no movement of troops w.1.thout givingthem 
notice ot his intentions. At least that pledge was supposed to have been 
given to one ot the southern Congressmen earlier in the month. The President 
was in a dilemma again. He did not want to be aggressive and begin cOnfliot 
yet he had the duty of protecting the United States property devolving upon 
him. Spineless as usual, he was ready to aocede to the request of the 
Commissioners by having Anderson remove to Fort Moultrie when his northern 
cabinet members, Holt, Black, and Stanton threatened to resign if he did not 
21 
take a firm. stand. Buchanan was almost apopleotio with apprehension but 
to his credit he did listen to his Secretaries and send a message to the 
Commissioners in which he maintained that the United States could do anything 
it saw fit to do with its troops and property. From that time on Buchanan 
seems to be a different man... somewhat more firm. and statesmanlike. The 
25. Editorial in Chioan Tribune, January 3, 1861. 
22g. Milton, n:#1. II' 5 3. h_L' ~9de8, ~., 2 
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New York Herald praised Buohanan warmly but overdid it slightly. 
We are glad (spoke the paper) that our 
confidence in him as a statesman and a patriot 
are Tindicated before the world. w28 
29 
The next day the same press even compared him. to Washington and Jetferson. 
Anderson's actions ot transterring his troops trom. Moultie to Sumter 
received almost universal approbation in the north. Reports from Chicago 
and Philadelphia tell us the anniversary of the B.attle ot New Orleans waa 
observed in about fi£ty ot the principal towns and oities ot the north by a 
30 
salute to Major AndeJ!son. The Atlantio Monthll, in expressing the views 
ot its editor James R. Lowell states, 
The feeling ot the country has been 
ummistakably expressed in regard to Major 
Anderson, and that not merely because he 
Showed prudence and courage, but because he 
was the first man holding a position of trust 
'Who did his duty to the nation. 3l 
Evidently Anderson's courage coupled with the stand of the President hadits 
effeot, for the New York Times oorrespondent in Washington .noted, wThe 
32 
marked change in the Administration is felt in the air today. at The Chioago 
Tribune was high in praise of Anderson when it stated that his "aot has 
become historical· and that "he has stepped upon a pinnaole of Fame ••••• 33 
On January 8, Buohanan sent a message to Congress confirming the new 
policy which was begun with his replY' to the South Carolina Commissioners 
several weeks previous. It redounded muoh to the Chief Executive's credit 
and there was a general turnover ot feeling in the north towards the PresidEllt 
28. Editorial, Jan. 3, 1861. 
29. Editorial, New York Herald, Jan.4, 1861. 
30. Philadelphia DispatCh, Chioago Tribune, Jan.10,1861; Press Dispatoh,New 
York Herald, Jan.10, 1861. 
31. February, 1S6l, 239 • 
... 32. Washington Disatoh, Jan.a, 1861. 33. Editorial, Jan,14, 1861. 
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froIll that 'Which had prevailed in November and Deoember. The New York 
Herald felt boa.stful over his message for Bennett's editorial was smootp.. 
-
It stated ~. Buchanan, in a solama, earnest, and patriotio view of the 
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dSllgers and difficulties to be overeoae in behalf of the Union, submits the 
1fho1e que etion. to the iDmediate consideration of both Houses, and upon the 
ba.sis of General Jaokson' 8 immortal ultimatum. that 'the Union must be pre-
35 
served.'" 
The following daY', January 9. really marks the oocasion of the beginning 
of the Civil War. The United states supply steamer, "star of the West," 
ce.rrying supplies to Fort Sumter 1!I8.S fired upon by the guns of the State of 
south Caro1im and foroed to turn from its objective. A furor of resentment; 
should have been eJq)ected from the entire North but such a thing never 
developed. The Ksw York Herald calmlY' advised that "the present Administra-
tion can do no more towards pacifioations" and then in an effort to white-
wash Buchanan said,. 
The Executive having exhausted his 
Constitutional powers ••• it is the new a~ 36 
istrationwhich must accomplish the grand result. 
One of the best observers of the period states: 
I am. surprised at the indifference, not 
to say apathY', with which the overtaot of 
defiance to the federal authority and this 
po si ti ve inaul t to the federal flag have been 37 
reoeived by the people ot the North and west •••• 
Few regretted the passing of Buchanan trom office on March 4. Those 
Opposed to him. and who were not too muoh taken over with the induction of 
33. Editorial, Jan.14, 1861. 
34. Rhodes, ~.cit., 249. 
35. Editorial"'; Jan. 10, 1861. 
36. Editorial, Jan.ll, 1861. 
_37. Diary..2!.! Publio ~,(entry,Jan.13,186l)North American Review,Aug. ,1879. 
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the President-elect oould not resist a parting shot. The Providenoe Journal, 
a lee.d~ New England press, rode hard with sharp spurs when it stateds 
The crowning infamy of the Administration. 
however, is that all this intriguing and pro-
soription, and corruption and stealing on the 
part of the Dan who really shaped its policy, 
has been made to subvert the cause of treason and 
to peril the Tery existenoe of the Union which 
:Mr. Buchanan. was under the most so 1 emn oath to 
defend.3S 
The editors of the Chicago Tribune, Medill and others. were in eostasy_ 
The Journal stated: 
!hank Godl This (Monday, Maroh 4) is the 
day of deliverance ••• The gover.nment tor the last 
torty years the creature of despotic institutions 
-- the machine for propagating human bondage --
is to be hereinafter on the side ot human right 
and human liberty. The struggle has been lODg 
and tearful but this day repays all. Justice. 
Humani ty, and their consequeJIb Freedom, are in the 
ascendant. Better these than all else. They are 
an inheritance. to those who deserve it forever. 
Men of the North, shall it be surrendered?39 
38. Editorial. March 3. 1861 
39. Editorial, March 4. 1861 
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It was a moment of peril in the history of the world. The union of 
the Un! ted States was to be destroyed. The Cotton South was planning to 
effect secession from the Industrial North. Slavery and cotton had developed 
the dissension in the Union that was to tear it apart. The North wa~ toler-
ant but ~nsympathetic towards slavery, the South was irritable and impassiane( 
at the concern of the North for its institutions. Lincoln's. election was 
the long sought for opportunity to turn the dream of a confederation of State 
based on ootton and slavery into a reality. It was the oocasion for action 
but not the cause. 
An aristocracy of rioh plantation owners, export and import merchants, 
and career politicians ruled all of the South. Their grievances were not to 
be subjugated after Lincoln's election. They were moved to aotion by the 
following faotors, 1) The prospective development of a Republican party 
among the non-slave holding whites in the South who fonned 19/20 of the 
white population; 2) The loss of sixty years monopoly of government, its 
military and civil offices, a loss that left much idle gentility of the South 
without resouroes; 3) The loss of prestige and power by the old political 
parties, and their humiliated leaders; 4) The humiliation of the insolent 
arroganoe that is the legitimate fruit of slave-holding; 5) Blind and growing 
jealousy of the prosperity of the North; and 6) The gradual development of 
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the protective tariff to assist the Northern industrialists appeared to be 
1 
discriminating. 
Southern secession sentiment crystallized rapidly when it was apparent 
that Lincoln 'Was the victorious candidate for the Presidency in 1860. The 
rapidity of solidifioation, however, was not aocidental but apart of a well 
perfected plan to hurry along the prooess of oleavage. One reason tor the 
swift action was to strengthen the hand ot the Ultra-secessionists in certain 
parts ot the South where there were several sohools ot philo sophy among 
the State's Rights tollowers as to the method of procedure in regards to 
division. The "up and at them- Ultras, Immediate Secessionists, tormed the 
best organized group. They expected no opposition troD. the Buchanan Admin-
istration, but teared a new Union party in the South would break their 
political grip. The abolition ot slave-tradi~ wi ~ Africa and the islands 
meant that the supply ot tree labors trom the border states would be soon 
exhausted thus causing them to join forces with the North, 80 the lot ot the 
Cotton States 'WOuld then be extrEmely hopeless. These true Ultras, such as 
Davis, Toombs, Gist, Yancy, Hammond and Rhett, cared not a whit tor anything 
that Congress might guarantee them. They were so much imbued with Calhoun's 
f'ctr1ne ot ooncurrent majorities that only its prinoiples 'WOuld have been 
satistaotory. This they knew 'WOuld never be guaranteed the South at any 
time. Some looked to the right ot revolution to justify withdrawal, while 
others sought sanotion in the Constitution's silenoe. The Ultras were 
Opposed by the Co-operationists, who in turn were divided into those who 
wanted immediate separation ot allot the Cotton States, those who would do 
nothing until the Fe4ieral Government had in some way otfended the South, and 
J. Editorial in New York Daily Tribune, March 9.. 1861 
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those who would present the North with an ultinatua ot their demands. with 
the bope that the North would aooept them. The Co-operationists were strong 
but they were no matoh tor the Ultras, who oontrolled enough ot the local 
political DlLohinery to eftect unity of aotion tor taking the States out ot 
the Union as rapidly as possible. The effeotive interchange ot State 
commissioner. kept this agitation tor secession at a tever pitch in allot 
the Slave States so that within a month of Lincoln's eleotion the torch ot 
2 
revolution blazed throughout the "Deep South." 
Secession was not brought a bout; by a group of young bot-headed radicals 
but it was the work of a group of experienoed, middle aged politioians and 
planters. The State of South Carolina, the first to breaoh the Union, was 
victimized by a political class that had oontrolled the StateGovernmeat for 
years. Of the delegates at the Secession Convention at Charleston nearly 
half of them were over fifty. Many had had long experience in public 
office; four as senators; tive as gOTernors; nine as judges; eight as mElllbers 
of the nullification convention of 1832-33; and tweu\;y-eight as mem.bersof 
the convention of 1852 which affirmed the right ot a State to leave the 
3 
Union peaceably. Political inexperienoe was DO factor in the secession of 
South Carolina or any of the cotton states. 
The informed men of the North were not unaware of the South t s attitude 
towards a perfect Union with a strong central government long before 1860. 
Years of social intercourse. political contacts, and party affiliations had 
offered the opportunity for the men of the North to know and study the 
Southern viewpoint. The rancorous attitude of the South toward the Personal 
2. Milton. 2E,.cit., 503. 
3. Samuel raWlO'r'd, llii Genesis ot the Civil War(Webster 8: Co.New York:City) 
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Liberty laws and the efforts of the various Free State governments to pro-
tect the run-away slaves gave nearly all of the North the idea that the 
politicians south of the Ohio were bent on disunion. The memory of Calhoun 
in his defense of South Carolina durint; the Jaokson inCUlllbenoy, in which 
the dootrine of State's Rights, Secession, and Nullifioiation were openly 
advocated and defended on the floor of the United States Senate, had not 
dimmed sufficiently in the minds of the wise to not suspeot the South of 
TioleDt action. The Compromise of 1850, the Wilmot Proviso, the immortal 
decision of Chief Justice Tanny in the Dred Scott case, and the struggle in 
Kansas were but recent events that warned the intelligent statesmen, who 
understood the minds of the southerners, of the fanatical attitude of the 
slave-holders. No, those who were far-seeing feared the South, not so much 
because it was any particular section of the Dation but because of the 
determined struggle that it had waged tor years to preserve its institutions 
from the unfeeling North. Douglas, who knew the Southern political mind 
better than any living northerner, perceived the storm long before it broke. 
Speaking at a reception in Chicago on October 5, he mentioned in terms that 
could not be misunderstood and with words full of wisdom.: 
I'm no alarmist but I beliere that this 
oountry is in more danger now than at any moment 
since I have known anything of public life. It 
is not personal ambition that induoed me to take 
the stump this year. I say to you who know me 
that the Presidency has no charm tor me. I do 
not believe it is my interest as an ambitious :man 
to be President this year if I could; but I do 
love the Union. There is no sacrifice on earth 
that I would not make to preserve it. 4 
4. News aocount, Chicago ~~ Herald, October 6,1860. 
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Later when he heard of the results of the Republican nctory in Pennsylvania 
and Indiana, he remarked to his secretary: "Mr. Linooln is the next Presi-
5 
dent. We must try to save the Union. I will go South. II Douglas knew the 
Ticiousness of the South for had not John Forsyth remarked to him at the 
MObile reoeption on Ootober 30: 
I fear that we are in the midst of a 
revolution. The storm. rages to such a mad-
ness that it is beyond oontrol of those who 
raised it. Our people are becoming :fanatio 
and what is to be done,6 
The election of Lincoln, brought about some very definite action by 
the secessionists in the Cotton States and the Congressional delegates in 
Washington. The threats of impending oleavage were re-echoed'throughout the 
North and soon opinions of varying degrees began to appear. The Detroit 
Free Press stated: 
For our part we deny the right of 
Secession by one State or any number of 
States. The right of revolution is inherent 
in every people, and may rightly be taken. when 
the evils of existing government are greater 
than the evils of revolution ••• until the govern-
ment "Which Lincoln will administer shall have 
oommi tted wrongs to a state or seotion the 
remedy for whioh is revolution, seoession will 
be unexousable rebellion. We prefer that there 
be twenty years of war rather than that one 
state should be permitted to seoede until the 
righyof revolution has aocrued. 7 
The Chioago Tribune argued from no moral prinoiple of government, but with 
typioal "Western aggressiveness waded into the slaveholders as follows: 
5. Milton, op.oit., 496; Wilson, op.cit., II, 700 
6. Milton, ~.ort., 499. 
7. Editorial; NOVe 8, 1860. 
••• if the vital prinoiple of Amerioan 
Demo araoy is to be trodden underfoot and the 
people of the North are to be held in subju-
gation by 350,000 slaveholders of the South 
and denied 1ihe legiti!llate right in publio 
affairs, the Union is not worth preserving. 8 
It is a rope of sand that any ohild may break. 
President Buchanan came in for no small amount of abuse for his latent 
attitude towards seoession. 
He must look at the movement (spoke the 
Boston Transor~t) as Slllply a revolutionary 
movement; and t e question of expediency of 
allowing it to proceed does not lie with him 
to deoide.9 
The Baltimore Patriot derided the idea that the aggression lay with the 
North when it stated: 
It is to be observed that all of this 
note of angry preparation which comes to us 
from same of the Southern states, is not all 
defensive. It is aggressiTe.10 
In Missouri, where Union sentiment was none too pronounoed, we find the 
St. Louis Republican laying all of the secession guilt on South Carolina 
when it stated, 
It is well to remember that it is a fallacy 
to say the South demands it, if by this equivocal 
term it is meant that the fifteen slaveholding 
states demand it. It is not true of three-fourths 
of these states at least, andonly true of one of 
them, South Carolina.11 
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The talk of the peaceful secession of South Carolina so bothered the editor 
of' the New York Times that he was moved to oomment: "Her talk about peaoeful 
12 
seoession under the Constitution is blatant nonsense." 
8. Editorial, Nov.a, 1860. 
9. Editorial, Nov.9, 1860. 
10. Editorial, Nov.10,l860. 
11. E~tor~al, Nov.ll,1860. 
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Numerous orators and presses were steadfast in their detennination 
that the Union should not be divided. 1'he attitude of the Western journals 
suoh as the Cinoinnati Gazette, Milwaukee Journal, Sandusky Register, and 
the Springfield state Journal,may best be stated by quoting an exoellent 
editorial from the Chioago Tribune labeled the "Feeling In the West." 
It is hardly to be expeoted (spoke the 
Medill press) that upon so great a question as 
that involving the dissolution of the Union, there 
would be entire unanimity, even in the North, 
where loyalty to the Union is the first of politioal 
virtues; but we are all astonished to find every-
where that overwhelming preponderanoe of opinion in 
favor of maintaining the integrity of the gOTernment 
and the terri tory of the United States, at all 
hazards, whioh is everywhere brea.ld.ng out. Our 
politioal opponents, with whom we have just fought 
a long and bitter contest, are, in this matter, 
side to side with the Republioans; and though there 
is nowhere any disposition to aot rashly, or to 
press the South, now in an aoknowledged minority, 
into Gondi tionswhich she may not honorably comply 
with, there is no laok of quiet determination to 
permi t dismemberment 0 f the oountry, no parti tion 
of territory, no outrage against the Constitutional 
right. This determination does not exhibit itself 
in popular exoitement, in furious speeohes, in the 
organization of minute men, in the calling of State 
Conventions, nor in the mis oellaneous rub-a-dubbing 
whioh comes to us from the rebellious States, but 
because moderate and undemonstrative, it is more to 
be feared. l3 
Those who did favor the idea of seoession whioh was engendered by 
South Carolina did it more in a spirit of disgust at the whole situation. 
The "good riddanoe" idea seemed to prevail. Linooln's best supporte~, 
Horace, Greel ey, campaigned in behalf of allowint; South Caro lina to take a 
peaoeful exit. Shortly af'ter Lincoln's election, Greely commented in his 
13. Editorial, Nov.19, 1860. 
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paper: 
••• it the Cotton States Shall become 
more satisfied that they can do better out 
of the Union than in it, we insist on letting 
them go in peaoe.14 
A day later he oo1lllllented in his Weekly Tribunes 
If the seoession ot the Cotton States 
should serve to mend our National manners 
a.nd render us a more tolerable neighbor and 
ally, we should hold it not the unmixed eyil 
it is represented.15 
Memories of South Carolina's antics in previous issues evidently motivated 
the Medill journal in Chicago when it wi shed that the State was never a part 
of our Union. The editorial was reeking with disgust. The Chicago Tri bum 
statedl 
Nobody, we take it, cares how soon 
South Carolina goes out of the Union. A 
convulsion of nature whiohwould separate the 
pestilezrt; little State from the body ot the 
Republic, and open a deep ohannel, raise a 
barrier between her and the mainland 'WOuld be 
a joyfully aooepted solution ot the quarrel She 
has continuously maintained with her peaoeful: 
and more enlightened neighbors of the North. 6 
The talk in many of the presses of using force in a fratrioidal war 
to hold the Union together was not well reoeived by some ot the people in 
the East. James Bennett in an editorial in his press shunned the thought. 
Bennett WTOte "A Union of sovereign states held together by force ot arms 
17 is an anomaly that we cannot call into existence. Several days later the 
Herald again reiterated its justification of South Carolina. 
14. Editorial, Nov.19, 1860. 
15. Eciitorial in New York Daily Tribune, Nov.9, 1860. 
16. Editorial, Nov.10, 1860. 
11. Editorial in New York Herald, Nbv.19, 1860. 
-On this (slavery) (said the press) the 
great oonfliot must be fought, and the states 
that retain it as a wi se and neoessary part of 
their sooial system. must reoeive through the 
amendments to the Constitution guarantees ••• or 
the Union must be dissolved.18 
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For onoe in his life Greeley was in aooord with Bennett on the use of foroe 
to maintain solidified nation. GreeleYWTOte in his New York Weekll Tribune 
We insist that the Union shall not be 
held together by foroe whenever it shall have 
oeased to oohere by mutual attnotion of its 
parts; or whenever the Slave States or the 
Cotton States only shall unitedly say to the 
rest, 'We want to get out of the Union,' we 
shall urge their request be aooeded to.l9 
Greel~ may have dreaded the sight of blood or he may have been a prophet 
for he advised his follovrers: 
Five million people, more than halt of them 
of the dominant raoe, of whom at least one half 
a million are able and willing to shoulder muskets, 
oan never be subdued while fighting round and 
over their own hearthstone.20 
However, the things. that Greeley gave the people for oonsum.ption may not 
have been his real beliet for he stated about the first of Deoember: 
(that the) promoters of this seoession 
poli~ pretend that they are ready and willing 
to fom into a Southern Confederaoy and that the 
tormation ot suoh a ~~nfederaoy is the ultimate 
aim ot their polioy. 
The attitude ot the doubtful states, Delaware, Maryland, Kentuoky, and 
Missouri, is best retleoted in the press ot some of those states. The most 
potent Demooratio "journal ot Missouri, the Missouri Demo o rat , minoed no 
18. Editorial, Nov.20, 1860. 
19. Editorial, Nov.2l, 1860. 
20. Ed! torial in New York Tribune, Nov.30, 1860. 
21. Editorial in New York Weekly Tribune, Deo.l, 1860. 
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-vrords in airi~ the views of many- of the people of that state: 
If the cotton States shoula be permitted 
to secede tomorrow peaoeably, a year would not 
elapse before Virginia, Kentucky and Maryland 
would be obliged to go to war with the Southern 
Confederacy ••• It "M)uld be extremely impolitic 
for the border States to tolerate seoession ••• 
We must have an outlet for our surplus produots 
(Negroes).22 
An avowed Breokinridge journal, the Wilmington (Del.) Gazette, blasted the 
hope of the Southerners for oooperation with its patriotic Tiewpoint. The 
journal stated: "Delaware will present a steadfast front to the Disunionists. 
23 
It is against the entire Seoession movement. If 
The Maryland sentiment, while somewhat reserved, was none the less whole 
hearte!i. for when William G. Brown, close friend of Governor Hioks of that 
state was sworn in as Mayor of Baltimore, he stated in his inaugural address 
that it was the true policy of Maryland to adhere to the Union, so long as 
24 
it could do so with honor and safety. Washington, part of Maryland, and 
olose to Virginia, showed its attitude to some extent when on Deoember 1, 
the Douglas and Johnson Assooiation and two thousand other oitizens greeted 
Stephen A. Do1llg1as on his return to Washington. He was 'Wi Idly oheered and 
a.oolaimed when he urged his friends to forget the plst and to unite for the 
preservation of the Union. He olosed his stirring address with the words: 
25 
"I have no enemies or foes exoept the foes of m;y oountry." 
Messrs. Garrison and Phillips had a disquieting time in Boswn at the 
Convention oalled at the Tremont Temple to oommemorate the death of their 
22. Editorial, Deoamber 6, 1860. 
23. Editorial, Deoember 1, 1860. 
24. BaltinDre Dispatch. Sandusky Register, Nov.14, 1860. 
25. Washington Dispatoh, Chioago TrlbWiti, Dec.4, 1860. 
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hero, John Brown. The question to be disoussed, "HoW' can Slavery Be 
Abolished?" evidently did not meet with the approval of the oitizenry for 
the convention was broken up by a diversified m:)b "composed mostly of North 
26 
street Aristoorats and Beacon Street roughs." In a nearby state, Pennsyl-
vania, a few days later a meeting of an entirely different nature oonvened. 
at Philadelphia. The oocasion was a great oi vio banquet attended by the 
prominent Republicans of the state, among whom were, Martin McMicmel, 
Col.A.K.McClure, Governor-eleot Curtin, William D. Kelley, Auditor-general 
T.E.Corcheran, and Mambers of Congress trom. that state. The sentiment 
expressed was worthy of the assemblage. Col. MoClure produoed great cheers 
wi th his remark: "There can be no disunion. We have no naohinery in this 
27 
governm~t for secession." The aoclaim given Governor-elect Curtin was 
tremendous when he proolaimed. 
We shall only be fsi thful to our history 
and our traditions to the fathers of our Cansti tu-
tion ••• to our theory of govermnenb, to our 
instincts, our sentiments, our habits, when we 
assert tJlat Pennsylvania, now and forever, will 
vindicate her rights, and will demand that every 
state, North and South;-shall be faitJlful as 
herself to Constitutional obligations. 28 
But Boston, always different from Philadelphia, gave Tent to its feelings 
by mobbing Wendell Phillips after an address in that oity. Fortunately or 
otherwise, Mr. Phillips esoaped without serious injury. 
Northern Ohio and oentral Illinois presented a solid front to the 
action of South Carolina in passing the Ordinanoe of Secession on December 
26. Boston Dispatch, New York Weekly Tribune, Dec.8, 1860. 
27. Philadelphia Dispatoh, Chicago Tribune, Dec.ll, 1860. 
28. Philadelphia Dispatch, Chioago Tribune, Dec.ll, 1860. 
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17. The Sandusky Register was outspoken: "But despite all that has oocurred 
and all that is occurring, Union sentiment is all powerful in the hearts of 
29 
the people." Lincoln's journalistic mouthpiece, the Illinois State Jour 
explained Lincoln's idea ot the secession in graphio words: 
It South Carolina goes out ot the Union on 
March 4, 1861, then it will be Mr. Linooln's duty 
to exacute the law. Tha President has no disore-
tionary power. His duty is outlined in the Con-
stitution. He will perform his duty. Disunion 
by armed torce is treason, and treason must and 
will be put down at all hazards.30 
Central Illinois shuddered at the idea ot seoession ot any ot the States. 
Senator Baker ot Oregon, in an address at the City Hall in Sptingfield,Ill-
inois, was warmly lauded when he stated the Union must and will be preserved 
31 
and the Federal Laws executed in both the No rth and the South. 
Greeley was gleeful at the secession of South Carolina but he still 
issued timely warnings to his subscribers as follows: 
However, she is gone, and if she is 
gratified by the manner of her going, the gratification 
is one 'Which nobody, we fancy, will grudge her •••• 
Only let the State oontinue to pay her regular duties 
on iillports, and keep her hands off the forts and she 
can seoede as long as she pleases. 32 
Regardless of lril8.t the New York Herald thought about the oitizenry ot 
Washington they still seemed to love the IE. tion. In a news despatch to the 
Chicago Tribune from the national capital the oorrespondent maintains that 
Union sentiment never was so manifested as it was on the occasion ot 
Buchanan's reply to the South Carolina. Commissioners. Union tlags flew from 
29. Editorial, Dec.2l, 1860. 
30. Editorial, Deo.20, 1860. 
31. Springfiald Dispatch, Daily Globe (Washington), Dec.29, 1860. 
32. Editorial in New York Weekly TribUne, Dec.29, 1160. 
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33 
every publio building and :from numerous private residenoes. SeTeral weeks 
later a great orowd assembled betore the home ot Senator Crittenden to hear 
his views on the national crisis. His remarks that he expeoted his friends 
to uphold the Constitution and the Union, which had conferred great blessing 
34 
on all of the oitizens, both North and South, were wildly aoclaimed. 
Shortly atter the leaders of several of the Cotton States had decided 
to take their States out of the Union they sent Commissioners to various ot 
the doubtful states and the border states with an appeal tor assistance by 
making CODmlon oause with thEJll in the seoession movement. The attitude of 
staunoh patriotism and respeot for the oath ot otfice that manifested itself 
in the hearts ot the governors of these states and numerous other publio 
offioials is edifying and worth noting. Maryland was enough South to lean 
with sympathy towards her aluthern brethren, yet it was enough North to feel 
the pull of attaohment of a united nation. When Hon.A.H. Handy, Commission 
of Mississippi, appealed to Gov. Hicks of Maryla nd for cooperation with the 
state of Mississippi he gave a stinging refusal. Gov. Hicks pointed out 
that he thought that there was an adjustment fcr all grievance, howe:t"er 
serious, and until all efforts had failed at an attempt at adjustment he 
35 
would not participate in any revolution to dismember the Union. However, 
the refusal ot Gov. Hicks to precipitate seoession by no means stopped the 
clamoring of a radical element in that state. Leaders in authority kept at 
Hicks demanding that he call a convention to give the people an opportunity 
for self expression on the seoession subject. To all of these entreaties 
33. Washington Dispatch, Jan.3, 1861. 
34. News Account, Daily Globe, Jan.S, 1861. 
35. Baltimore Dispatch, Daily Globe, Dec.22, 1860. 
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Hicks refused on the grounds that he oould see no need for suoh action. 
The secession ela8ent of that State was quite expressive for at a meeting 
of the National Volunteers in Washington, January 11, the following resolu-
tion was passed with great cheering: 
Resolved -- That we will aot in the event 
of the withdrawal of Virginia and Maryland from 
the Union, in such a manner as will best secure 
ourselves and those states fran the evils of a 
foreign and hostile gover.nment within and near 
this border.37 
The. t there were some grounds for fear of internal strife in Maryland and 
the threats of seoession in some leaders were well founded can be substan-
tiated by Gov. Hicks' reply to a committee of citizens of Talbot County who 
had called to petition the governor to convene the State Legislature to 
take up the question of secession. The governor stated that he was convince 
that if he convened the Legislature that they would vote to secede and that 
if they did the city of Washington would be captured by 8,000 men organized 
38 
for that purpose, and thus a oivil war would be precipitated. Maryland's 
governor had powerful support from numerous potent factors among which were 
the organized churCh groups of that State. The Episcopalian Bishopof 
Maryland, Rt. Rev. W.R. Wittingham, felioitated Hicks on his forceful stand 
in circumventing the efforts of some to get the State out of the Union. He 
expressed the opinion that, in resisting the pressure of immediate State 
aotion, the governor represented "A large majority of the people of Mary-
land, and a still more overwhelming preponderanoe of its property, intelli-
genoe and manly virtues. "39 As the course of the Cotton States began to 
show the decisive action that was plotted, the citizenry of the Chesapeake 
36. Baltimore Dispatoh, New York Herald, Jan.4, 1861. 
37. News Aocount, Daily Globe, Janll, 1861. 
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state S'WUllg more and more towards the ideals of the North. At en immense 
Union r.r.eeting held at Hagerstown resolutions were passed favoring the 
"Union first, last and always." Gov. Ricks' policy also received wann 
40 
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approval at the mass meeting. Not to be outdone in patriotic fervor, the 
historic city of FrederiCk staged a monstrous rally on February 26, which 
was addressed by leading citizens of that part of the State. Their remarks 
were wildly aoc1aimed and the mention of the £lag, the Union, or Gov.Hicks 
was the signal for great cheers. A month later when there could be no 
doubt as to the design ot the Southerners, the same oity was again the scene 
of another great rally at which Andrew Johnson was the principal speaker. 
His patriotic message was warmly received by the populace. Following the 
speech strong Union resolutions met the acclaim of the patriotic gathering.4 
South of the Potomac in the Old Dominion secession was almost an 
assured event. On January 20, the Virginia Legislature passed a resolution 
40-5 which stated that in case a reconciliation could not be effected b~twe 
the Union and the seceding states, that the honor and the interests of 
42 
Virginia demanded her to unite with the South. 
However, as was not the case in Maryland, the question of secession 
was su1:mitted to the people in the fOrIa of choosing delegates to a State 
Convention to determine what course the state should steer. The complete 
returns on the choice of delegates showed that secession was the will of the 
38. News account, Ibi d., Jan. 21, 1861. 
39. Be.ltimore Dispatch, Daily Globe, Jan.22, 1861. 
40. Hagerstown Dispatch, Daily GIObe, Jan.28, 1861. 
41. Baltimore Dispatch, Daily Globe, Feb." 1861; Frederick Dispatch Daily 
Globe, March 27, 1861. 
42. Richmond Dispatch, New York Herald, Jan.21, 1861. 
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IJl8.jority. West of the Blue Ridge,however, the vote indicated that the 
citizenry was strongly opposed to breaohing the Union. Following aotual 
seyerance of the State from the Union, the people in the western part of 
Virginia broke from. those of the East and organized the present State of 
~ 
'West Virginia. 
The situation as it developed in the most westerly Border State, 
Missouri, was decidedly different from that of Maryland. The governor, 
Jackson, was a man with avowed seoession tendenoies so he did nothing to 
hold Missouri in the Union. Delegates to the Demooratic State Convention 
whioh met early in January were outspoken in their views to the extent that 
resolutions were passed favoring the making of common oause with South 
Carolina in event that she was attacked by the authorities of the United 
.1:4 
states. - A little to the north and east, in St. Louis, at the February 
election an unoonditional Union ticket was eleoted by majorities ranging 
from. three to five thousand. liSt. Louis had thus declared herself emphati-
4S 
cally for the Union," quoted the Missouri DEIllocrat. Sentiment was badly 
divided in Missouri so with little provooation the governor convened a 
Ste.te Convention early in March to determine the course of the State in the 
matter of breaking up the Union. The Convention was addressed by Commission 
er Green of Georgia who attempted to influenoe the delegates to vote a oommal 
cause with the Cotton states. In this he must have been disappointed, for 




Richmond Dispatch, ~lY Globe, (Supplemental Edition), 
Rhodes, op.cit., 43 • 
st. Josepn,:MO. Dispatoh, Daily Globe, Jan.12, 1861. 
News acoount, Feb.16, 1861. 
Dec.S, 1861; 
r 
state, voted 89-1 that Missouri did not wish to share with Georgia the 
46 
honors of secession. 
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The attempts of the Commissioners of South Caroline. 1:0 talk President 
Buohanan out of the United States property in that State and the subsequent 
refusal of the Chief Executive to deal with the delegates caused a wann 
glow of Union sentiment throughout the North. A resolution introduced into 
the New York Legislature to tender the President of the United States the 
military of the State. to be used as he deaned best for the preserTation of 
the Union was defeated on January 2. However. a week later, aocoriclng to 
the New York World. when the news that the Federal relief and supply shiP. 
star of the West, had been fired on by the guns of South Carolina. an 
entirely different stand was taken by that body. The Legislature by a vote 
of 117-2 accorded the President whatever aid, money or men, he needed to 
47 
enforce the Federal Laws. For which action the Naw York Herald was 
stinging and abusive. 
If New York, Rhode I sland, and Maine. 
(quoted the Bennett journal) would only under-
take to do something practical to settle the 
difficulty which is hastening the count!"'J to civil 
war end destruction, as perhaps they might, it 
would be an act to be more thankful for than 
offering the military arm for the purposes of 
coercion with so much alacrity.48 
The leaders in Pezmsylvania were at no time inclined to faTor dis-
memberment of the Union. In his annual message to the State Legislature, 
the governor of the State, in a vindicative speech urged that body to take 
46. St. Joseph,Mo. Dispatch, Dail~Globe, March 3, 186;; Thomas L.Snead. 
~ Ftght !2E.. Missouri ~ t Election 2!.. Linooln ~ ~ Death 2.! 
Lyon C. Scribner's Sons, N~ork, 1888) XIII-XIV, et passim. 
47. 'Iibany Dispatch, Daily Globe, Jan.3, 1861; Naws account, New YorkWorld. 
Jan.12, 1861 ' 
48. Editorial Jan. 19 1861 
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steps to protect the commonwealth and the United States fram the common 
enemy. To him no suoh a prooess as seoession ever existed for to do so was 
49 
rebellion. Two weeks later Govern<r Curtin was inducted into the office 
of Governor of Pennsylvania and in his inaugural address at that time he 
left little doubt in the minds of the citizens as to the oourse that he was 
to pursue in regard to secession. The New York Herald acclaimed his address 
as "frank and manly" and then went on to quote its most salient features: 
No State or oombination of States can 
secede (stated the Governor through the press) 
nor absolve themselves from the obligations of 
Union ••• It is the first duty of the Federal 
Government to stay the anarchy and enforoe the 
laws ••• Pennsylvania will give the Government a 
united, honorable, and faithful support to the 
end •••• Pennsylvania will never acquiesce such a 
conspiracy, nor assent to a dootrine involving 
the destruction of the gover.runent1 50 
A month later, however, in view of the fact that A Southern Confederacy had 
already been organized and the Union severed, the Pennsylvania Democratio 
StateComrention, on February 22,passed a resolution \manimously declaring 
in favor of State sovereignty attachment to the Union and "recognizing the 
51 
right of the Southern States to secede." 
Although Delaware could technioally be termed a slave state there was 
never any doubt as to its ultimate destiny. The subject of secession was 
introduoed when the Commission from Mississippi, Hon.S. Dickinson, aSked 
leave to address the State Legislature on the subject of having Delaware 
make collD1lOn cause with his state in resisting the authority of the United 
States. The day prior to his talk, January 3, an attempt was made at Wil-
49. Harrisburg Dispatch, Daily Globe, Jan.3, 18S1. 
50. Harrisburg Dispatch, New York Herald, Jan.1S, l8Sl 
51. Assooiated Press Dispatch, Daily Globe, Jan.1S, 18S1. 
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ndngton to stampede the people of that city into supporting the Southern 
confederacy by raising a secession flag and holding a mass meeting to pass 
resolutions favoring cleavage. Little enthusiasm was shown in any of these 
proceedings end the mass meeting was disappointing for it had little effect 
52 . in changing popular sentiment. The following day D1ckinson addressed the 
legislature. He invited the State to join the Southern Confederacy which 
was about tb be formed for mutual protection. As he progressed he claimed 
the right of a State to secede end went on to state that if secession was 
not allowed war was inevitable. This declaration was received by the legis-
lators with mingled applause and hisses. The spirit of Caesar Rodney evi-
dently permeated the old State house that day for, following the speech of 
the Commissioner of Mississippi, the following resolution, in whioh the 
Senate concurred by a majority was passed: 
Resolved, that we have extended to Hon.S. 
Dickinson, the Commissioner of Mississippi, the 
courtesy due him as the representative of a 
sovereign state of the Confederacy, as well as 
the state he represents, and we deem it p~0per 
and due to ourselves and the State of Delaware, 
to express our unqualified disapproval of the 
remedy for existing difficulties suggested by 53 
the resolutions of the Legislature of Mississippi. 
The inaugurations of the governors of the States of Illinois, Ohio end 
Massachusetts portrayed a united front against the secession movement. 
While Southern Illinois was opposed to abolition it is doubtful if they 
favored seoession. The hurley-burley semi-mountaineers of "little Egypt" 
were a violent type that attached the words abolition and Republican with a 
hyphen. The pastime of stoning Abolition speakers and Republican poli tic:iJ.ans 
52. Wilmington, Del. Dispatch, Daily Globe, Jan.4, 1861. 
53. ~., Jan.4, 1861 
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had a tendency to confuse and lead one to believe that the southern part of 
the State was for secession. However, such was not the case, but the 
populace of that section was quite violent in its treatment of oertain 
olasses for their efforts to sow the seed of abolition. The Rev. J.M.West, 
a divine of. that region, who openly advocated abolition, was attacked in 
his home by a mob, and barely esoaped with his lite. Leaders of the oounty, 
it seemed, blamed the disturbanoe on a mob ot disunionists. In all proba-
54 
bility they should have laid the blame, if any, with the pro-slavery group. 
What hope Southern Illinois ever had ot helping the C8.use ot secession was 
rudely dashed with the inauguration ot Gov. Yates in January, 1861. At that 
time the new Governor stated that Illinois stood squarely against seoession 
55 
and would aid the Union in any emergency with men and money. Governor 
Andrews of Massachusetts, in his inaugural speeCh, defied the Boston mobs 
and came out 01ear1y against the action of South Carolina in seeking a 
remedy for her ills by breoc ing up the Union. He reooIlllllended an increase in 
the State militia so that Massachusetts could contribute her share in oase 
of public danger. The 'WOrds of the immortal Jackson served as the conclud-
ing sentence of his utterances, that is, "the Federal Union must be pre-
56 
served. tI Governor Dennison of Ohio expressed the same sentiment s.s did 
Yates of Illinois and Andrews of Mass&chusetts in his message to the State 
Legislature in January of the same year. His views were tem.perate and firm 
in his presentiment of the national crisis as it affected Ohio. He 
recommended the repeal of the Personal Liberty Laws, the Fugitive Slave Law 
54. News Account, Chioago Tribune, Jan.14, 186+. 
55. News Account, Springfield State Journal, Jan.17, 1861. 
56. News Account, Boston Transcript, Jan.7, 1861. 
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and that the militia be increased to protect the State and the Union from 
attack.57 The following week the Ohio Legislature passed a resolution 
commending President Buchanan for his firm stand and patriotic message to 
Congress in which he suggested a compromise, and pledged to him the resource 
of the entire state to be used for the maintenance of the Constitution and 
58 
the Federal Laws. 
When the nature of events began to interpret themselves Union 
sentiment was rampant all through the North. The people were expressive 
and followed the advice of their leaders in pledging fealty to the Consti-
tution. The citizens of Trenton, New Jersey, Democrats and Republicans 
alike of New Hampshire, held great meetings at which resolutions were passed 
condemning the Cotton States for their traitorous acts and pledging support 
to the President of the United States in his effort to maintain the Federal 
Law. At the Democratic state Convention of New Hampshire a salute of two 
c:: 
hundred thirty two guns was given for the flag, the President and the Union:
v 
On the occasion of the raising of a flag over the new State 
Capitol at Indianapolis, Governor Morton we.S wildly cheered for his remarks 
concerning secession: "Our Flag, may it ever wave over a free and united 
people, who will ask nothing but what is right, and yield to nothing that 
60 
is wrong." Strangely enough the ~ense audience had no forboding of evil 
when the pole and flag, due to a structural inaccuracy, crashed to the groun 
a few minutes later. 
57. News account, Boston Transcript, Jan.7, 1861. 
58. Columbus Dispatch, New York Daily Tribune, Jan.9, 1861. 
59. News account, New York Daily Tribune, Jan.17, 1861; Manchester Dispatch, 
New York Herald, Jan.17, 1861; Manchester Dispatch, Daily Globe (Supple-
ment), Jan.IO, 1861. 
60. Indiana olis Dis atch Chien 0 Tribune Jan.30 1861. 
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Far off California was even aware of the intense drama which was being 
played in the East. At a great meeting held in San Francisco in February, 
at which twenty two thousand people were in attendance, resolutions were 
passed repudiating the right of secession and expressing unalterable attach-
mont to the Union. So keenly aware of the need for unity were those hardy 
adventurers and pioneers that a Republican and Democrat c~tion chose as 
61 
United states Senator a man opposed to secession and compromise. 
Throughout the East expressions of mob anger were misinterpreted as 
sentiment in favor of disunion. The fact that Republicans and Abolitionists 
were put in the same category by many had much to do with 'tIllS misunder-
standing. Abolitionists at the best .... wr'J n0Y9r pJp..llar, and at, this 
particular junction of our national life a great portion of the population 
blamed the South Carolina debacle onto the work of the Abolitionists for 
their advocacy of freeing the slaves. Naturally many Abolitionists, among 
them Wendell Phillips, Garrison and Henry Ward Beecher, Brooklyn divine, 
were attacked and threatened by various mobs. The Chicago Tribune was quick 
to sympathize with such Abolitionists and recommended that a bi"t:i of Napoleoni 
action be the rmvard for such lawlessness. 
Now there is just one thing needed to 
stop all of this business (spoke the Medill 
mouthpiece), and that is, when the next 
attempt; is made to mob a man for the expression 
of his opinion any subject whatever, to call 
out a military company, and after only one 
warning, to pour a volley of musket balls into 
the crowd that set itself up as the guardian 
of men's tongues. 52 
Such fanatics as those already mentioned were extremely unpopular for other 
61. Cor:nnent of San Francisco Events, Daily Globe, March 3, 1861. 
62. Editorial, Jan.3, 1861. 
reasons than their advocacy of abolition and that ,vas their open defense 
63 
of the right of South Carolina to leave the Union. Bennett's lievr York 
Herald included a host of others besides Phillips and Garrison as dis-
93 
ruptionists per se in a scathing editorial on their attempt to disturb the 
equilibrium of the nation. That press stated: 
If then the dissolution of the Union 
shall be the resul-cs of the present crisis, 
the blame ,T.lIl rest on others, not us •••• 
Mainly to the Massachusetts school of politics 
of .vhich Wendell Phillips, Garrison, Sumner 
and Greeley are the chiefs, and to which Savrard, 
Wilson and Lincoln, and others are affiliated, 
in principles, that will govern his course in 
Washington. 64 
Public tamper in regard 'to the Abolitionists is best indicated by the 
people of peace loving Albany on the occasion of the opening of the Nevi York 
Anti-Slavery Convenbion in that ci 'b-J. The i'irst meeting was met with 
hisses and disorderly conduct so that it was finally broken up. Only the 
entreaties of the mayor of the metropolis were successful in finally causing 
65 
the disrupting crowds to disperse. 
Shortly after the first of the year (1861) Greeley began to see the 
light and to realize <chat the South was deadly in earnest in its secession 
!l1ovemenb. He then began to split hairs to vindicate his stupid position of 
several months earlier. By January 5 he was able to reiterate that any 
State had the right "to hate the Union and seek its disruption" but that 
"it cannot dissolve the Union •••• by the passA.ge of so many Sta.te Ordinances 
66 
or Resolutions." On the same day the New York World warned trJ.e South -Ghat 
63. Boston Dispatch, Daily Globe, Jan.20, 1861. 
64. Editorial, Jan.30, 1861. 
65. Albany Dispatch, Daily Globe (Supplement), Feb.6, 1861. 
66. Editorial in N~1 York WeekI Tribune Jan. 5 1861. 
an attampt to break up the Union would meet with universal resistance in 
the Norlh. "Attempt it," said the journal, "and you will see around the 
67 
oapi tol a half million men. of the North in arms." 
Public men of the East denounced the efforts of the seceasionists. 
94 
Even the courts were not exempt along this line. In New York, United States 
Circuit Judge Smalley, in charging a grand jury, declared that South Carolina 
68 
by her acts was guil~J of high treason against the Federal Government. 
So great did Bishop McClosky, Catholic bishop of Albany, think the crisis 
that he made public announcament that he would celebrate High W~ss and offer 
prayers for the preservation of the Union and that he would talk on the 
69 
national situation on the Sunday following January 4. The Philadelphia 
Press correspondent in Washington in an article to his paper on January 5, 
stated: 
I learn that letters are being received 
by the new Secretary 0 f War and the old 
Secretary of the Navy from distinguished 
officers in both branches of the public service, 
assuring those functionaries of their determin-
ation to stand by the Union at all hazards. 70 
Bennett's New York Hera! d. while advocating compromise with the South, 
did much to awaken the more serious minded men to the national crisis. Its 
famous expos' of a plot to seize control of tihe National capitol and the 
Federal Government made many Norlherners who felt sorry for the plight of 
poor South Carolina do an about face. The expose'edHiorial was brief and 
pointed: 
1. Secession from the Union of the Slave 
Sta.te inoluding Maryland and Virginia, 2. The 
Coup d'etat of a seizure and oocupation by a 
67. Editorial, Jan.5,186l. 
68. New York Dis atch Dail' Globe Jan.15 1861. 
r------------------------. 
Southern armed force of the city of 
Washington~ inoluding pub1io bui1dings~ 
archives~ for the purpose of a Southern 
Confederacy~ 3. The expulsion (coup d'etat) 
by a force of arms of "ehe existing Federal 
Goven1nent~ ino1uding the present and 
incoming administration on the 3rd and 4th 
of 1~rch, 4. Establishment of the general 
government of the Southern Confederacy in 
Washington and its proola~tion to all of the 
world as the government whioh had superseded71 the ejected government of the United States. 
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That the Herald had conclusive proof of such a plot can hardly be doubted 
for it named the Richmond Enquirer as the advocate and the editor of the 
Vlashington Consti tution as one of the conspirators. 
The East stood finnly for the Union. The press, orator and public 
meetings attest to that fact. The Sandusky Register stated: 
Let the secessionists understand it ••• 
thousands of men will defend the Union... 72 
peaceably if they can, forcibly if they must. 
On January 5, Chicago staged its greatest anti-secession mass meeting at 
Bryan Hall. The occasion was to draw up and pass resolutions of protest at 
the action of the Slave States in their cleavage movement and to pledge 
loyalty to the Union. Political enmities were cast aside -- Democrats and 
Republioans alike were there -- leaders in soc~al and industrial life 
attended, those of high and low station jammed the assembly hall to the very 
doors and spilled out into the street. All were enthusiastio and hopeful 
and determined. The feeling of unity permeated to the r~ters. Speaker 
after speaker was cheered, the flag was cheered, the Union was cheered and 
73 
even President Buchanan received his share of acolaim. 
69. Albany Dispatch~ Nevi York Herald, Jan.4~ 1861. 
70. Washington Dispa:ech, l1an. 5, 1861. 72. Editoria1~ Deo.24~ 1861. 
71. Editorial, Jan.15, 1861. 73. t~Chicago Tribune, 
The resolutions passed were noteworthy: 
Resolved, that as oitizens of the state of 
Illinois we firmly adhere and abide by the 
Union and the Constitution, as our fathers 
made them, and to their preservation we 
pledge our lives, our fortunes, and our sacred 
honor. Resolved, thaI:; while we disapprove 
and denounoe legislative or individual aotion 
oalculated to infringe of impair upon the 
Constitutional rights of the people of any 
section of the Union, we have neither oompromise 
nor conoession to offer disunionists arrayed in 
open rebellion to the government, or to their 
aiders or abbetors. Resolved, that the present 
crisis demands the prompt execution of all 
Constitutional laws in all sections of the 
Union. Resolved, that we approve and adopt the 
sentiment of Senator Douglas in his speeoh at 
Norfolk, Virgihia, 'that the el'3ction of any 
man to the Presidenoy of the United States 
would not justify an attempt at dissolving this 
glorious oonfederacy,' and, 'that the President 
of the United States should treat attempts to 
break up the Union as Old Hiokory did in '32.' 
Resolved, that as citizens of the loyal state 
of Illinois, we aooept the verdict of three-
fourths of the voters of the Nation against 
the legalization, by any branch of the Federal 
Government, of slavery in the Territories, and 
all propositions or oompromises which in spirit 
or in letter which embody doctrines contrary 
to this expression of the will of the sovereign 
people, meet with unqualified disapproval. 74 
Several days later, the Mayor of Chioago, John Wentworth, issued a 
proolamation to the people of the metropolis in which all of the citizens 
96 
were asked to olose places of business and to assemble at various halls to 
draw up testimonials favoring the Union. Mayor Wentworth also ordered a 
salute of thirty tl~ee guns at sunrise for the Union, fifty five guns at 
noon for Major .. mderson, and in the evening a salute of one hundred guns for 
General Jackson. Wentworth also reoommended that the young men of the city 
73 (oontinued) 
74. News account. Chioa.e:.o Tribune. Jan.O. 1861. 
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meet in groups to for.m themselves into military companies for the defense 
75 
of the nation. The young men of Chicago wasted no time in following the 
mayor's advice and suggestions, for they held two great meetings on January 
25 and 29 in the Metropolitan. At both meetings resolutions favoring the 
Union were passed and a demand was made on the United states Government 
"to retake from the secessionists and traitors the forts of our country~ 
and if the army and navy are not sufficient for that purpose to calIon the 
76 
state for volunteers. II 
75. News account, Chicago Tribune, Jan.7, 1861. 
76. News account, Chicago Tribune, Jan.26 and 30, 1861. 
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CHAPTER V 
ATTEMPTS AT CmJPROMISE 
That the thinking men of the North knew what to expeot of the South in 
the event of Linooln's election cannot be denied. Every Southern delegate 
to the Congress had predioted a divided Union if the "blaok Republioans' 
were viotorious in the national election of 1860. Stephen A. Douglas, who 
understood the Southern viewpoint better than any northerner, had predicted 
seoession of the cotton Sta.tes if the voters insisted on plaoing a Repub-
lioan in the White House. But talk was of no avail. Douglas I ideas were 
looked upon by many in the North, and nearly all Republicans, as an attempt 
to stampede the voters to support his candidacy for the Presidency. Those 
who did not believe Douglas's ,yarning must have been shooked when it 
beoame apparent that the Senator from Illinois's forcast was no idle 
boast. 
Republicanism was badly split on Secession, compromise and steadfast-
ness 'bo party platform. Three categories developed among them. 
The first group were still skeptical of the South's plans and in a 
spiri t of boas'l:;fulness openly advocated Secession. They actually invi'bed 
the Cotton States to be on their ,vay with the thought of being well rid of 
a troublesome issue. It may have been that these were pacifists and 
abhored the sight of blood. No Union was better tiul.n one cemented together 
with the blOod of brothers seemed to be their idea. Among this category 
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was changeable Horace Greeley, who openly advocated that "they be penni-!:;ted 
1 
to go in peace." Most of the Abolitionists were in the "peaceable 
secession" class. The Brooklyn parson, Henry Ward Beecher. was arm in arm 
with Greeley in opposing bloodshed and compromise. Asked if he tilought the 
South would secede, the Brooklyn minister replied: "I don't believe they 
2 
will; and I don't care if they do." In the beginning they were opposed to 
everything that resembled anaed force. 
The second class of Republicans were those who favored a type of com-
~romise to maintain the Union without war. Weed, the great politician and 
journalist, was in this group. For his efforts to compromise the issue he 
3 
was roundly deno~~ced by his political brethren as a traitor to his party. 
Seward in stupid manner was also a compromiser of the Ol1e sided variety. 
that is. all for the North and nothing for the South. 
The third element of Republicanism was the category that eventually 
defeated all hopes of an anxious Nation to avoid conflict by some type of 
a compronise. They would not depart one iota from the principle of the 
Chicago platform or yield an inch to the entreaties of the beleagured 
Nation for assistance in preventing a disrupted Union. Their idea was 
aptly expressed by their leader, Lincoln, when he wrote: 
Entertain no proposition for a compromise in 
regards to the extension of slavery •••• The tug 
has to come and better now than later •••• You 
know I think the fugitive slave clause of the 
Constitution ought to be forced -- to put in its 
mildest form, ought not to be resisted. 4 
1. Editorial in New York Daily Tribune, Nov.9, 1861. 
2. Address in Boston, Nov.24, 1860, New York Daily Tribune, Nov.30, 1861. 
3. Milton, op.cH;., 552. 
4. Letter to-Senator Kellog, Dec.ll. 1861. Lincoln, Works (ed. of 1891) 
oited by Chadwick, 2,£,.oit., 176 
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Assooiated with the President-elect in the ultra non-compromising group 
were Wilson, Wade, GrL""e s, Thaddeus Stevens and Sumner. With them and the 
ultra-seoessionists of the South rests the blame for our Civil War. 
South Carolina's defiant attitude shortly after the eleotion of Lincoln 
gave reason for the thinking men of the North to realize that the Union 
was in aotual danger of dismemberment. As yet little had been said or done 
in oompromising the issues that existed between the North and the South. 
The idea that something must be accomplished soon to preven-I; cleavage began 
to crystallize in the publio mind when the press and orator began to speak 
openly and freely upon the subjeot. Up to November 6 nothing really 
definite had been proposed, but from then on the leaders of the nation 
began to give vent to their attitude upon the situation. John Greenleaf 
iVhittier WTOte to the prcr.moters of a mass meeting at Haverhill, l~ssachu-
setts: 
We must be firm but not defiant: we are 
too strong in the right •••• We oan afford to 
be moderate and generous. Wi th slavery in the 
States we have no right to interfere •••• 5 
For onoe the Chioago Tribune was almos"1; conciliatory: 
It will be wise and discreet for the 
Republicans to avoid all oause of additional 
irritation, and to oonvince the people of the 
South by words and acts that we are not half as 
fieroe as has been represented. 6 
This attitude was short lived, however, for when it beoame apparent that 
compromise was the only solution for the nation to avoid war Medill very 
definitely stated the Chicago Tribune's position about a month later. The 
5. Letter to leaders of Republican Massmeeting at Haverhill, Mass., Nov.10, 
1860, oiting from Rhodes, ~.oit., 363. 
6. Editorial Nov.S 1860. 
Republicans 17ere in the saddle and nothing was to deviate them from their 
vovred intention of humiliating the South. The Tribu..."l6 stated: 
Others may do as thl3'J please but this 
journal stands where it has always stood. It 
concedes nothing that weakons the worth of the 
great triumph over the infernally despotic 
institution which has debauched the national 
conscience ••• We surreuder no inch 01' ground.... 7 
Standing solidly on the Constitu~ion and laws •••• 
The New York Ti:.~ expressed much the srune opinion as the Tribune in its 
editorial of November 20. 
We must not budge from this position (no 
secession or oompromise) and whatover evil may 
follow, we may be sure it will be more easily 
rectified ••• than the great evils ••• from allY 
k . S wea. ooncesslon •••• 
:Jumerous other journals sided with the Tbles in their views at this par-
ticular phase of compromise ta.lk but later when the gravity of the secession 
::novelQ-,;mt beca.'Ile apparen:t a change of editorial policy ims noted in many of 
::ho presses. 
Real efforts at compronise began when a Comrtittee of Thirty Three was 
appoin'ced in the House of Representatives a.nd a COIJIr.1i ttee of Thirteen was 
designated by the presiding officer of the Senate "to inquire into the 
premont conditions of the cOUJ."'ltry and report; concerning th'3 grievances 
9 
existing between the slave-holding and the non-slave-holding sta.tes." In 
the House every Republican delegate voted against the formation of such a 
c~~~ttee. The personnel of the COlmrlttee of Thirty Thr~e was quite remark-
able sinoe PelUlington, the Republican Speaker, nw.de sure in his appointrne:nts 
that it could be nothing but ineffective and inefficient. Corwin of Ohio ~ 
7. Editorial in Chicago Tribune, Dec.5~ 1860. 
8. Editorial, Nov.20, 1861. 
9. Con ressional Globe 36 Con 
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S "'Wfnl~ '>"[ndl'.:, Collel:ler, Dooll ttle D.nc1 Grir;,,,=,s; Douglas, ii-ice nnd :Sigler 
:-r;ll"esentcd the l\;ortl:e~n Dem.ocre.ts. Crittendon, Powell, aunter, Toombs, and 
Dnvi:::; Y:erE' 1l['.m0o for the South. 
lJei th'S:..' tho COIlu'1.i ttee of Ti'.irtecn :"101' tr.e Co!rolli ttee of Thirty Three 
<-.c,;omplisl"l<Jc; flnything 'oeenuse of the non-oonciliatory and uncolr.pro"nising 
-':;hc :9res~;. The Hew York a:!d.me3 hea.rtmUy reitsl'fl1.;6d: 
It :::;.ay es well be unders<::ood, first 1\3 
last , (;'h5.t; this one sided affair (North SUrr8!lC.:er 
all and South n'JtLing) cnnnot prost-or. 7he Repub-
licr.us ••. A.re not prepared. to abandon principles 
for which they have contended, and surrender at 
the discretion of the ptn-ty the:; have just expcll "-ld 
frmn. office.10 
Greeley I B Weekly Tribune wc.s willing to listen to such thoughts of comprOIaise 
l:;ut was suspicious. Greeley stated: 
Though we take no pert and bose no he,pos 
upon the new Cor.prom.ise which certsin "Conserva-;:,ivos't 
are noV{ inaugurat.ing we must insi~t the,t the:,,' betray 
no superfluous hypocrisy.l1 
Oratorical outbursts were nUBorous in the SerlE-te over the appointment 
of a. compromise cornmittee. The Republicans vrerA dei'ie.nt and stubbo:-n and. let 
10. Editorial, Dec.?, 1360. 
11. Editori8.1 in Ne-iJ York l,ieokly Tribune, Dec.v, 1860. 
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.:.t be knO',-;n thu;; they would concede nothirLg that would jeopardize their 
FO si tion as outlined iti the Chi cs.g~o I)lr, ';i'orm. Ii ttle could btj C:hl'I:.lctcd of 
D.ny of thel:l ir ... th::'s crisis. Senator Wade in a fi(lry philippic in. the Senn'.:;€1 
ell December 17 quite frankly outlined tLe thougLts 01' the Republican del€!-
brt :"es in Congress. Wade said: 
I tell you that in. -t::n.t pIa. tfo!':m v;o did 
If'~y i L down that .. Te Vlould, ii' we had the pm'[or, 
proll: bit sle.very from anotl1er inch of' free 
territory under the gov,;rnxu(;l1t. I stD.nd on that, 
positioll -today; •• • on tho other handour (tuthori-
tit;. ti va ph;;:;i'Ol'!1 repucia.t0s tho idea thRt 'v;-e have 
any right or any intentioll to invc.de your 
peculiar insJ:it..u·::iollS in ~'OU1' onn stGt,rjr; ••• '.70 
held to no doctriny tht:t~ can possibly work you 
any inconvcniencc. 12 
Closely weigl ling Vfade' s words the uncompromising attitude of the minority 
::.s e.ppal'Ant. The speech received fevorable conrucnts from tho RepubE ce.n 
journals, and their atti -Lude in turn reflects the unconciliatory sen'ciment 
of the followors of the party. Upon the speech the Cleveland Herald SElia.: 
The speech sends 13. thrill 01' joy through 
every Republican breast. It i3 high time tho 
Secessionist 5houlc. know ••• the Repullim'.U 
party is no Abolition party, and it only wars 
agair$t the extension of slavcry.J3 
r'.llo~;her Chio papor wac equally pleased at the Republican stnnd, for the 
SandusL-y Register stated: '''VIe think I:1r. lNade' e speech will meet yd. th univer-
14 
sal approbation." 
Tho day following Wade's outburst the first real basis for a satir:;fact-
cry compromise beevmen th8 dissfltisfied groups W9.S laid before the Senate by 
12. Congressionnl GloGo, 36 Cong., 2 Sess., 102 
13. Editorial, Deo.19, 1260. 
14. Editorial, Dec.~O, 1860. 
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Senator C1'i ttenden in the form of a znr~es of 8rnendmen!;s to the Cons ti tution 
and resolution to be adopted by Congress. The plan of corJ.YI'or.lise vms to 
set:"le tiw.t St07,US cf slavery in the Territories. It 'would e~d:end. the line 
of the ~,:issouri Compromise, 36°30 l~orth Latitude, to the border ci~ Cc.lifor-
n1a; all Horth of that line to be forever free and to the South of it 
slavery was to be protected by CongresSiOlltll legisle,tion. When a territory 
entered Ste.tehood it was to be sls.ve or free as the voters directed. The 
80mprornise "Would. deny to Congress the right to a.boUsh sla.very in the 
District of Co lu.::r.b 5.e. so long as it existed in Virginie. arld I.Iaryle.nd, nor 
vrithout cor;;';:'011srd.:;ioll to those who did not cons ant. Inter-st9t0 slave traffic 
1'1'nr-; not to be interfered with. The United Stntes was to pay the owner tho 
full vnl\.<o of a fugitive when arrest should be prevented by force or rescue 
l:w..o.e. Finally no futuro aLlondment should be made giving Congross f'ower to 
interfere wi -1;h slavery in any of the Ste.tos. The resolutions which aCeOI!l-
ranied thA e.mendments woule. have Congress request the various States to 
elil!JirJ.1..1.~e from the Personal Liberty laws and the Fugitive Slave law those 
15 
parts which were objectionable. 
Opinion on the Crittendon Amendments .... Tan at first ffcirly ... ·{oll divided. 
The NeVi York Times stated that "we have very little hope that anything sub-
16 
strmtial will be accomplished by these e.raendnents of Mr. Crittenden." In 
I;h<3 West, Chice.go's Republican journal, the TriotUle, W~1.S bitter a.nd yet 
triu."llphant that the amendments woule. not te adopted by the ComIlli ttee of 
Thirteen. The journal ste.ted: "It ought never to r..ave boon organized awl we 
15. Chadwick, op.~it., 170 et seq. 
16. ~ditorial,-nec.21, 1860. 
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do not regret that its efforts to tir.J::er vrith the Constitution have cm::.o GO 
17 
ll~t'J.gLt." in IJev, Yor~:, Bennett, in hie lbvr York Ii"lrRld, V'm,8 sfll:J.sil:le: 
We are in fe.vcr of' :,:1'. Crittonden's plan 
of Compromise or any o-thcr r1s.11 of conproLuse 
by Y!hich 1:':1. settlelilE'ut oi: tl.:,c uangm"ouG i;ositicn 
"."!hie21 l1OVJ' m.enaces the }Jence of the country can 
be efi'ected.lC 
Tr.e pppnren:t danger that "Vms slowl:; enGulfing tb; nation brought the 
;.:C effee[;ed if the Union vm.s to rG[,lD.ir ... inttl ct. Edwe.rd :J;vcrst-t" tho La.ssa.-
,!husetts orator, snid in a h'tLer to Senator Crit,~enden: 
There is nothing in ;your resolutions for 
vrhlch I vrould no"t. cheerfully voto if their 
adoption as ru;Lcr~dm.ents cf the Cansti tucion would 
S~lve us from disunion, and, 'NIls": I consider it~ 
necosss.ry consequences, ciyil wc.r, anarchy, 
desoll.l.tion at home, the loss of all resPf§tability 
abroad, and finally , military despotism. 
John A. Dix, of New York, i'e:t "a strcmg confidence the. t we could carry 
20 
three-fourths of the States in favor of it as amendrn.cntc to the Constitutio~' 
hn.os A. Lavrroncefs letter to Se:nntcI' Crittenden on December 29 is interesting 
I3lld pointed, !tWe are all watching with interest," wroJce Lawrence, "your 
21 
patriotic and vigorous efforts for pacifica Lions." 
The best thnt the Crittenden propose,ls could got from the COIamittee of 
l'hirtcen 'was tr ... e "dec+,h sentence. II The stubborn un~riel(~.ing stand of SeI'uU"d 
and his collFJaguc;s defeated them e.lJ:'..osL without a qualm. Hilton sums their 




Tho restor£,tion of the Mi ssouri Line ,vas 
the keJistone of the wholE structure (Crittenden 
Editorial, Jan.3, 1861. 
Sdi toria.l, Jan.S, 1361. 
Letter to John Crittenden by E.Fven:-Lt,:8oston, ~.:!"ss. ,Dec.22,1[;61, ColefllEl" 
o).cit. II, 238. 
k'1enclments). EverJ c~lx!:h01-n. me~ber, ir ... cluding 
Davis and Toorlibs~ rD::,r'3~:<'!ntir:"b tho Cotton Sh"tes, 
dec].ared that providing the Republicans would 
'tender and susta.in' it, they would a.coapt it; 
but v(hen the fbro Repulicans flatly refusad~ the 
two Cotton States Senators went \rlththen tecr~U:3e 
it ':rould merely deceive the country for the 
COIIlIni ttas to adopt Il proposal the Republicans 
unitedly opposed. The R~publicans voted i'avorably 
only upon Crittenden's plank for changing such 
sections of t!'lC Fugitiv0 ::-;18,V6 Act as ofi'onded 
t! .... e Horth. Thus the Regublicans on tho CornmitGee 
killed the Cor;lpromise. 2", 
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O'!:;her proposrds net vlith as little sucoess in the Committee, Douglas's 
l,lan of comproril.ise I'rhich would give an assur~.nce oi' permanent peace bet-vtecll 
the divergent sections met the sane fp,'::;e fU3 did Crittenden l s. HowGver, the 
Douglas plan of compror:ri.se was even better than YffiS Crittenclens. Under it 
Congress would hevc no right to legislate on slfl.vory in any torri\"ory;the 
';xisting sta~us as tc oach present. terri tor~: vms to rems.in uncht:tnged until 
i~ reached a population of fifty thousand when it VJould be allowed to control 
its own domestic insti tutions. Y'lhen i t r~!'\ched tk ... t populEction it; would 
autcm.aticall~c become a state. Tho Illinois Senators! plan me.de mandatory a 
concurrent vote of tvvo-thirc:s of the Houses oi' Congress bei'0re nevv terri i.;or~/ 
could be . ?3 acq1.l.lred. This le.st sUGg8stion conpletely answered Lincoln's 
,:,bjectiol1 to the t'3rri tories acquired South of 36°30 in that soon the South. 
YTould want to acquire guoa and 1:cxico so that they might introduce humo.n 
servitude. EYidently hypocrisy was the ke;ynote of Rcpublicanin::n for Dougle.s
' 
f,roposals were voted into oblivion. r.:")di.ll of Chicago still hold Dougle.s in 
20. Letter of J.Crittendon by JO!l...~ A.Dix, lJev,r Yory~ City,Doc.IS, 1860. 
Ibid., II~ 238 
21. Letter to Cri ttenc1en l:::y .Amos A.Le::!rC'llce,'"[e.shingtoll,D.C. ,Dec.?S',1860. 
Ibid., II, 240 
22. Uilton, op.cit., 525. 
23. ~. ~ 524.-
llttcr contempt fc!" of his proposals ho wrote in the:; Chi vngo ~ribun0: 
The same ob :::;cur:" t:/ ",~lich permitted a 
d014blo const.ructiol1)i' LLo Kansas-lrebraska 
Eil}, marks and p'):i.sons tho ,,1O~;t irrlportant 
f -l-' ·t' ~,1 0' "r~cse propos~ ·~Oll::::.'~ 
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Sei;;al'd brought the Republican plan f'cr COI{lpra.ari.se before tho cOl:1Ii:.itteo 
'f Thirteen. It touched upon 1'!1!:my of tl~c S3.r::e points as c1.id. the Critt.-:mdell 
rl"opose.ls except in the main one. This'1:'le.s slavery in the territories. 
Iiaturall:;:, since ::m that issue VIP.S involved the main differences between the 
~;orth and t!-H) South, it 7ms accerh-:.ble to no one but the Republic3.n JTl.e:nbcrs 
;.1(' the Cor:u!littee. Just bofore the first of the year (Doc.2S) the COLu:Llttee 
': f Thirteen reported to tl:e Senate that it was ullnble to reach a ComprOl:tir...e 
so the ineffective group was dissolved. A few de,ys oUTlier the COll' .. ::::it;;;C0 ::;f 
25 
'::'hirty Three had nr.mitted its failure to the House. 
EO"\,iENer the Crittend.en COIil.~romise diel not becom.e a dead issue. 
:Lwo of the lcecn0st historip..rls of tr.,e ~)criod, Hiltou and Rhodes, lay the 
responsibility 1'0 r thr) defeat of the Cri t Lenden propo se.ls in the Committee 
26 
of Thirteen squarely at the fe::Ji: of the five RApublican If:.ombArs of the group_ 
?iliodes goes even farther and stll tea thnt "the influence of Lincoln was the 
27 
most potent." If the plan had been Hdorted it is doubtful if any Southern 
Sf;Htes would have seceded except South Carolina. In view of the Republican 
refusal to be conciliatory it is argued by some of the historifJ.ns that '-lpon 
them rests the rcs-ponsibili ty for tho 1'orthconing Ci vil ~'iar. 
The faih~re of the Senate COlm:.i 1;i:;ee 01' Thir:",::ol1 to flgree we.s followed by 
:.:.11 insistent e:'fort of persistent Senator Crittenden to bring fOl"'N~,.rd in 
24. 
25. 
Edi torir..l, J~m.3, 1861. 
Uilton, op.cit., 526. 
····It - .. ';::-:n:' ~ 26 Rh d k~ 'on, 0 • CJ.. '.. 0 _; 0 05 
27. 167. 
o • cit. 167. 
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~'n,)'.;her f01~";~ :lis rIrtu of compromise". (\Tl January 3 he asked the.':; provisions 
"be made by lc.v{, without delay, for teJ:ins the census of the people and 
r.uhmitting to vote" the propositions which. were in su.bstance those which baa 
28 
1-:'8:m :;:18cod beforo the select COluLi ttce. HilS efforts cane to naught for 
~~h8 RepubUeHll Sene.tors had pledgedtllElU1Selves to no concil':'etion. Senator 
C19,r}~, delegate 1'1'0[;1 lie,:/" Hampshire, blasted effective com:;r::;u:'se out of the 
upper House hy introducing and securing passage 0f a resolution 'i1lhich 
insisted t:u:l.l; the provisions of t~,o COlisti tution W01'C D..'TlpJ.e to ~reserve the 
20 
Lh:.coln, tlie titular hond of 
i'orm of COI:rprc·mise. The cq,' tl,r"t; tJ:.0 Cri (:;"cmrJ.on l'roposf..ls vms only an.o-bher 
D.ttempt tc ell.;:;rrfi; the Breckinridge rl9.c;foIT;l t,pon t.he ltepublican Ad!,u.nic-
trf,t,i011 vms ec::ocd ty the Radic!'.l ~{epublican leader::; and the pre.s:;:,. Such 
rnbterfub6 }Jori:rc.ys redisticall:,-- .t.h8, ;';81£1::.h attit;~de upon vlhich the neVi 
r£i.l·t:; Inaders rlnnned t') r:wintnin -ther;tsAJ.vns in ptrlicr. Lincoln took an 
sloW' tc let the llAtion ~210W ho,'[ h9 ,~tood upon the subj.,;ci:. 1Hhile the 
':'ribune on DeC0iabsr 23, 126(:: 
',Ie are enrtbl sd to stQ ~e 111 th'7 T;",ost 
pos::.tive tenE!) that I::r. Linco In is utterly 
opposed to e.ny concession or oon::Jrcmise thf'.:~ 
y:1elds one iota of tl:o ,?c,sition occupied by 
-!":b.c TIcpublican pD.rty ":";11 t}:'f~ 0u.bject of GIU"\;"A1'J7 
in the terri to ri os, ~,nd the.t ho ::; ~ru:lds now e.s 
:Lll ::A.:I lo.st" vvhen LO ncc~rt~c tl~n Il~:.rl.L.n.tiorL 
for thA pr'?8idoncy, sT:'.r C'l~' uF':'n the C1,,:. cabo 
F 12 t.i·o r:',l. 
:::3. Congressional Gld)f'), :36 Cong., 2 8"'8" 379. 
29. Ibid. ,- ,1·09--
So that the nation would not doubt the President-elect's attitude the 
Spring~ield State Journal~ often referred to as Lincoln's journe.listic 
~outhpiece, st~ted: 
The country may rest assured 
that Lincoln is a Republican Pres.i.de!lt 
and one who will give a Republi(~an ad-
ministration. Mr. Linooln is not 
connnitted to tm Bord.er States' compro-
mise, nor any part of it. He will stand 
on his own pIa tform and will not counsel 30 
his friends to acquiesce to any compromise. 
In addition to what has already been stated on Lincoln's views there 
is stillmore evidence of his non-conciliatory perspective. In a letter to 
Thurlow 'Need on December 17, Lincoln notes: 
The Missouri line extended or 
Douglas' and Eli Thayer's popular 
sovereignty. would lose us everything 
we gain by the election; that filibustering 
for all south of us and making slave states 
of it would ~~llow. in spite of us, in 
either case. 
Evident ly Weed could not. believe that Lincoln would take soo h an uncornpro-
mising defensive so he visited him in Springfield at the insistence of 
109 
Sermtor Seward. The result of the conference was highly unsatisfactory for 
the compromis ing Weed, for when the Albanyi te shaved the President -elect 
tPAt numerous Conservative Republicans favored the Crittenden plan, he 
32 
received tla peculiar reply tm t "it would do some good or much mischief." 
All through Lincoln's correspondence we find evidence of his unflinching 
attitude to take any steps to preserve the Union. He wrote to Elihu Washburn: 
30. Editorial, Jan.29, 1861. 
31. Chadwick~ op.cit., 176 at seq., citing from Lincoln, Works (ed of 1891) 
I, 660. ---
32. *ilton, 0 from Weed, At-ltobiograph~ (Houghton. Mifflin Co.) 
"Hold firm as a chain of steel against propositions for compromise of any 
33 
HO 
kind on slavery extel~ion.n To Senator Trumbell Lincoln was pointed and 
blunt when he wrote: "I do not desire any amendment to the Constitubiont lt 
and tffin added that the right to amend the organic law belonged to the 
34 
people. On Douglas' effort to offer a compromise the comment of the 
"Great Emanoipator" was: "Douglas is again trying to bring in his popular 
35 
sovereignty. Have none of it." In Lincoln's reply to an emissary sent to 
him by Senator Crittenden to suggest that he should attempt to organize a 
national and representative cabinet to patch the seotional differences, the 
President-elect clearly brings out his politioal philosouhy and his small 
regard for the great masses of the people. "Does any man think, It he said, 
36 
"tha t I will take to my bas om an enemy?" 
While Linooln was oajoling, adVising and influencing the Republicans in 
Congress and the radioal leaders of the nation to have no part of oompromise 
the masses of the people seemed to have an entirely different attitude. 
Governor Washburn of Maine in his inaugural address reoommended "Conoiliation 
and forebearanoe, fidel i ty to the Constitution and the repeal of the personal 
37 
liberty laws if found unconstitutional." The thought of the people of his 
State must have been reflected in his speech for on the last of January an 
33. Milton, op.oit., 526, oiting from Nicolay and Hay, Abraham Linooln III,259 
34. 1lilton, op.cit., 526 citing from Lincoln Works, IV, 87 et seq. 
35. Letter to-Senator Kellog by Lincoln, citing from Milton;-op.cit., 529. 
36. Milton, op.oit., 527. ------
37. Portland;-Me:-bispatch, Daily Globe, Jan.7, 1861. 
immense mass meeting was held in Portland to adopt compromise resolutions. 
Speakers of both political partie s addressed the throng on the national 
crisis and tre need for conciliation. Resolutions were passed in which it 
was stated litre. t we will tender every suitable measure of conciliation to 
38 
meet the present difficulties." The imr.lense throng was enthusiastic. 
Michigan somewm t echoed the senti::nent of Maine a week later. At a large 
111 
meeting in Detroit~ at which the Mayor of Detroit presided~ and both Democrats 
and Republicans made speeches, nunerous resolutions were accepted by the 
people with great acclaim. Amongst the resolutions were those which favored 
the admission of States south of the line of 360 30 with or without slavery 
39 
and numerous other conciliatory measures. However, whatever may have been 
the sentiment of the citizenry on oompromise it was evidently not the view 
of the Michigan State Senate for a few days after the Detroit mass meeting in 
whioh the people expressed themselves as being for compromise, it rejected 
the plan to send delegates to the Compromise Convention in Washington. 
The great State of New York stood out strongly for the Crittenden plan 
of compromise or for that matter, any plan tmt would avert Civil War. 
Bennett's press worked overtime to bring the people to the view that oompro-
mise was neoessary to save the Union. The Herald was sure that there "never 
was a time when the conservative element of the land was more strong than it 
40 
is now. tt An allegedly Republioan press, the Nmv York World, stated: 
There can be no mistake about the 
intention of New York to go as far as any 
Northern state towards honorable reconcilia-
tion with men that are yet true.41 
38. Portland, Me. Dispatch, New York Herald, Jan.28, 1861; News Account,Daily 
Globe, ;Jan. 29, 1861. ---- ---
DetroitDispatch, Daily Globe, Jan.31, 1861. 
Ed~tor~al, Jan.9 -rffi5r. Editions of Herald from Dec.1S to Jan.ll, 1861 
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The same day Bennett in his journal brought a salient point in the New York 
Herald: 
Tha t the Union can be sa.ved even nOW' 
is doubtful; but if not now, never. Nine-
tenths of them (people) would vote 
tomorrow for the proposition of Mr.4~ritten­
den if they had the opport~~ity •••• 
In upstate N~N York, Thurlow Weed saw that the apparently suioidal course 
adopted by the Republioans in favoring no ooncession would divide the nation. 
He came out for oompromise in his Albany Journal when he stated that the 
"question must have violent or peaoeful solution,tt and urged his Republioan 
brothers to aooept as a settlement of the dispute regarding territories 
43 
which was practically the plan proposed by Mr. Crittenden. Two New York 
presses, the Ti~ and the Courier and Express, advocated Weed's plan of 
44 
peaceful oompromise al though they were known Republioan journals. 
Petitions begging for compromise, oontaining thousands of names of 
people from the Empire State began to pour into Congress. The World informs 
us that one containing the signatures of twenty-five thousand was offered 
45 
in the United States Senate on January 23. Later Seward presented to the 
Sehate petitions signed by sixty-three thousand voters from New York asking 
46 
for some form of conciliation. Horatio Seymour in a letter to Crittenden 
states: "I feel perfeot oonfidenoe that New York would give one hundred 
47 
fifty thousand for this measure." Probably the best summation on the 
attitude of the people of N~N York on conciliation is made by editor Greeley 
~2. Editorial in New York Herald, Jan.12, 1861. 
43. Editorial, Dec.17, 1860. 
44. Editions of Nov.26-28, Dec.1-4, 1860. 
45. Washington Dispatch, New York World, Jan.23, 1861. 
46. ~~§MamIVH.~~~ard, Works (5 vols. Houghton Mifflin Co, Boston Mass,1887-
in his recollections: 
If a popular vote could have been 
had on the Crittenden Compromise, it 
would. have prevailed by an overwhelming 
:major ity. Very few Republicans would 
have voted for it, but very many would 
have refrained from voting at all; while 
the ir adversarie s would have brought 
there every man to the polls in its support 
and carried by hundreds of thousands. 48 
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Pennsylvania was almost as vehement as New York in deolaring for oompro-
mise. Philadelphians, in a large union meeting at a hall in that city of 
broth.erly love, left no doubt in even the minds of tre skeptical concerning 
their opinion on the Crittenden Compromise. Resolutions were adopted favoring 
conciliation and not coercion and recommended that Congress place its stamp 
49 
of approval on some plan of compromise. Several weeks later the Pennsyl-
vania State Senate passed by a decisive mauority a resolution appointing 
50 
commissioners to attend the Peace Convention to be held in Washington. 
The backbone of the state, labor, was not silent during tre crisis. In 
Pittsburg the Workingmen's Committee dispatched a delegation to present to 
Congress resolutions favoring the Crittenden plan. A great throng of 
51 
laborers aocompanied the delegation to the depot. At Philadelphia a com-
mittee representing the working men of eastern Pennsylvania called on Senators 
Jrittenden and Cameron and expressed the ir devotion to tre Union and tre ir 
52 ish for the adoption of the Crittenden plan. The national workingman f s 
47. Coleman, op.cit., II, 254 
48. Horace Greeley, Recollections of ~ Busy Life (E.B.Treat, New YorkCity, 
1872),397. 
49. Philadeophia Dispatch, Daily Globe, Jan.17, 1861. 
50. Harrisburg Dispatch, Ibid. (Supplemental edition) Jan.30, 1861. 
51. Pittsburg Dispatch, Ibid., Jan.30, 1861. 
52. News Account, Daily GfOSe, Jan.31, 1861. 
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convention oonvened at Philadelphia on February 22. Delegates from Delaware, 
Maryland, Virginia, Kentucky, Indiana, Tennessee and Ohio were in attendance. 
Resolutions stating that the fifty-two thousand men they represented would 
be satisfied with nothing but the Crittenden Compromise as a settlement of 
the national difficulties. 53 The presentation of a petition signed by 
three thousand to the United States Senate by Senator Cameron is the best 
indication of Pennsylvania's attitude. In the presentation speech Senator 
Cameron said: 
If the names of the individual 
members of the firms who have signed it 
could be counted, it is estimated to be 
signed by over five thousand names of 
oitizens of Philadelphia, all of whom 
represent themselves as having voted for 
Lincoln and Hamlin. Many of them employ 
large numbers of workingmen. Some of 
them from one thousand to one thousand 
five hundred. They represent some thirty 
to forty thousand working people of 
Philadeophia. They desire the adoption 
of the Crittenden-Bigles proposition, for 
the purpose they say, of saving the country 
from its present perilous condition.54 
The home-state of the President-elect, Illinois, represented a varied 
pattern of expression on the all-absorbing topic of compromise. The Spring-
field State Journal, a Lincoln editorially controlled press, let the people 
of the State know the "Sage of Springfield" opinion again when it stated: 
Away with compromise~ Let us first 
establish the fact that we have a govern-
ment - a Government able to protect itself 
and punish traitors. 55 
53. News account, Ibid., Feb.25, 1861. 
54. Notes on Congr~onal Debates, Baily Globe (Suppelmental edition) 
Feb.S, 1861. --
55. Editorial, Feb.9, 1861. 
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A great mass-meeting held in Bryan Hall was Chicago's largest demonstration 
during the period. So great was tM feeling expressed by the citizenry that 
twice as many people were turned away as were able to crONd into the audi-
torium. Fiery speakers from both political parties painted a graphic picture 
of patriotism for their listeners. The Committee of Resolutions was 
composed of influential citizens with varied political beliefs. Throughout 
the meeting no sentiments were expressed which did not look to adherence to 
the Jacksonian declaration that "The Union must and will be preserved." 
and to the peaceable settlement of the sectional difficulties. The Tribune 
ends its aocount of the meeting by stating: "Let it be known far and wide 
the. t Chioago is a unit for the integrity of the Government and the Consti tu-
56 
tion, as our fathers made it." The leading industrialists and meat packers 
of Chioago, knowing the effect that a new Republic to the South would have 
57 
on their enterprises were for some type of oompromise. That the industrial 
ists of Illinois brought pressure to bear on Governor Yates to assist in 
healing the national diffe~enoes is indicated by the fact that though opposed 
by the leaders of the party. Yates did appoint Commissioners to the Peace 
58 Conference. The Tribune, commenting on Yates' appointments, noted: 
"Illinois is a Republioan State - and she is a loyal state. devoted to the 
59 
Constitution as it is, to the Union. and to the enforcement of the laws." 
56. News Acoount. Chicago Times and Herald, Jan. 7. 186}; Chioago Tribune, 
Jan.7-8, 1861; Chicago Trioune, J"an.7,. 1861 
57. News Aocount, Chicago Tribune, Jan.9, 1861. 
58. News Aocount, Chicago Tribune, Feb.4, 1861, Springfield Dispatoh. Daily 
Globe (Supplemental Edition), Jan.30, 1861. 
59. Editorial, Feb.4, 1861. 
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The stubborn attitude of the radical Republicans of Illinois and Chicago in 
particular, almost led to a party split. The conservative Republicans 
wanted some type of conciliation effected between the North and. the South. 
Even the silly and impotent suggestions presented by Seward and Kellog would 
have been satisfaotory. Several meetings were oonvened and resolutions of 
endorsement of the Sev,ard plan were adopted along with bitterly worded 
60 
resolutions denounoing tre Chicago Tribune for its radical viewpoint. 
Linea In's Springfield Press about this time gave forth another blast on the 
President-elect's viewpoint, for on Febrl.lI.ry 5 'it carried a leader denounci '" 
any proposition for a oompromise and declaring that it was impossible for 
Republicans to support such suggestions. The article olosed by denying any 
statements tha. t the Republicans ever were in favor of any form of compro-
61 
mise. 
Despite the Garrisons, the Adamses, and the Sumners, Massaohusetts and 
the rest of New Eneland apparently were willing to compromise the nation's 
sectional differences. Three great mass meetings give a cross out opinion. 
The fir st was at Cl'Rrleston, Massachus etts whe re Edward Everett of the 
silver tongue addressed the swelling throng. All of his references to com-
promise were greeted with great cheers of approbation. Resolutions in favor 
of the Crittenden Compromise were adopted and expressions in concurrence 
with Senator Seward's opinions tl'Rt "the question of slavery is not to be 
taken into account," but "we are to save the Union first, and we will then 
62 
save all that is worth saving." Several days later, Fanueil Hall, the 
60. News Aocount, Chicago Tribune, Feb.14, 1861. 
61. News Account, Springfield state Journal. Feb.5. 1361. 
62. Boston Dispatch, Dai ly Glo'5"e,-Feb.4, 1361. 
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cradle of liberty reverberated with the echoing of a shouting thron~ which 
had ga.thered in express its opinion on compromise. All parties were repre-
santed. The socialites ani the non-socialites were there by the hundreds, 
and the great throng spread to the surrounding streets. A letter from 
Edward Everett who was in Washington pleading the cause of compromis e, was 
rea.d: 
Members are bound by party ties and 
the only 801 terna tives are Union or bloody 
strife. Let the cry rin~ out from Fanueil 
Hall. The Union must be preserved l 
Resolutions expressing fealty to the Union were adopted, appeals were made 
to Virginia and other States to remain loyal to the Un.ton, and the Crittenden 
63 
Resolution met with the approval of the assembled throng. On FebrU1ry 18 
the working men of Bos ton met to express tre ir sentiments on the nEt tional 
crisis. Resolutions of a conciliatory nature were adopted in which men of 
all parties were asked to lay aside faotional strife and symbols and unite 
in an effort to save the Union. Also Senator Crittenden was thanked "for 
the eloquence with which he vindicated the twenty-three thousand workine men 
of Massachusetts, who signed the memorial in favor of the resolutions" and 
respectfully reque sted him to act for the people of Massechus etta as well. 
64 
as for Kentoo10J. 
lJTha. t a hopeful attitude the people of the north assumed when it became 
apparent that the Nation was being torn to pieces by radical politioians in 
hoth the North and the South. Great nmss meetin~s were held in all sections 
of the Union petitioning for compromise; memorials flooded Congress; the 
orators and tr.,.e writers were sincere in thfdr demands that the Union he held 
63. Boston Disp8t oh, Ibid., (Supplementa.l edition) Feb.6, 1861. 
64. Eoston Dis~atoh~ Ibid. Feb.23.1861. 
together. In Baltimore a!rl Cumberlend, MarylRr::d, thousands of people in 
65 
conve!lt~_ons reque sted compromise, concession, am concilif tion. 
I~issouri, ever doubtful, sent r-lP.SSiV6 petitions to Congress ani by 
118 
popular e_ssembla~e prayed to the Nationa.l Legislature for peace between the 
66 
sections of the lJation. The State Convention of Missouri, in a striking 
set of resolutions, stated tnt t tho Missourie.ns had no cause for leEtv-int:; the 
Union and tl->a t the State would labor to effect a compromise between the 
67 
States for the adjustnent of' the existing troubles. The Legisls_ture of 
Indiana pissed resolutions favoring a National Convention to revamp the 
68 
Constitution so the South would not leave the Union. Milwaukee, the city 
of pe ace loving Germans, was the scene of a great meeting of the citizen!"'/ 
of tm t city at the Academy of Mus ic where the crowd went on record as 
being favora.bly disposed to grant the South almost anything to keep it from 
69 
alienating itself from the North. In New Jersey the State Legislature, 
by an overwhelming vote, went on record as being in favor of the Crittenden 
70 
plan of compronlise. Yet despite th is great outpourirJg of sentiment the 
Repubaicans and the ra.dical Southern Democrats would not allow a just com-
promis e to a vert a national calamity. 
The greater presses of the nation re-echoed the opinions of the Imsses. 
Thurlow Weed, Seward's mnager and dearest friend, stated in his paper, the 
65. Baltimore DisFatch, Ibid., Jan.lEl, 1861 for meeting in Cumberland, Md. 
Baltimore Dispatch, New-York EeraldJl Jan.ll, 1861, for Baltimore meeting. 
66. St. Louis Dispatch, New York world; Feb .5, 1861, for petitions sent to 
Congress; St.Louis Dispe_ tch, baily Globe, Feb.5, 1861, for mass meetir..gs 
in St. Louis. ---
6n St. Louis Disr:atch, Daily Globe, March 12, 1861. 
68. Indianapolis Dispatch;-I'Oid., March 18, 1861. 
69. Milwaukee Dispatch, New York Herald, Feb.5, 1861. 
70. Trenton Disp:ttch, Da~!y Globe, Jan.26-28, 1861. 
Albany Evening Journal: "But the Crittenrlen prorositions are the most 
1171 direct and simple and therefore to be preferred. Patriotic Bennett 
ham.lllered away in his New York Herald: 
We m ve appealed tothe F'reflident-elect 
and his appointed Premier (1~r. Seward) to 
come forward to the rescue of the country. 
They have responded in vague promises of 
conciHEtion ••• and hints of coereion in 72 
which we find little hope or encouragement. 
Greeley up to almost the end was hopeful of some kind of national relief, 
119 
but towards tho close of January he became almost pessimistic. His press, 
the New York 'Neekly TribunEJ_ stated: 
Little by little the scheme of 
compromising our ns.tional difficultie s 
seems to recede, until it has just about 
reached a vanishing7soint. 'Yet effort 
is not abandoned.' tI 73 
In Washirlgton the DailJ'~ Globe, fl. presR not given over to the opinions for 
the rule, sent a fervent prayer to heaven to avoid a Civil War~ "May Heaven 
save us from. it and may it so move the hearts of our people the. t they will 
recoil from the imperious contest ••• and form onoe more a sacred alliance of 
74 
friendship." Seward's speech in the Senate on his compromise plan, in 
which the Na.tion expected a panacea for the ills which beset her but received 
nothing but an oratorical masterpiece, elicited the statement from the 
Boston Transcript that "on tho position he has taken may depend the question 
75 
whether the present difficvl ties will be compromise or war." In the V'lest 
the Chicago Tribune was more adamant than at any time since the compromise 
71. Editor is,l, Feb.JO, 1861. 
72. Edi toria.1, Jan .18, 1861. 
73. Editor iaI, Jan.26, 1861. 
74. Editorial, .Tan. S, 1861. 
75. News Account, Jan.12, 1861. 
issue began: 
We are in favor of the Constitution 
as it is. Mr. Crittenden's proposition 
is nota compromis e. It is a scheme to 
insert the BreckhJridge platform into the 
Constitution of the United States ••• We 
are satisfied with the Constitution .•• 
and we say to those who want to put 
something into it ••• Hands Ofn 76 
As has been stated the Rous e ComIlli ttee of Thirty Three, which was to 
120 
look for a satisi'e.ctory basis of compromise, was unable to agree on much of 
anything worth while. It broucht before the House seven minority reports 
signed by fourteen members; and as the members from the slave States had 
withdrawn on the fai lure of the committee to pass resolutions declaring it 
the duty to protect slavery both on land and on sea, the report was in 
77 
effect a minority. The resolutions covered every phase of slavery and slave 
extension from the Fugitive Slave laws to unamendable amendrr..ents to the 
Constitution. However,the rrain features of the Corwin Compromise, so named 
since Corwin was the Cm irman of the Committee of Thirty Three, were a 
constitutional amendment safegua.rding sla.very of the States; recommendation 
for the repes.l of the Personal Liberty Laws, s.nd the admission of New Mexico 
78 
as a state with or ~~thout slavery so as to be made another slave State. 
This passed the House, FebrUlry 28, by a vote of 133 to 65, and the Senate, 
79 
Y~rch 2, by a vote of 24 to 12. It was the sole compromise of the session. 
However, in the uphee.vfl.l to corre it received no attention from any of the 
States. 
76. Editorial, Jan.15, 1861. 
77. Chadwick, op.cit., 178 
78. Rhodes, op:Cit7; 267. 
79. Congressi~?al Globe, 36 Cong., 2 Sess., 163. 
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Corwin, Chair:rran of the Committee of Thirty Three, wrote a bitter but 
enUghtenirlg letter to Linooln on the work of the House compromis e committee. 
In pe.rt it r~e_ds: 
If the States are no more harmonious in 
their feelings and opinions than those thirty 
three representative men, then, appalling as 
the idea is, we mus t dissolve and a lone; and 
bloody civil war mus t follow. I cannot. compre-
hend the madness of the times. Southern men 
are theoretically crazy. Extrems Northern 
men are practical fools. The latter are 
really quite as :rrad as the farmer. Treason 
is in the air around us everywhere. It goes 
by the mm of patriotism.80 
Upon the initiative of Virginia a convention, later knowh as the Peace 
Convention, was convened at Washington early in Februnr~y to attempt to 
arrive at some type of compromise. Delegates from nearly all of the Northern 
and border states were present so that at least two~thirds of the States of 
81 
the Nation were represented. The convention, if the character of the 
delegates could be taken as a criterion, was worthy of the impressiveness 
and t:oo importance of it s obje ct. But the very terms of its call, the 
instructions given to the delegates by the legislature of the various States, 
and the heterogeneous view of the delegates! success was an impossibility. 
The idea of a peace-conference having originated in Virginia had its effect 
upon the people of the North, for they immediately became suspicious of some 
southern tricY£ry. Opinion was badly divided as to its worthiness. The 
Chicago Tribune assumed a spokesman-like attitude on the Convention: 
We believe we correctly represent the 
sentiment and purpose of the Representatives 
of the Northwest when we state that they not 
only repudiate every plan of compromise that 
80. Nicolay and Hay, Abraham Lincoln,III, 218, cited by Chadwick,op.cit.,180 
81. Chadwick, 0 .cit. 270· Rhodes 0 .cit. II 291 et. se. ---
has been or may hereafter be presented, 
but that no earthly power will ever be 
able to compel them to aooept any ad-
justment of existing diffioulties than 
suoh as the Constitutioa arfords.82 
However, in the East the battering rams of the press were by no means as 
122 
fanatioal as the Chioago Tribune, but they could see little hope of suocess 
in the venture. The New York Herald, after oomment on the failure of some 
of the states to seDd delegates to the Peaoe Conferenoe stated: 
This eiroU1llstance alone woul« 
render any plan that may be adopted 
unsatisfactory to the South; but if the 
convention should agree upon good 
measures, they will be Toted «own or 
laid on the shelt by the present 
infUriated Congress. The Compromise 
Conferenoe, therefore, oan do nothing to 
saTe the Union.83 
Horaoe Greeley stated with almost prophetic Tision in his New York Daily 
Tribune "That the Border State Compromise Convention, now in session ••• may 
84 be set down ••• as oertain to result in no substantial good." The New York 
World was not quite so pessimistic as was Greeleyts press: 
The Convention may aocom.plish some 
good if it honestly strives to ascertain 
and adopt i teelf to the sentiment and 
tanper of the people~ otherwise it will be 
a miserable failure. 6 
The fact that the prooeedings of the convention were seoret so infuriated 
editor Bennett that he oommented that "at the best we oan only regard it as 
86 
a mutual admiration sooiety." 
While the Nation was hopeful little was expected from the Convention 
so the results of the Compromis e Conference were not so di sappointing to the 
masses. The Convention agreed upon the so-called Guthrie plan Whioh proTide 
for a Constitutional amendment to deal with the question of slavery 
87 
123 
extension. The plan being less favorable to the South than the Crittenden 
Compromise, and in turn being opposed by the Republicans, went to the Congress 
with no real force behind it. Consequently after passing the House it was 
voted down in the Senate by an overwhelming majority. Among the seven Sena-
tors who voted for the Guthrie plan were Douglas of Illinois and Crittenden 
88 
of KentuCky. The New York Herald blamed the tailure of the Congress to get 
behind the recommendation ot the Peaoe Conference on Seward tor not whipping 
89 
the Republicans into line. Greeley did a complete "about tace" and stated 
in his press that "neither philosophy nor statesmanship can defend the policy 
of Compromise" and then argued a case against compromise with such vigor and 
imagination that he was almost as vindietiTe upon the subject as his party 
90 leader, Lincoln. Apparently the New York World was not worried about any .... 
thing but results when it eta teda 
It is to be earnestly hoped 
that the Senate, like the House, will 
take favorable action upon the proposition 
to amend the Constitution so as to preolude 
any future amdnement s empowering Congress 
to interfere as it exists in the States •••• 9l 
82. Editorial, Feb.4. 1861 (from p.122) 
83. Editorial, Feb.4, 1861 ( « " ) 
84. Editorial, Feb.9, 1861 (" « ) 
85. Editorial, Feb.5, 1861 (<< « ) 
86. Editorial in New York Herald, Feb.7, l86l(from p.l22) 
87. Chadwiok, ~.cit., 222; Rhodes, op.cit., II, 306; Washington Dispatch, 
New York Heran; Feb.28, 1861. --
88. Rhodes, op.clt., II, 306; Chadwick, op.cit., 73; Milton, ~.~ •• 545. 
89. Editoriar. March 1, 1861. - -
90. Editorial in New York ~ilY Tribune, Feb.23, 1861. 
91. Editorial, March 2, 18 • 
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And so on March fourth it all ended. For the non-compromisers' viewpoint 
the Chicago Tribune is enlightening: 
Let the earth be glad' Congress 
has adjourned without any degrading 
oom.promise. It comes to its legal end. 
It had reaohed its prime conolusion. It 
is functus officio; and the grand old 
Constitution is unspotted with pro-slavery 
amendment s. 92 
For the oompromisers the Tiewpoint of the New York Heral~. the Nation's 
leading journal, is expressive: 
It the Crittenden Amendments to 
the Constitution had been adopted by 
Congress a tewweeks ago, instant stop 
would have been put to the progress o~ 
disunion oontagion then in the South. 3 
92. Editorial, March 5, 1861. 
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